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The electronic doorman enables a doof to
be opened automatically after a predefined
delay front the moment a bell has been
nmg. It is intended for use in, for instance,
waiting rooms and offices. The idea behind
it is that the person who normally operates
the door-opening control on his/her desk
need not interrupt his/her work to open
the doof to visitors, panenrs cr c1ients.
The voltage that serves to trigger the

circuit is obtained by connecting inputs 'A'
and 'B' in paralJel with the bell, electric
chirne Cf buzzer. When a signal is detected,
pin 2 of timer IC1 is puIled low by the pho-
totransistor in optocoupler IC3. The time
delay introduced by the timer may be set
roughly between 3 5 and 6 5 with PI. After
this delay. pin 3 of ICl reverts to low. The
trailing edge of this signal is converted to a
short trigger pulse by C3-R4.

A second timer, IC2, is triggered end in-
troduces a second delay of between 2 s and
6 s. set with P2. Ouring this delay, the high
output level at pin 3 causes the door
opener to be actuated via driver Tl and
relay Re1. The relay contacts, C and 0, are
connected in parallel with the existing
docr-cpentng switch.

Resistor R7 eliminates ind uctive volt-
age peaks when the doorman is switched
off to prevent erroneous triggering of the
timers. lts value must be determined em-
pirically. Clearly, it should not be so low as
to cause the door to be opened at the mo-
ment the relay ccntacts are connected to
the switch on your desk.
The presets on the board allcw the wait

time and the 'door open' time to be set to
individual requirements. In practice, a
'door open' time of about 4 s gives the best
effect. •

(R. Dischlerl

+

put signal is divided by lC1, IC2 and lC3a
to I MHz, 0.1 MHz, ...100 Hz. The required
range is selected by 51. The signal is used
to clock IC4 which, together with IC3b,
forms the pulse-width counter.
The outputs of the pulse-width counter

are applied to diodes and thumb-wheel
switches. The AND funetion so created
causes the ou tput of TC6c to go low only
when the count state in [C4 and IC3b is
equal to the number set with the thumb-
wheeI switches.
The circuit operates at the leading edge

of the input cloek signal applied to ICSa.
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PARTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl = 1kO
R2, R4 = 33 k
R3, R5 = 22 k
R6 = 4k7
Pl, P2 = 50 k preset

Capacitors:
Cl,C4=10n
C2, C5 = 100 I1F, 25 V, radial
C3 = 1 n

Semiconductors:
IC1, IC2 = 555
IC3 = TIL11
01,02 = lN4148
Tl=B0139

Miscelianeous:
Rel = 12 V relay for PCB mounting
(e.g. Siemens V23127-BOO--

Al0l)
PCB Type 904002

The control enables the pulse-width of a
clock signal to be set with thumb-wheel
switches. The pulse widths are set in five
ranges: 1-999 us: 0.01-9.99 ms; 0.1-99.9 ms;
1-999 ms; and 0.01-9.99 s. These ranges
overlap to some extent and this is done on
purpose to make available settings like
5.46 ms or 45.8 ms. The circuit has an errar
detector that gives a visual indication if the
set pulse-width exceeds the per iod of the
input clock signal. The permissible timing
error is ±O.l us in a11ranges.

HCMOS inverter rC6a and quartz crys-
tal Xl form a 10 MHz oscillator whose out-

When a leading edge occurs, the Q output
of JCSa goes low, thereby enabling coun-
ters 1C1-IC4. The Q outpur. whieh forms
the cutpur of the circuit, goes high.
When the set time is reached, the out-

put of IC6c goes 10w. Bistable J~a is im-
mediately reset whereupon its Q outpur
goes high and the counters are reset. Con-
sequently, the output of IC6c reverts to
high so that ICSa is enabled again and
ready to be clocked by the next leading
edge at its CLK input. Meanwhile, the Q
outpur of IC5a goes low and this marks the
end of the output pulse.
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If a leading edge occurs while the Q
output of rC5a is high, a logie 1 is clocked
into IC5b whereupon D13, the ERROH.indi-
cator, lights. lt goes out again as 500n as
the error condition is ended bya change of
range or set value.

lC6 is an unbuffered type that must not

be replaced by an He or HeT equivalent,
otherwise the reliable operation of the 05-
cillator is not guaranteed.

It should be noted that pulse-width set-
tings between 0.1 us and 99.9 us with an
input signal of 10 MHz may not work in
all cases because the AND function formed
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by diodes 01-D12 and the associated pu 1I-
up resistor, R3, may not be fast enough.
The output pulses from IC5b may have

to be c1eaned er reshaped to eliminate
overshoot.

The circuit draws a current of not more
than 10 mA from a 5-V supply •

(C. Salljayl

A standard voltage regulator Type 7805 is
inexpensive and easily available, but its
maximum current of 1 A can at times

prove a handicap. However, this current
may be increased by adding a power tran-
sistor (T3 in the circuit diagram below) on

K1 K2

+ +

12V
3A •Q er

IC1

470011
7805

'" .... e,
,.,

0 '" 0

904012 ·11
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a heat sink. When the current drain is
small, the 7805 continues to function as be-
fore. When the current rises above 15 mA,
however, the potential drop across R4 is
large enough to switch on T3. This transis-
tor is protected against short circuits by T2.
When the current through the MJ2955 rises
above 3 A, the volta ge drop across R3 is
large enough to switch on T2. This Iimirs
the base-emitter voltage of T3, so that the
outpur current can not increase much
more.

In parallel with T2 is a transistor; Tl,

Fig. 1. Cireui! diagram of !he power supply.
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The electranic doorman enablesa door to
be opened automatically after a predefined
delay from the moment a bell has been
rung. It is intended for use in, for instance,
waiting rooms and offices. The idea behind
it is that the person who normally operates
the door-opening contral on his/her desk
need not interrupt his/her work to open
the door to visitors, patients or dients.
The voltage that serves to trigger the

circuit is obtained by connecting inputs 'A'
and 'B' in parallel with the bell, electric
chime or buzzer. When a signal is detected,
pin 2 of timer IC1 ispulled low by the pho-
totransistor in optocoupler IC3. The time
delay intraduced by the timer may be set
roughly between 3 sand 6 s with PI. After
this delay, pin 3 of IC1 reverts to low. The
trailing edge of this signal is converted to a
short trigger pulse by C3-R4.
A second timer, IC2, is triggered and in-

troduces a second delay of between 2 sand
6 s, set with P2. During this delay, the high
output level at pin 3 causes the door
opener to be actuated via driver Tl and
relay Rel. The relay contacts, C and D, are
connected in parallel with the existing
door-opening switch.
Resistor R7 eliminates inductive volt-

age peaks when the doorman is switched
off to prevent erraneous triggering of the
timers. Its value must be determined em-
pirically. Clearly, it should not be so low as
to cause the door to be opened at the mo-
ment the relay contacts are connected to
the switch on your desk.
The presets on the board allow the wait

time and the 'door open' time to be set to
individual requirements. In practice, a
'door open' time of about 4 s gives the best
effect. •

(R. Dischler)
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PARTS LIST

Resistors:
R1 = 1kO
R2, R4 = 33 k
fl3, R5 = 22 k
R6 = 4k7 .
P1, P2 = 50 k preset

Capacitors:
C1, C4 = 10 n
C2, C5 = 100 IlF, 25 V, radial
C3 = 1 n

Semiconductors:
IC1, IC2 = 555
IC3 = TIL11
01, 02 = 1N4148
T1 = B0139

Miscellaneous:
Re1 = 12 V relay for PCB mounting

(e.g. Siemens V23127-BOO--
A101)

PCB Type 904002

The contral enables the pulse-width of a
dock signal to be set with thumb-wheel
switches. The pulse widths are set in five
ranges: 1-999Ils; 0.01-9.99 ms; 0.1-99.9 ms;
1-999 ms; and 0.01-9.99 s. These ranges
overlap to some extent and this is done on
purpose to make available settings like
5.46 ms or 45.8 ms. The circuit has an error
detector that gives a visual indication if the
set pulse-width exceeds the period of the
input dock signal. The permissible timing
errar is ±O.llls in all ranges.
HCM05 inverter IC6a and quartz crys-

tal Xl form a 10 MHz oscillator whose out-

put signal is divided by ICl, IC2 and IC3a
to 1 MHz, 0.1 MHz, ...100 Hz. The required
range is selected by 51. The signal is used
to dock IC4 which, together with IC3b,
forms the pulse-width counter.
The outputs of the pulse-width counter

are applied to diodes and thumb-wheel
switches. The AND function so created
causes the output of IC6c to go low only
when the count state in IC4 and IC3b is
equal to the number set with the thumb-
wheel switches.
The circuit operates at the leading edge

of the input dock signal applied to IC5a.

When a leading edge occurs, the Q output
of IC5a goes low, thereby enabling coun-
ters IC1-IC4. The Q output, wh ich forms
the output of the circuit, goes high.
When the set time is reached, the out-

put of IC6c goes low. Bistable I~a is im-
mediately reset whereupon its Q output
goes high and the counters are reset. Con-
sequently, the output of IC6c reverts to
high so that IC5a is enabled again and
ready to be docked by the next leading
edge at its CLK input. Meanwhile, the Q
output of IC5a goes low and this marks the
end of the output pulse.
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If a leading edge occurs while the Q
output of rC5a is high, a logie 1 is clocked
into IC5b whereupon D13, the ERROH.indi-
cator, lights. lt goes out again as 500n as
the error condition is ended bya change of
range or set value.

lC6 is an unbuffered type that must not

be replaced by an He or HeT equivalent,
otherwise the reliable operation of the 05-
cillator is not guaranteed.

It should be noted that pulse-width set-
tings between 0.1 us and 99.9 us with an
input signal of 10 MHz may not work in
all cases because the AND function formed
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by diodes 01-D12 and the associated pu 1I-
up resistor, R3, may not be fast enough.
The output pulses from IC5b may have

to be c1eaned er reshaped to eliminate
overshoot.

The circuit draws a current of not more
than 10 mA from a 5-V supply •

(C. Salljayl

A standard voltage regulator Type 7805 is
inexpensive and easily available, but its
maximum current of 1 A can at times

prove a handicap. However, this current
may be increased by adding a power tran-
sistor (T3 in the circuit diagram below) on

K1 K2

+ +

12V
3A •Q er

IC1

470011
7805
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a heat sink. When the current drain is
small, the 7805 continues to function as be-
fore. When the current rises above 15 mA,
however, the potential drop across R4 is
large enough to switch on T3. This transis-
tor is protected against short circuits by T2.
When the current through the MJ2955 rises
above 3 A, the volta ge drop across R3 is
large enough to switch on T2. This Iimirs
the base-emitter voltage of T3, so that the
outpur current can not increase much
more.

In parallel with T2 is a transistor; Tl,

Fig. 1. Cireui! diagram of !he power supply.
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Fig. 2. The printed eireuit board tor the power supply.

that switches on an LED as 500n as current
limiting occurs. Resistor R5 has been
added to limit the current through the reg-
ulator as 500n as the current lirniting cir-
cuit operates, since R4 is then short-ctr-
cuited by T2: in the absence of R5, the full
current would flow through the 7805.

Of course, there is a price to be paid for
the higher output current: the input volt-
age must be 10 V for an output current of

@@{j

3A, instead of 8.5 V for currents up to 1 A.
The current limiting comes in relatively

gradually: when the output is short-cir-
cuited, a current of up to 6 A may flow for
a short period. Obviously, that situtation
should not be allowed to last for long.

In the construction, take care that T2
and T3 are insulated from the heat sink.
The 7805 does not really need a heat sink,
but it does no harm to fit it also to the heat

An isolating amplifier, also calJed buffer, is
used to match two d isai mila r impedance
points and isolate one stage from a suc-
ceeding one in a cascaded system, and
thus prevent undesirable interaction be-
tween them.

The present isolating amplifier has a
band width of 40 Hz to 40 kHz and a dis-
tortion of not greater than 1% at a 1 kHz
stgnal of 70 mV r.m.s. The current drawn
by each section is not greater than 10 mA.

The amplifier is based on an opto-isola-
tor that provides the separation between
the two sections. The LED in the isolator; a
Type CNY2I or lUD, is driven by opamp
ICI, a Type LF356.

Because the feedback resistor, R2, fol-
lows the LED, a large portion of the distor-
tion produced by the LED is suppressed by
the opamp. The bias current for the LED is
adjusted with Pl. In the present circuit, the
level of this current is chosen at 1 mA,
since that gtves a reasonable compromise
between the overall power consumption
and the non-linear distortion.

The bias-current setting is not the only
factor that determines the total distortion:
the alternating current through the LED
also plays apart. This is the reason that the
primary section of the amplifier has been
designed to cause an a.c. through the LED

whose level is about 10% of that of the bias
current at a signal level of 70 mV r.m.s.
(JOD mV p-p). When this input level is ex-
ceeded , the distortion increases signifi-
cantly, and it is, therefore, necessary, to
limit the input level to the value stated.
The direct and alternating currents

through the LED, lL and ii. respectively,

PARTS LIST
Resistars:
Rl.330Q
R2.470Q
R3. ORl8;5W
R4. 47Q
R5. 18Q

Capaeilars:
Cl.4700~:16V
C2.10~;16V

Semicanductors:
01. LEO,red
Tl. BC5578
T2. B0140
T3. MJ2955
ICl .7805

Miscellaneous:
Kl, K2 = 2-way PCS connector
heat sink 2-3 K/W

sink. If you follow the component layout
in Figure 2 above, you should not experi-
ence any difficulties with the remainder of
the construction. •

(K. Walters)

are calculated from:

TL ~ Ur) (R2+R3)(RIR3

u: ~ u; (RI+R2+R3)(R1R3

where UP1 is the voltage at the wiper of Pt
and l/i is the input voltage.

+ v,

cz0-1J-.-----1l
100n

Q

8V ... 15V
~vp- c... -
~-
~- ..
<:) 'E'" <:)v,

-aV ...-15V

"

,,"

R6 c R

~ ~
IC1,IC3 = LF356
IC2 = CNY21,IL 10
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Fig. 2. The printed circuit board for the power supply.

that switches on an LED as soon as current
limiting occurs. Resistor R5 has been
added to limit the current through the reg-
ulator as soon as the current limiting cir-
cuit operates, since R4 is then short-cir-
cuited by T2: in the absence of R5, the full
current would flow through the 7805.
Of course, there is a price to be paid for

the higher output current: the input volt-
age must be 10 V for an output current of

3 A, instead of 8.5 V for currents up to 1 A.
The current limiting comes in relatively

gradually: when the output is short-cir-
cuited, a current of up to 6 A may flow for
a short period. Obviously, that situtation
should not be allowed to last for long.
In the construction, take care that T2

and T3 are insulated from the heat sink.
The 7805 does not really need a heat sink,
but it does no harm to fit it also to the heat

PARTS LIST
.Resistors:
R1 =3300
R2 =4700
R3 = 0018; 5 W
R4 =47 0
R5=180

Capacilors:
C1 =470011: 16V
C2= 1011; 16V

SemiconduClors:
01 =LEO, red
T1 "BC557B
T2 = B0140
T3 = MJ2955
ICl = 7805

Miscellaneous:
K1, K2 " 2·way PCB conneclor
heat sink 2-3 K!W

sink. If you follow the component layout
in Figure 2 above, you should not experi-
ence any difficulties with the remainder of
the construction. •

(K. Walters)

An isolating amplifier, also called buffer, is
used to match two dissimilar impedance
points and isolate one stage from a suc-
ceeding one in a cascaded system, and
thus prevent undesirable interaction be-
tween them.
The present isolating amplifier has a

bandwidth of 40 Hz to 40 kHz and a dis-
tortion of not greater than 1% at a 1 kHz
signal of 70 mV r.m.s. The current drawn
by each section is not greater than 10 mA.
The amplifier is based on an opto-isola-

tor that provides the separation between
the two sections. The LED in the isolator, a
Type CNY21 or IUO, is driven by opamp
ICl, a Type LF356.
Because the feedback resistor, R2, fol-

lows the LED, a large portion of the dis tor-
tion produced by the LED is suppressed by
the opamp. The bias current for the LED is
adjusted with Pl. In the present circuit, the
level of this current is chosen at 1 mA,
since that gives a reasonable compromise
between the overall power consumption
and the non-linear distortion.
The bias-current setting is not the only

factor that determines the total distortion:
the alternating current through the LED
also plays apart. This is the reason that the
primary section of the amplifier has been
designed to cause an a.c. through the LED

whose level is about 10% of that of the bias
current at a signal level of 70 mV r.m.s.
000 mV p-p). When this input level is ex-
ceeded, the distortion increases signifi-
cantly, and it is, therefore, necessary, to
limit the input level to the value stated.
The direct and alterna ting currents

through the LED, IL and it. respectively,

are calculated from:

IL = UPI (R2+R3)/R1R3

ii.= ut (R1+R2+R3)/R1R3

where UPI is the volta ge at the wiper of P1
and ut is the input voltage.

8V ... 15V~vp
~ c~ -

~p

~
G ]Oon Gvp

-SV ... ·15V

•
IC 1,IC3 = LF356
IC2 = CNY21,1L10

904016·"
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Fig. 2. The printed eireuit board tor the power supply.

that switches on an LED as 500n as current
limiting occurs. Resistor R5 has been
added to limit the current through the reg-
ulator as 500n as the current lirniting cir-
cuit operates, since R4 is then short-ctr-
cuited by T2: in the absence of R5, the full
current would flow through the 7805.

Of course, there is a price to be paid for
the higher output current: the input volt-
age must be 10 V for an output current of

@@{j

3A, instead of 8.5 V for currents up to 1 A.
The current limiting comes in relatively

gradually: when the output is short-cir-
cuited, a current of up to 6 A may flow for
a short period. Obviously, that situtation
should not be allowed to last for long.

In the construction, take care that T2
and T3 are insulated from the heat sink.
The 7805 does not really need a heat sink,
but it does no harm to fit it also to the heat

An isolating amplifier, also calJed buffer, is
used to match two d isai mila r impedance
points and isolate one stage from a suc-
ceeding one in a cascaded system, and
thus prevent undesirable interaction be-
tween them.

The present isolating amplifier has a
band width of 40 Hz to 40 kHz and a dis-
tortion of not greater than 1% at a 1 kHz
stgnal of 70 mV r.m.s. The current drawn
by each section is not greater than 10 mA.

The amplifier is based on an opto-isola-
tor that provides the separation between
the two sections. The LED in the isolator; a
Type CNY2I or lUD, is driven by opamp
ICI, a Type LF356.

Because the feedback resistor, R2, fol-
lows the LED, a large portion of the distor-
tion produced by the LED is suppressed by
the opamp. The bias current for the LED is
adjusted with Pl. In the present circuit, the
level of this current is chosen at 1 mA,
since that gtves a reasonable compromise
between the overall power consumption
and the non-linear distortion.

The bias-current setting is not the only
factor that determines the total distortion:
the alternating current through the LED
also plays apart. This is the reason that the
primary section of the amplifier has been
designed to cause an a.c. through the LED

whose level is about 10% of that of the bias
current at a signal level of 70 mV r.m.s.
(JOD mV p-p). When this input level is ex-
ceeded , the distortion increases signifi-
cantly, and it is, therefore, necessary, to
limit the input level to the value stated.
The direct and alternating currents

through the LED, lL and ii. respectively,

PARTS LIST
Resistars:
Rl.330Q
R2.470Q
R3. ORl8;5W
R4. 47Q
R5. 18Q

Capaeilars:
Cl.4700~:16V
C2.10~;16V

Semicanductors:
01. LEO,red
Tl. BC5578
T2. B0140
T3. MJ2955
ICl .7805

Miscellaneous:
Kl, K2 = 2-way PCS connector
heat sink 2-3 K/W

sink. If you follow the component layout
in Figure 2 above, you should not experi-
ence any difficulties with the remainder of
the construction. •

(K. Walters)

are calculated from:

TL ~ Ur) (R2+R3)(RIR3

u: ~ u; (RI+R2+R3)(R1R3

where UP1 is the voltage at the wiper of Pt
and l/i is the input voltage.

+ v,

cz0-1J-.-----1l
100n

Q

8V ... 15V
~vp- c... -
~-
~- ..
<:) 'E'" <:)v,

-aV ...-15V

"

,,"

R6 c R

~ ~
IC1,IC3 = LF356
IC2 = CNY21,IL 10
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Adjustment of the primary secticn is
effected by setnngPl to obt~ln a reading
of 1 mA through a milliarnmeter con-
nected in place of JPI.

The signal received by the photo-tran-
sistor in the opto-isolator is amplified by a

second LF356 whose gain is controUed by
P2. After the LED current has been set, this
preset rnay be adjusted to ensure unity
gain of the entire amplifier.

The circuit needs two completely sepa-
rate power suppltes and this means two

57
transformers or one transformer with two
iso la ted secondary windings. The primary
section needs a symmetrical supply,
whereas a single 8-15 V supply will suffice
for the secondary section. •

(}.RI/ftell)

@@@
Any switch or key in a digital circuit may
cause problems beeause mechanical con-
taets bounce up and down a few times be-
fore they elose. Normally, this weakness is

"

5V
+

le1
7

"m
IC1= 1/374HCT14

904010-1'

negated by an R5 bistable, but this article
shows that it also may be aehieved by a
monostable.

The two gates in the circu it dia gram
form a monostable with a mono time of
100 ms (the bounee time of a key is rypt-
cally 20 ms).

In quieseent operation, the input of in-
verter IClb is at the level of the supply
voltage, so that its output is 10w. This low
level is connected to the input of lela via
R3. The output of ICla is thus high and Cl
is not being charged.

When the switch, 51, is closed, the
input of ICla goes high because Rl has a
smaller value than R3. The output of ICla
then becomes zero, whieh is immediately
connected to the input of K'lb via Cl. This
low level remains at the inpu t during a
time determined by R2-C2. Any bounce of
the switch during this time has no effect
whatsoever, because the output of ICI b,
and thus the input of ICla, ts high.

When a switch or key is released, it will
be notieeable at output B but not at outpur
A, beeause Cl needs time to discharge.
Only after it has dtscharged. can the
monostable be triggered agam.

The gates should be CMOS typcs.
preferably of the HC/HCT series. The cir-
cuit works best with Schmitt trigger in-
verters, although most run-of-the-mill in-
verters work perfectly well.

The current drawn from the supply is
Mgli~We •

(Front an idea by H. Smits)

IC1aQ~~

(6)IC1a'~~

(A)le," '~--I1-
904010_12

@@@;
This straightforward circuit. based on four
darlingtons, enables a d.c. motor to rotate
clockwise or anti-clockwise under the con-
trol of two digital signals provided by, say,
a computer.

11 A2,,,

01,02 = 1N5408
T1...T4= 60679 904022-11

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JULY!AUGUST 1990

As may be seen from the diagram, the
circuit consists of two identical sections.
Concentrating on the left-hand section,
when a high logic level (+5 V) is applied to
input 11, T2 is switched on and a current

can flow to earth via 01.
Tl is cut off, beeause its
base is negative with re-
spect to its emitter owing
to the voltage drop across
the diode (-0.6 V). When a
low logic level (0 V) is ap-
plied to Il, T2 is cut off

R4 12 and Tl obtains base cur-
C:--:1+--!J':>'''U--9 rent via Rl. The motor can

then draw current via Tl.
The rtght-hand section
operates in an identical

mannet
By applying different logic levels to the

Inputs, that is, logie high to 11 and logic low
to 12, or vice versa, the motor may be made
to rota te doekwise or anti-clockwise, as the
case may be. When the levels at the inputs
are iden tica I, the motor is at astandstill.

With component va lues as shown, mo-

tors needing up to 45 V at 2 A may be eon-
trolled. However, when the eurrent exceeds
0.5 A, the transistors need heat sinks.

The circuit may be used to control the
motor speed by pulse-width modulation.
This requires a constant level at one input
(depending on the direction of rotation),
while the pulses are applied to the other
input. •

(R. Mellnis)



Adjustment of the primary secticn is
effected by setnngPl to obt~ln a reading
of 1 mA through a milliarnmeter con-
nected in place of JPI.

The signal received by the photo-tran-
sistor in the opto-isolator is amplified by a

second LF356 whose gain is controUed by
P2. After the LED current has been set, this
preset rnay be adjusted to ensure unity
gain of the entire amplifier.

The circuit needs two completely sepa-
rate power suppltes and this means two

57
transformers or one transformer with two
iso la ted secondary windings. The primary
section needs a symmetrical supply,
whereas a single 8-15 V supply will suffice
for the secondary section. •

(}.RI/ftell)

@@@
Any switch or key in a digital circuit may
cause problems beeause mechanical con-
taets bounce up and down a few times be-
fore they elose. Normally, this weakness is

"

5V
+

le1
7

"m
IC1= 1/374HCT14

904010-1'

negated by an R5 bistable, but this article
shows that it also may be aehieved by a
monostable.

The two gates in the circu it dia gram
form a monostable with a mono time of
100 ms (the bounee time of a key is rypt-
cally 20 ms).

In quieseent operation, the input of in-
verter IClb is at the level of the supply
voltage, so that its output is 10w. This low
level is connected to the input of lela via
R3. The output of ICla is thus high and Cl
is not being charged.

When the switch, 51, is closed, the
input of ICla goes high because Rl has a
smaller value than R3. The output of ICla
then becomes zero, whieh is immediately
connected to the input of K'lb via Cl. This
low level remains at the inpu t during a
time determined by R2-C2. Any bounce of
the switch during this time has no effect
whatsoever, because the output of ICI b,
and thus the input of ICla, ts high.

When a switch or key is released, it will
be notieeable at output B but not at outpur
A, beeause Cl needs time to discharge.
Only after it has dtscharged. can the
monostable be triggered agam.

The gates should be CMOS typcs.
preferably of the HC/HCT series. The cir-
cuit works best with Schmitt trigger in-
verters, although most run-of-the-mill in-
verters work perfectly well.

The current drawn from the supply is
Mgli~We •

(Front an idea by H. Smits)

IC1aQ~~

(6)IC1a'~~

(A)le," '~--I1-
904010_12

@@@;
This straightforward circuit. based on four
darlingtons, enables a d.c. motor to rotate
clockwise or anti-clockwise under the con-
trol of two digital signals provided by, say,
a computer.

11 A2,,,

01,02 = 1N5408
T1...T4= 60679 904022-11
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As may be seen from the diagram, the
circuit consists of two identical sections.
Concentrating on the left-hand section,
when a high logic level (+5 V) is applied to
input 11, T2 is switched on and a current

can flow to earth via 01.
Tl is cut off, beeause its
base is negative with re-
spect to its emitter owing
to the voltage drop across
the diode (-0.6 V). When a
low logic level (0 V) is ap-
plied to Il, T2 is cut off

R4 12 and Tl obtains base cur-
C:--:1+--!J':>'''U--9 rent via Rl. The motor can

then draw current via Tl.
The rtght-hand section
operates in an identical

mannet
By applying different logic levels to the

Inputs, that is, logie high to 11 and logic low
to 12, or vice versa, the motor may be made
to rota te doekwise or anti-clockwise, as the
case may be. When the levels at the inputs
are iden tica I, the motor is at astandstill.

With component va lues as shown, mo-

tors needing up to 45 V at 2 A may be eon-
trolled. However, when the eurrent exceeds
0.5 A, the transistors need heat sinks.

The circuit may be used to control the
motor speed by pulse-width modulation.
This requires a constant level at one input
(depending on the direction of rotation),
while the pulses are applied to the other
input. •

(R. Mellnis)
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As more and more electronics enthusiasts
appear to have overcorne their initial
doubts, misgivings and fears of working
with surface-mount technology (SMT)
components, there is a growing demand
for a universal board that allows proto-
type SMT circuils 10 be assembled quickly
and reliably.
Since SMT component have no wire

terminals, they can be fitted only by being
soldered direct to the cop per pads. The
board presented here provides pads that
are arranged in a pattern that enables vir-
tually all types of SMT component to be
accommodated. •

(M. Fabisc1l)
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The usual senes 7805 and 7812 three-pin
voltage regulators are excellent for normal
applications. If currents up to 3 Aare re-
quired, an additional transistor, such as T2
in the diagram, is used. That solution
works well, but the overall dissipation in
ca se of a short-circuit can get fairly high.
That creates a difficulty, particularly when
a Type 7812, 7815 or 7824 is used. This dif-
ficulty may be overcome by so-ca lied fold-
back regulation. This ensures electronically
that the maxi mum current is reduced
when the output voltage decreases. Tn the
prototype, the maximurrt current with the
output short-circuited was only 0.5 V so
that overheating did not OCCUT.
Onlya few additional components are

needed for foldback regulation. In the dia-
gram, Tl provides current lirniting. As
soon as the voltage drop across R2+R3 be-
comes greater than 0.6--0.7 V, the transistor
is switched on, which reduces the base cur-

rent of T2 to virtually zero. The ,------------------,
A2 3W

voltage regulator 15 then more or 0022

less on its own, but it has very good
thermal protection and limits its
ou tput current weIl before any
hann is done. The voltage at
which the proteenon circuits come Q
into operation 1S the sum of the po-
tentials across R2 and R3. Resistcrs
R3 and R4 form a voltage divider
for the potential across T2. The d is-
sipation in T2 is directly propor-
tional to the collector-emitter volt-
age, which is thus used here to con- L- ---l

trol the current. In this way, the regulation
character isfic is a function of the level of
the input voltage.
lt is educational to experiment with the

values of R2 and R3. when a short-circuit
occurs, the drop across R3 should be large
enough to drive Tl into virtual saturation.
There is then practically no output current.

_.
,/2N2955

*R4 1W

1500
++ 5V,

3A

o

j"~----.----,-,

.; : 1/L....Gffi---+-'-;-l o

*_....te><l I
ca

100n

904020" 11

Ouring testing, it will be noticed that
78xx regulators can withstand currents
that are considerably larger than specified
by the manufacturer (1-1.5 A), that is, until
they get hot, when the maximurrt current
level decreases •

(Fl1irchild npplicntiol1)

The most noteworthy element in this cir-
cuit is Thl, which is known in data books
by 110 fewer than three different names:
thyristor tetrode. prograrnmable uni-junc-

tion transistor (PUT) and silicon-con-
trolled switch. In fact, the BRY39 is a four-
leyer (p-n-p-n) component. One of the
characteristics of this type of component is

that the junction of the two outer layers,
that is, anode and cathode. begins to con-
duct when the potential across it exceeds a
certain value. It ceases to conduct when

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICSJULY/AUGUST 1990



the current fIowing from anöde to cathode
drops below a given level.

The sawtooth generator, which makes
use of this property, is little more than an
integrator of which the input Is connected
permanently to the negative supply rail. If
it were not for Th1, the outpur of ICI

The LM3915 from National Semicanductor
contains virtually everything for making a
simple, yet reliabJe, audio power meter
with a bar-type read-out. The circuit has

X: 0.2 ms/div; Y: 2 V/div; zero Hne: 4 V.

would rise slowly from 0 V to + 15 V after
switch-cn and stay there. This voltage
would also rernain across Cl and Th1.
This does not happen, however, because
befare the output of JCl reaches +15 V,
Thl is switched on, which causes Cl to
discharge rapidly so that the outpur of ICI

59
drops to 0 V. lt does not reach that level,
however, because before then the current
through Th 1 is too low to keep the device
conducting. As soon as Th1 is switched
off, the output 01 le1 will rise slowly to
+ 15 V, and so the action continues.

The volta ge at which Th1 switches on
may be preset within certain limits with
P1. lf it is set at 8.3 V (the positive peak 01
the sawtooth), the period would be of the
order of 0.5R1CI, but this could, of course,
be set to the required value with PI.

Note, however, that because of other
properfies of Th1 the value of R3 must re-
main between 500 kQ and 2.2 Mn. The
value of Cl may lie between I nF and 200
~F.If large values are used, it is advisable
to connect a 15 n resistor in series with the
capacitor to limit the peak current du ring
the discharge. •

(R. Sanjay)

@u@
one drawback in that it requires aseparate
power supply This is compensated, how-
ever, by the fact that it is pretty sensitive
(0.2 W min.) arid does not degrade the

PARTS LIST
Aesistors:
R1 " 10 k (see text)
R2" 10 k
R3" 390 Q
R4" 2k7

I,
e

le1
lM3915

:!1--.rl~"~'}-r----'l5 SIG
~RHI

~ REFOUT
l'Sr"Rl
4a~
80 18k
160 30lt "00

f------! REF ADJ

"rJ"r ~ .
~ l~ (i'
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Capacitors:
C1 "22 ~F, 25 V. axial

Semiconductors:
01-010" LEO, reetangu
lar
IC1 "LM3915

Miscellaneous:
Enclosure: Pan-Tee Type
PIN1064-01

sound quality in any way, since it does not
present an additional load to the amplifier
(in centrast. many irrexpensive AF power
indicators derive their display current
frorn the amplifier).
The value of resistor RI depends on the

loudspeaker im pedance as shown in the
table inset in the circuit diagram. The resis-
tor may be replaced bya wire link in the
relevant position on the PCB if it cau be fit-
ted inside the plug that connects the indi-
cator to the loudspeaker. This makes it
convenient to use the indicator with loud-
speakers of different impedance: use a
dedicated cable for each impedance.

For use with stereo systems, the circuit
is either built in duplicate or the stgnals
across the loudspeakers are applied to two
series-connected resfstors R1, whose com-
mon junction is connected to pin 5 of IC1.
The latter method may raise sorne eye-
brows, but it works fine in practice.

The power supply for the indicator is
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®®1J
As more and more electronics enthusiasts
appear to have overcome their initial
doubts, misgivings and fears of working
with surface-mount technology (SMT)
components, there is a growing demand
for a universal board that allows proto-
type SMT circuits to be assembled quickly
and reliably.
Since SMT component have no wire

terrninals, they can be fitted only by being
soldered direct to the copper pads. The
board presented here provides pads that
are arranged in a pattern that enables vir-
tually all types of SMT component to be
accommodated. •

(M. Fabisch)
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The usual series 7805 and 7812 three-pin
volta ge regulators are excellent for normal
applications. If currents up to 3 Aare re-
quired, an additional transistor, such as T2
in the dia gram, is used. That solution
works well, but the overall dissipation in
case of a short-circuit can get fairly high.
That creates a difficulty, particularly when
a Type 7812, 7815 or 7824 is used. This dif-
ficulty may be overcome by so-called fold-
back regulation. This ensures electronically
that the maximum current is reduced
when the output voltage decreases. In the
prototype, the maximum current with the
output short-circuited was only 0.5 V so
that overheating did not occur.
Only a few additional components are

needed for foldback regulation. In the dia-
gram, Tl provides current limiting. As
soon as the voltage drop across R2+R3 be-
comes greater than 0.6-0.7 V, the transistor
is switched on, which reduces the base cur-

renrof T2 to virtually zero. The r-------------------,
voltage regulator is then more or
less on its own, but it has very good
thermal protection and limits its
output current weIl before any
harm is done. The volta ge at
which the protection circuits come Q
into operation is the sum of the po-
tentials across R2 and R3. Resistors
R3 and R4 form a voltage divider
for the potential across T2. The dis-
sipation in T2 is directly propor-
tional to the collector-emitter volt-
age, which is thus used here to con- L..- ---J

trol the current. In this way, the regulation
characteristic is a function of the level of
the input voltage.
It is educational to experiment with the

values of R2 and R3. When a short-circuit
occurs, the drop across R3 should be large
enough to drive Tl into virtual saturation.
There is then practically no output current.

*R4 1W

+--+--115001-----++ +

sv.•
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o o
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Ouring testing, it will be noticed that
78xx regulators can withstand currents
that are considerably larger than specified
by the manufacturer (1-1.5 A), that is, until
they get hot, when the maximum current
level decreases •

(Fairchild application)

The most noteworthy element in this cir-
cuit is Th1, which is known in data books
by no fewer than three different names:
thyristor tetrode, programmable uni-junc-

tion transistor (PUT) and silicon-con-
trolled switch. In fact, the BRY39is a four-
layer (p-n-p-n) component. One of the
characteristics of this type of component is

that the junction of the two outer layers,
that is, anode and cathode, begins to con-
duct when the potential across it exceeds a
certain value. It ceases to conduct when
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the current fIowing from anöde to cathode
drops below a given level.

The sawtooth generator, which makes
use of this property, is little more than an
integrator of which the input Is connected
permanently to the negative supply rail. If
it were not for Th1, the outpur of ICI

The LM3915 from National Semicanductor
contains virtually everything for making a
simple, yet reliabJe, audio power meter
with a bar-type read-out. The circuit has

X: 0.2 ms/div; Y: 2 V/div; zero Hne: 4 V.

would rise slowly from 0 V to + 15 V after
switch-cn and stay there. This voltage
would also rernain across Cl and Th1.
This does not happen, however, because
befare the output of JCl reaches +15 V,
Thl is switched on, which causes Cl to
discharge rapidly so that the outpur of ICI

59
drops to 0 V. lt does not reach that level,
however, because before then the current
through Th 1 is too low to keep the device
conducting. As soon as Th1 is switched
off, the output 01 le1 will rise slowly to
+ 15 V, and so the action continues.

The volta ge at which Th1 switches on
may be preset within certain limits with
P1. lf it is set at 8.3 V (the positive peak 01
the sawtooth), the period would be of the
order of 0.5R1CI, but this could, of course,
be set to the required value with PI.

Note, however, that because of other
properfies of Th1 the value of R3 must re-
main between 500 kQ and 2.2 Mn. The
value of Cl may lie between I nF and 200
~F.If large values are used, it is advisable
to connect a 15 n resistor in series with the
capacitor to limit the peak current du ring
the discharge. •

(R. Sanjay)

@u@
one drawback in that it requires aseparate
power supply This is compensated, how-
ever, by the fact that it is pretty sensitive
(0.2 W min.) arid does not degrade the

PARTS LIST
Aesistors:
R1 " 10 k (see text)
R2" 10 k
R3" 390 Q
R4" 2k7

I,
e

le1
lM3915

:!1--.rl~"~'}-r----'l5 SIG
~RHI

~ REFOUT
l'Sr"Rl
4a~
80 18k
160 30lt "00

f------! REF ADJ

"rJ"r ~ .
~ l~ (i'
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Capacitors:
C1 "22 ~F, 25 V. axial

Semiconductors:
01-010" LEO, reetangu
lar
IC1 "LM3915

Miscellaneous:
Enclosure: Pan-Tee Type
PIN1064-01

sound quality in any way, since it does not
present an additional load to the amplifier
(in centrast. many irrexpensive AF power
indicators derive their display current
frorn the amplifier).
The value of resistor RI depends on the

loudspeaker im pedance as shown in the
table inset in the circuit diagram. The resis-
tor may be replaced bya wire link in the
relevant position on the PCB if it cau be fit-
ted inside the plug that connects the indi-
cator to the loudspeaker. This makes it
convenient to use the indicator with loud-
speakers of different impedance: use a
dedicated cable for each impedance.

For use with stereo systems, the circuit
is either built in duplicate or the stgnals
across the loudspeakers are applied to two
series-connected resfstors R1, whose com-
mon junction is connected to pin 5 of IC1.
The latter method may raise sorne eye-
brows, but it works fine in practice.

The power supply for the indicator is
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derived from a simple a.c. mains adaptor
that provides a d.c. output of 12-20 V.

Finally, it should be noted that the ac-

@uu

tual power measurement is an approxima-
tion only since the LM3915 reacts to the
positive half-cycles of the signal only This

causes the top LED in the bar to light at a
slightly reduced intensity. •

(K. Walters)

Tn most variable power supplies, the corre-
lation between the setting of the wiper of
the relevant potentiometer and the output
voltage is non-linear. This results in the
ou tpu t voltage either having to be mea-
sured or indicated on an integral meter. If
the relation were linear, a simple linear
scale on the potentiometer would suffice.
The only difference between the pre-

sent and a traditional power supply is that
the wiper and the 'eerthy' terminal of tlie
relevant potentiometer are inter-linked.
This simple fact allows a number of equlv-
alent circuits to be improved. It is, of
course, necessary to use a linear poten-
tiometer.

Some parameters
of the circuit: Input-
voltage: 28-37 V;
output vottage: ad-
justable from 2 V to
25 V; maximurrt out-
put current: 2 A.
It should be

noted that the dissi-
pation 01 the Mj3000
can rise to SO W: it
is, therefore, neces-
sary that this com-
ponent be fitted on a
1.5 K/W heat sink.

(N. Körbe,.)

"'0033 ++)---------~~~
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Most power supplies, particularly switch-
mode types, are not designed to provide
output voltages smaller than a volt or two.
lt is often desirable. however, espectally in
experimental work, to raise the output
voltage slowly from 0 V.

The circuit shown here may be used
with almost any power supply. The use of
an auxi liary voltage, provided by TI-R3-
D6, makes the supply aet as if its output is
equal to the internal referenee volta ge of
5.1 V, whereas in fact it is Iower.

When fhe wiper of PI is at earth poten-
tial, the cireuit is an ordinary supply
whose output may be varied with P2 be-
tween 5.1 V and 30 V. For the present pur-
poses, P2 is permanently adjusted to give
an output of 30 V: from now on the output
will be varied by PI.

When the wiper of PI is at earth poten-
tial, the outpur voltage is 30 V. Opening
the potentiometer causes a larger and
larger volta ge from wiper to ground,
which is derived from the auxiliary souree
based on Tl. Prom the regularor. it there-
fore seems as if the output volta ge in-
creases, which, of cou rse, is not so. The

output voltage thus drops further and fur-
ther the more PI is operred.
In the prototype, an auxiliary voltage of

6 V was rather too low to reduce the out-
put voltage to zero. A zen er of 8.2 V was
found more suitable.

The Type L296 regulator can provide a
eurrent 01 up to 2 A. A Type L4960 may
also be used, b ut the maximum eurrent is
then somewhat lower. •

(SeS applicnliOIl)
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the current flowing from anode to cathode
drops below a given level.
The sawtooth generator, which makes

use of this property, is little more than an
integrator of which the input is connected
permanently to the negative supply rail. If
it were not for Th1, the output of !Cl

The LM3915from National Semiconductor
contains virtually everything for making a
simple, yet reliable, audio power meter
with a bar-type read-out. The circuit has

X: 0.2 ms/div; Y: 2 V/div; zero line: 4 V.

would rise slowly from 0 V to +15 V after
switch-on and stay there. This volta ge
would also remain across Cl and Thl.
This does not happen, however, because
before the output of lC1 reaches +15 V,
Th1 is switched on, wh ich causes Cl to
discharge rapidly so that the output of lCl

59
drops to 0 V. It does not reach that level,
however, because before then the current
through Th1 is too low tokeep the device
conducting. As soon as Th1 is switched
off, the output of IC1 will rise slowly to
+15V,and so the action continues.
The volta ge at which Th1 switches on

may be preset within certain limits with
Pl. If it is set at 8.3 V (the positive peak of
the sawtooth), the period would be of the
order of 0.5R1Cl , but this could, of course,
be set to the required value with Pl.
Note, however, that because of other

properties of Th1 the value of R3must re-
main between 500 kn and 2.2 Mn. The
value of Cl may lie between 1 nF and 200
~F. If large values are used, it is advisable
to connect a 15 n resistor in series with the
capacitor to limit the peak current during
the discharge. •

(R. Sanjay)

®u®
one drawback in that it requires aseparate
power supply. This is compensated, how-
ever, by the fact that it is pretty sensitive
(0.2 W min.) and does not degrade the

+
12-20V
SOmA

ICI Ll0 10 100W ~\ 01

LM391S 19 11 SOW _02-5 SIG La 12 2SW _03

[713 13W ::04-t:6 1. 6W _05-Ls 15 3W +06
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Miscellaneous:
Enclosure: Pan- Tec Type
PIN1064-01
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PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 = 10 k (see text)
R2.= 10 k
R3 = 390 Q
R4 = 2k7

Capacitors:
C 1 = 22 f.lF, 25 V, axial

Semiconductors:
01-010 = LEO, rectangu
lar
IC1 = LM3915

sound quality inany way, since it does not
present an additional load to the amplifier
(in centrast. many inexpensive AF power
indicators derive their display current
from the arnplifier).
The value 'of resistor R1 depends on the

loudspeaker impedance as shown in the
table inset in the circuit diagram. The resis-
tor may be replaced bya wire link in the
relevant position on the PCB if it can be fit-
ted inside the plug that connects the indi-
cator to the loudspeaker. This makes it
convenient to use the indicator with loud-
speakers of different impedance: use a
dedicated cahle for each impedance.
For use with stereo systems, the circuit

is either built in duplicate or the signals
across the loudspeakers are applied to two
series-connected resistors R1, whose com-
mon junction is connected to pin 5 of lC1.
The latter method may raise some eye-
brows. but it works fine in practice.
The power supply for the indicator is
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derived from a simple a.c. mains adaptor
that provides a d.c. output of 12-20 V.

Finally, it should be noted that the ac-

@uu

tual power measurement is an approxima-
tion only since the LM3915 reacts to the
positive half-cycles of the signal only This

causes the top LED in the bar to light at a
slightly reduced intensity. •

(K. Walters)

Tn most variable power supplies, the corre-
lation between the setting of the wiper of
the relevant potentiometer and the output
voltage is non-linear. This results in the
ou tpu t voltage either having to be mea-
sured or indicated on an integral meter. If
the relation were linear, a simple linear
scale on the potentiometer would suffice.
The only difference between the pre-

sent and a traditional power supply is that
the wiper and the 'eerthy' terminal of tlie
relevant potentiometer are inter-linked.
This simple fact allows a number of equlv-
alent circuits to be improved. It is, of
course, necessary to use a linear poten-
tiometer.

Some parameters
of the circuit: Input-
voltage: 28-37 V;
output vottage: ad-
justable from 2 V to
25 V; maximurrt out-
put current: 2 A.
It should be

noted that the dissi-
pation 01 the Mj3000
can rise to SO W: it
is, therefore, neces-
sary that this com-
ponent be fitted on a
1.5 K/W heat sink.

(N. Körbe,.)
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Most power supplies, particularly switch-
mode types, are not designed to provide
output voltages smaller than a volt or two.
lt is often desirable. however, espectally in
experimental work, to raise the output
voltage slowly from 0 V.

The circuit shown here may be used
with almost any power supply. The use of
an auxi liary voltage, provided by TI-R3-
D6, makes the supply aet as if its output is
equal to the internal referenee volta ge of
5.1 V, whereas in fact it is Iower.

When fhe wiper of PI is at earth poten-
tial, the cireuit is an ordinary supply
whose output may be varied with P2 be-
tween 5.1 V and 30 V. For the present pur-
poses, P2 is permanently adjusted to give
an output of 30 V: from now on the output
will be varied by PI.

When the wiper of PI is at earth poten-
tial, the outpur voltage is 30 V. Opening
the potentiometer causes a larger and
larger volta ge from wiper to ground,
which is derived from the auxiliary souree
based on Tl. Prom the regularor. it there-
fore seems as if the output volta ge in-
creases, which, of cou rse, is not so. The

output voltage thus drops further and fur-
ther the more PI is operred.
In the prototype, an auxiliary voltage of

6 V was rather too low to reduce the out-
put voltage to zero. A zen er of 8.2 V was
found more suitable.

The Type L296 regulator can provide a
eurrent 01 up to 2 A. A Type L4960 may
also be used, b ut the maximum eurrent is
then somewhat lower. •

(SeS applicnliOIl)
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A pulser Is a special type of pulse genera-
tor that praduces short-duration (fast)
pulses. Such pulses are very useful for test
and measurement purposes. For instance,
in conjunction with an oscilloscope, they
enable short-circutts end breaks in peB
tracks to be located quickly.
The pulser also makes it posstble for

the legte level to be ascertained at any

@@
ICl IC2

~ ce}

point in a circuit where the probe is held.
When spring-loaded switch 51 is pressed,
a 1 us pulse is generated at the opposite
logrc level from that at the relevant point
in the circuit und er test. Because of C5, a
current of up to 500 mA may be drawn for
the duration of the pulse.
The legte level at the test point is ascer-

tained by IC2a, a D-type histable to whose
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o input the measured signal is appl.ied. At
the instant 51 is pressed, the bistable re-
ceives a dock pulse upon which the signal
at the 0 input is transferred instal2..!..lyto
the Q output and-inverted-to the Q out-
put.
Two monostables, ICla and lClb, drive

the two output transistors that genera te
the pulse.
The signal from 51 is applied to the B

inputs of the monostables via delay line
R2-C2. The monostables can be triggered
by a leadin~dge at their B input only
when their CLR input Is logic high. There-
fore, depending on the logic level at the 0
input of JC2a, one of the monostables will
be disabled. The other is triggered and
switches on the relevant transistor at its
outpur for 1 us. lf when 51 was pressed,
the logic level at the probe was '1', transis-
tor T2 is switched on by IClb. If the level
had been '0', Tl would have been
switched on by jC'la.
Capaeiter es ensures that sufficient cur-

rent is provided at the test point. When 110

pulses are generated (pressing Sl generates
only one pulse), e5 recharges via R7.
Ouring operanon. the pulser draws on

average not more than S mA from a 9 V
battery. •

Ce. Sanja!!)

With circuit values as shown, this charger
allows up to seven series-connected NiCd
batteries to be charged. This number may
be increased by raising the input volta ge
by about 1.65 V per additional battery. Pro-
vided T2 is fitted on an appropriate heat
sink, the input volta ge may be increased
up to 25 V.
In contrast to many conventional NiCd

battery chargers on the market, the present
one provides protection against poJarity
reversal. That is, when the battery termi-
nals are connected the wrang way to the
charger, no charging current is produced.
Another useful property of the charger

is that it does not load the battery when it
is switched off.
NiCd batteries are normally charged

over aperiod of 14 hours at a current equal

to about I/10th of the battery capacity. In
other words, a 500 mAh battery is usually
charged at 50 mA for 14 hours. Normally, a
slightly longer period of charge will not
harru the battery. lf however, the current is
higher than indicated, the charging time
must be reduced proportionally to prevent
damage to the cells.
The level of charging current is con-

trolled between 0 mA and 1 A with preset
Pl. The current may be measured with a
voltmeter across R3, wh ich, to avoid calcu-
lations, has a convenient value of 1 Q.
Operation of the circuit is stratghtfor-

ward. Transistor Tl is on when a battery is
coruiected with correct polarity and also if
the output terminals are open-circuit. The
collector current of this transistor results in
a reference voltage of about 2.1 V across
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diodes 01-03. Part of this voltage is ap-
plied to darlington transistor T2 via Pl.
The emitter resistor of T2, R3, provides the
constant-current function. Note that T2
must be fitted on a heat sink.

In case the 80679 is difficult to obtain.
it may be replaced by any n-p-n medium
power darling ton with a collector volt-
age/current specification of 30 V at 2 A.
The maximum output current may be

The voltage regulator in portable, battery-
opera ted equipment must have minimum
dissipation, good temperature stability,
and be able to deli ver an adequate current.
These requirements are met by the IRF9530
MOSFET series regulator from Precision
Monolithics Ine. (PMI). One of its main at-
tributes is the low drive current required:
the two Type OP90 opamps tha t drive it
and at the same time generate the refer-
ence voltage draw only 20 JlA.
Circuit IC2 compares a portion of the

output voltage existing across divider R6-
R7 with the reference voltage provided by
le1. Its output adjusts the gate potential of
the JRF9530 in a mariner that ensures a
constant drain voltage of 5 V. Resistor R7 Is
a pull-up resistor. At output currents be-
tween dA and 1 A, the gate voltage lies be-
tween 3.75 V and l.9 V respecnvely
Transistor Tl and circuit TCl form a

band-gap voltage reference. Beeause of its
high stability and 10w current drain (about
5 !JA), this type of reference is eminently
suitable for this application
Owing to the presence of R3 in the

emitter circuit of Tl b, this transistor draws
less current than T'l a. Because of this, the
base-errutter voltage of Tlb will be some-
what smaller than that of Tl a. None the
less, fhe collector voltages of the two tran-
sistors are practically equal since the value
of R2 is much h.igher than that of RI. These
collector voltages are applied to the two in-
puts of IC} and their (magnified) d iffer-
ence ts fed back to the bases.
The ratio RI:R2:R3 has been chosen to

ensure good compensation of the ternpera-
ture coefficient of the transistors.
The optimum operating point of the cir-

cuit coincides with a reference voltage of
1.23 V.
The circuit was originally designed

with a Type MATD1 in the Tl position, but

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl =680 Q
R2 =47k
R3=1 Q,3W
P1 '= 1 k linear potentiometer

Semiconductors:
Dl-D5= lN4l48
06 = lN400l
Tl = BC557B
T2 = B0679

Miscellaneous:
Heal sink for T2

increased above l A by lowering the value
of R3,
The charger draws a quiescent current

of15mAat12V •
(Euer Ready appficntion)

'C2

it will werk satisfactorily with most types
of dual transistor. It should be noted, how-
ever, that some other types were found
very sensitive to tolerances. In some cases,
this prevented the circuit from stabilizing
011 a fixed operaring point, which resulted
in the output remaining high or low. To en-
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diodes Dl-D3. Part of this volta ge is ap-
plied to darlington transistor T2 via Pl.
The emitter resistor of T2, R3, provides the
constant-current function. Note that T2
must be fitted on a heat sink.

In case the BD679 is difficult to obtain,
it may be replaced by any n-p-n medium
power darlington with a collector volt-
age/ current specification of 30 V at 2 A.
The maximum output current may be

The volta ge regulator in portable, battery-
opera ted equipment must have minimum
dissipation, good temperature stability,
and be able to deli ver an adequate current.
These requirements are met by the IRF9530
MOSFET series regulator from Precision
Monolithics Inc. (PM!). One of its main at-
tributes is the low drive current required:
the two Type OP90 opamps that drive it
and at the same time genera te the refer-
ence volta ge draw only 20 1lA.
Circuit IC2 compares a portion of the.

output voltage existing across divider R6-
R7 with the reference volta ge provided by
ICl. Its output adjusts the gate potential of
the IRF9530 in a manner that ensures a
constant drain voltage of 5 V. Resistor R7 is
a pull-up resistor. At output currents be-
tween d A and 1 A, the gate volta ge lies be-
tween 3.75 V and 1.9 V respectively,
Transistor Tl and circuit ICl form a

band-gap voltage reference. Because of its
high stability and low current drain (about
5 IlA), this type of reference is eminently
suitable for this application
Owing to the presence of R3 in the

emitter circuit of Tl b, this transistor draws
less current than Tla. Because of this, the
base-emitter voltage of Tl b will be some-
what smaller than that of Tla. None the
less, the collector voltages of the two tran-
sistors are practically equal since the value
of R2 is much higher than that of Rl. These
collector voltages are applied to the two in-
puts of ICl and their (magnified) differ-
ence is fed back to the bases.
The ratio Rl :R2:R3 has been chosen to

ensure good compensation of the tempera-
ture coefficient of the transistors,
The optimum operating point of the cir-

cuit coincides with a reference volta ge of
1.23 V.
The circuit was originally designed

with a Type MATOl in the Tl position, but

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1=680Q
R2 = 47 k
R3=lQ,3W
P1 = 1 k linear potentiometer

Semiconductors:
01-05 = 1N4148
06 = 1N4001
T1 = BC557B
T2 = B0679

Miscellaneous:
Heat sink tor T2

increased above 1 A by lowering the value
ofR3.
The charger draws a quiescent current

of 15 mA at 12 V. •
(Ever Ready applicaiion)

s. RS :Jl R6

; ~

it will work satisfactorily with most types
of dual transistor. It should be noted, how-
ever, that some other types were found
very sensitive to tolerances. In some cases,
this prevented the circuit from stabilizing
on a fixed operating point, which resulted
in the output remaining high or low. To en-
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diodes 01-03. Part of this voltage is ap-
plied to darlington transistor T2 via Pl.
The emitter resistor of T2, R3, provides the
constant-current function. Note that T2
must be fitted on a heat sink.

In case the 80679 is difficult to obtain.
it may be replaced by any n-p-n medium
power darling ton with a collector volt-
age/current specification of 30 V at 2 A.
The maximum output current may be

The voltage regulator in portable, battery-
opera ted equipment must have minimum
dissipation, good temperature stability,
and be able to deli ver an adequate current.
These requirements are met by the IRF9530
MOSFET series regulator from Precision
Monolithics Ine. (PMI). One of its main at-
tributes is the low drive current required:
the two Type OP90 opamps tha t drive it
and at the same time generate the refer-
ence voltage draw only 20 JlA.
Circuit IC2 compares a portion of the

output voltage existing across divider R6-
R7 with the reference voltage provided by
le1. Its output adjusts the gate potential of
the JRF9530 in a mariner that ensures a
constant drain voltage of 5 V. Resistor R7 Is
a pull-up resistor. At output currents be-
tween dA and 1 A, the gate voltage lies be-
tween 3.75 V and l.9 V respecnvely
Transistor Tl and circuit TCl form a

band-gap voltage reference. Beeause of its
high stability and 10w current drain (about
5 !JA), this type of reference is eminently
suitable for this application
Owing to the presence of R3 in the

emitter circuit of Tl b, this transistor draws
less current than T'l a. Because of this, the
base-errutter voltage of Tlb will be some-
what smaller than that of Tl a. None the
less, fhe collector voltages of the two tran-
sistors are practically equal since the value
of R2 is much h.igher than that of RI. These
collector voltages are applied to the two in-
puts of IC} and their (magnified) d iffer-
ence ts fed back to the bases.
The ratio RI:R2:R3 has been chosen to

ensure good compensation of the ternpera-
ture coefficient of the transistors.
The optimum operating point of the cir-

cuit coincides with a reference voltage of
1.23 V.
The circuit was originally designed

with a Type MATD1 in the Tl position, but

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl =680 Q
R2 =47k
R3=1 Q,3W
P1 '= 1 k linear potentiometer

Semiconductors:
Dl-D5= lN4l48
06 = lN400l
Tl = BC557B
T2 = B0679

Miscellaneous:
Heal sink for T2

increased above l A by lowering the value
of R3,
The charger draws a quiescent current

of15mAat12V •
(Euer Ready appficntion)

'C2

it will werk satisfactorily with most types
of dual transistor. It should be noted, how-
ever, that some other types were found
very sensitive to tolerances. In some cases,
this prevented the circuit from stabilizing
011 a fixed operaring point, which resulted
in the output remaining high or low. To en-
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cuit does not contain any ripple suppres-
sion components. Furthermore. large vari-
ations in current are compensated only
slowly. These small drawbacks may be
avoided by the use of a standard reference
and a faster opamp in the lC2 position.
That will, however, result in an increase in
current. wh ich in the circuit as shown is
only45 ~A. •

(PMl application)

age divider) to the bases and vafY the val-
lies of R3 and R4 (H necessary) until ICl
just does not toggle. Pinally, test the tem-
perature stability with a small blow lamp.

The IRF9530 onty needs a heat sink if
the input voltage exceeds 6.25 V.
The circuit is intended for use with

input voltages from NiCd or low-cepactty
lead-acid batteries. which provide an in-
herently stable voltage. Therefore, the cir-

sure a well-defined output voltage at
power-up, the offset adjustment (pin 5) of
JCl is connected to earth. This results in
the output of ICI always being Iogic high
on power-up.

When a dual transistor other than the
MATOl is used, it is advisable to adapt the
values of R3 and R4 by disconnecting pin
6 of lCl from the bases of the transistors,
Next, apply a voltage of 1.23 V (via a volt-

The fluid level indicator may be used, for
instance, in the fresh water tank on board
yachts, or in mobile homes or caravans.

The drivers in ICl and lC2 are darling-
ton transistors (of which the ULN2803 has
eight and the ULN2003, seven). The base
of each of these is connected to a sensor;
formed bya carbon rod, or a strip of alu-
minium or copper. These sensors are fitted
at the approp.riate level in the fluid vessel.

The 15 LEDs ate the outputs of the
drivers are arranged to displayabar that
provides an eesy-to-reed fluid level indica-
tor when Sl is pressed. Because of the rela-
tively high current d rain (about 300 mA)
and the limited capacity of the battery on
board the yacht or vehicJe, it is strongly
advisable not to use the indicator conti nu-

ously (this would also cause rapid erosion
of the sensors).

Since the ULN drivers are capable of
supplying a peak current of up to 500 mA,
one or more of the LEDs may be replaced
bya relay, srnall buzzer, or other means of
providing an audible warning for too high
or tao low a fluid level.

The ULN 2003 and ULN2803 may be
replaced by similar devices front the sarne
family of power drivers, for instance, the
ULN2005 and ULN 2805, or the ULN2001
and ULN 2801. A word of warning if the
2001 and 2801 are used: 00 NOT CON-
NECT any of the inputs of these devices
direct to +12 V, since this is likely to de-
stroy the relevant lC. •

(0. Lorenz)
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PARTS LIST
Semiconductors:
D1-D15 ~ LED, 3 mm dia .. red
IC1 ~ ULN2803
IC2 ~ ULN2003

Resistors:
R1-R15 ~ 10 k
R16-R30 ~ 560 Q

Miscellaneous:
S1 = push-to-make button switch
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cuit does not contain any ripple suppres-
sion components. Furthermore. large vari-
ations in current are compensated only
slowly. These small drawbacks may be
avoided by the use of a standard reference
and a faster opamp in the lC2 position.
That will, however, result in an increase in
current. wh ich in the circuit as shown is
only45 ~A. •

(PMl application)

age divider) to the bases and vafY the val-
lies of R3 and R4 (H necessary) until ICl
just does not toggle. Pinally, test the tem-
perature stability with a small blow lamp.

The IRF9530 onty needs a heat sink if
the input voltage exceeds 6.25 V.
The circuit is intended for use with

input voltages from NiCd or low-cepactty
lead-acid batteries. which provide an in-
herently stable voltage. Therefore, the cir-

sure a well-defined output voltage at
power-up, the offset adjustment (pin 5) of
JCl is connected to earth. This results in
the output of ICI always being Iogic high
on power-up.

When a dual transistor other than the
MATOl is used, it is advisable to adapt the
values of R3 and R4 by disconnecting pin
6 of lCl from the bases of the transistors,
Next, apply a voltage of 1.23 V (via a volt-

The fluid level indicator may be used, for
instance, in the fresh water tank on board
yachts, or in mobile homes or caravans.

The drivers in ICl and lC2 are darling-
ton transistors (of which the ULN2803 has
eight and the ULN2003, seven). The base
of each of these is connected to a sensor;
formed bya carbon rod, or a strip of alu-
minium or copper. These sensors are fitted
at the approp.riate level in the fluid vessel.

The 15 LEDs ate the outputs of the
drivers are arranged to displayabar that
provides an eesy-to-reed fluid level indica-
tor when Sl is pressed. Because of the rela-
tively high current d rain (about 300 mA)
and the limited capacity of the battery on
board the yacht or vehicJe, it is strongly
advisable not to use the indicator conti nu-

ously (this would also cause rapid erosion
of the sensors).

Since the ULN drivers are capable of
supplying a peak current of up to 500 mA,
one or more of the LEDs may be replaced
bya relay, srnall buzzer, or other means of
providing an audible warning for too high
or tao low a fluid level.

The ULN 2003 and ULN2803 may be
replaced by similar devices front the sarne
family of power drivers, for instance, the
ULN2005 and ULN 2805, or the ULN2001
and ULN 2801. A word of warning if the
2001 and 2801 are used: 00 NOT CON-
NECT any of the inputs of these devices
direct to +12 V, since this is likely to de-
stroy the relevant lC. •

(0. Lorenz)
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PARTS LIST
Semiconductors:
D1-D15 ~ LED, 3 mm dia .. red
IC1 ~ ULN2803
IC2 ~ ULN2003

Resistors:
R1-R15 ~ 10 k
R16-R30 ~ 560 Q

Miscellaneous:
S1 = push-to-make button switch
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sure a well-defined output voltage at
power-up, the offset adjustment (pin 5) of
IC1 is connected to earth. This results in
the output of ICI always being logic high
on power-up.
When a dual transistor other than the

MATOIis used, it is advisable to adapt the
values of R3 and R4 by disconnecting pin
6 of ICI from the bases of the transistors.
Next, apply a voltage of 1.23V (via a volt-

age divider) to the bases and vary the val-
ues of R3 and R4 (if necessary) until ICI
just does not toggle. Finally, test the tem-
perature stability with a small blow lamp.
The IRF9530 only needs a heat sink if

the input voltage exceeds 6.25 V.
The circuit is intended for use with

input voltages from NiCd or low-capacity
lead-acid batteries, which provide an in-
herently stable voltage. Therefore, the cir-

cuit does not contain any ripple suppres-
sion components. Furthermore, large vari-
ations in current are compensated only
slowly. These small drawbacks may be
avoided by the use of a standard reference
and a faster opamp in the IC2 position.
That will, however, result in an increase in
current, wh ich in the circuit as shown is
only45 ~A. •

(PMI application)

The fluid level indicator may be used, for
instance, in the fresh water tank on board
yachts, or in mobile hornes or caravans.
The drivers in 1Cl and 1C2are darling-

ton transistors (of which the ULN2803 has
eight and the ULN2003, seven), The base
of each of these is connected to a sensor,
formed by a carbon rod, or a strip of alu-
minium or copper. These sensors are fitted
at the approp.riate level in the fluid vessel.
The 15 LEOs ate the outputs of the

drivers are arranged to displayabar that
provides an easy-to-read fluid level indica-
tor when SI is pressed. Because of the rela-
tively high current drain (about 300 mA)
and the limited capacity of the battery on
board the yacht or vehicle, it is strongly
advisable not to use the indicator continu-

ously (this would also cause rapid erosion
of the sensors).
Since the ULN drivers are capable of

supplying a peak current of up to 500 mA,
one or more of the LEOs may be replaced
by a relay, small buzzer, or other means of
providing an audible warning for too high
or too low a fluid level.
The ULN 2003 and ULN2803 may be

replaced by similar devices from the same
family of power drivers, for instance, the
ULN2005 and ULN 2805, or the ULN2001
and ULN 2801. A word of warning if the
2001 and 2801 are used: DA NOT CON-
NECT any of the inputs of these devices
direct to +12 V, since this is likely to de-
stroy the relevant le. •

(D. Lorenz)

10

ICl
ULN

6 2803

0 8

101<

10 101<

11 10k

12 101< IC2

10k
ULN

13 2003
" 10k

1S lOk

---
r

-----
l2V

300mA

PARTS LIST
Semiconductors:
01-015 = LEO,3 mm dia., red
ICl = ULN2803
IC2 = ULN2003

Resistors:
Rl-R15 = 10 k
Rl6--R30 = 560 Q

Miscellaneous:
81 = push-to-make button switch
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®Vll
Described here is a maximum-level indica-
tor that does not, or hardly, react to fast
peak powers. It Is intended to be driven by
the output stages of an AF amplifier.
The section based on Tl is a traditional

voltage regulator for the incoming supply.
The values of R'l and R2 depend on the
level of the supply voltage as shown in the
table. The transistor does not need a heat
sink.
The remainder of the circuit conststs of

tWQ iden tical seetions for the left- and
right-hand channels respectively. Only the
left-hand channel seetion 1Sdiscussed.
The incoming signal 1Srectified by 04

and D5 and then charges C4. This capaci-
tor discharges via R5 and R6.
Circuit ICla acts as a comparator and Is

connected as a Schmitt trigger. It compares
the rectified input signal with a reference
voltage that is set with Pl , Diode D3 gives
this voltage an offset of 0.7 V, which is nec-
essary in view of the hysteresis of ICla.
The hysterests is determined by R6 and
R7, but is reduced by the d.c. feedback net-
workR8-R9.
The LED is driven by an emitter fol-

lower, T2.
The opamp is a Type LM358, which has

the advantage of performing well even if
operating with an asymmetrical supply
when the inputs are at earth potential.
The signal input may lie between

2 Vpp and 10 Vpp. The toggle level 01 the
circuit is arranged with preset potentiome-
ters. The hysteresis is 400 mV over the
whole range. The circuit is triggered at the
same level over the frequency range 100
Hz to 15 kHz.
The circuit reacts to short bursts (such

as those from the kettle drum) only if their

01 111

0

LOrn' " 0' ..
" ".

2x
1N4148

" L
".
'"."
.70k

ROr-ll' ." 0'

" ." 1117C

'''' 0~ce

" o.
'00. -:-R

90.037·11

+ *
20 •••60V=

* •••,..,

amplitude is at least 50 per cent higher
than the ntgger voItage.
The single supply voltage may have a

value of between +20 V and +60 V. Cur-
rent drain varies between 10 mA (quies-
cent) and about 50 mA when both LEDs
light. •

(A. Ferndoum)

Almost all households have at least one
infra-red remote contral unit, be it for the
viode or audio equipment. Unfortunately,
it sometimes happens that the contral does
not fucntion praperly and it is then diffi-
cult to ascertain whether the receiver or
sender ts at fault. The detector described
here can help by telling us whether the
sender works or not.
The IR light from the sender is detected

by Tl, an IR photo transistor. When IR
light falls on to Tl, it switches on T2 and
this results in the LED lighting at the
rhythm 01 the IR signals.
The brightness 01 the LED depends on

the strength of the fR light falling on to TI
so that the remaining capacity of the bat-
teries may be estimated.
Although a Type TIL81 Is used here in

the Tl position, virtually any lR photo

Supply voltage
20V

30V

40V

50V

Rl R2
330 Q, 1 W 3k3
470 Q, 1 W 3k3
560 Q, 2 W' 3k3
680 Q, 5 W 5k6

transistor is suit- r----------,

able.
Since the cur-

rent through the
LED is fairly
small, it is advis-
able to use a high-
efficiency type. •

(R. Systermalls)
9040.4·11
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A 4-to-16 decoder is eminently
suitable for constructing a sim-
ple four-position selector with
integral debouncing of the
switches.

The circuit is a cunning de-
sign that uses few components.
The switches are connected to
the inputs of the decoder via a
resistor, an LEO and a transis-
tor. The transistor is in parallel
with the switch, so that press-
ing the button has effect only
when the transistor is off.

The transistors are driven
by four outputs of the decoder
via 1 k resistors,

When the supply is
switehed on, none of the tran-
sistors conducts, so that the in-
puts of IC1 are '1111' and pin
17 of the decoder is logie high.
If in this situation one of the
switches is pressed, the associ-
ated input bit to ICl becomes
legte low. This changes the
input code and the output as-
sociated with the switch goes
high, that is, pin 16 for 51, pin
15 for 52, pin 13 for 53 and pin
8 for 54.

The signal at the relevant
output pin is used to switch on
the transistor associated with
the closed switch. Prom then

515

904008·11

on, the tranaistot assurnes the
task of the switch, so that this
may be released. This condition
is indicated by the relevant
LEO.
If one of the other switches

is then pressed, the input code
to lCl contaius two zeros. This
actuates a decoder output that
is not fed back to the transis-
tors. The conducting transistor
is then switched off, which re-
sults in the decoder input code
changing onee again, but this
time to the correct code associ-
ated with the currently pressed
switch. The decoder output as-
sociated with that switch then
goes high and switches on the
relevant transistor, whieh as-
sumes the task of the switch.

The outputs of the circuit
may be used, perhaps via an
additional amplifier, to actuate
four relays.

The current drawn by the
cireuit is determined primarily
by the LEOs: as ShOWI1, the cir-
cuit draws about 10 mA. •

(H. SlIIits)

01...08", lN4001

1000"
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Tt happens frequently
that a circuit powered by
a single supply volta ge is
extended and then needs
a second supply voltage
of opposite polartty to
that already ava ilable.
That requirement can be
met by the circuit des-
cribed here.
Narmally, an auxiliary

negative volta ge would
be provided by half-
wave reetification by Cl,

01, 03, and C3, but it is better to use full-
wave rectification, because of the lugher
current and smaller ripple, and that is ef-
fected by the addition of C2, 02 and 04.

In the diagram, bridge rectifier 05-08
and smoothing capacitor C4 provide the
existing 'positive supply voltage. The
added components provide a negative
voltage at practically the same level as the
positive supply, but that depends on the
value of Cl and C2 and the current re-
quired. With values as shown, the negative
supply can provide up to about 200 mA.
It should be noted that in this type of
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circuit the current drawn frorn the positive
supply must always be larger than that
front the negative supply. lf the positive
supply is not loaded, the negative supply
can not provide any current! Note also
that in the diagram Rl and R2 are the re-

spective loads, not actual resistors.
lf it is required that the current from

the negative supply is greater than that
from the positive rail, rhe circuit should be
inverted. The bridge rectifier should then
provide the negative voltage and the addi-

Resistance checks on suspect transistors
normally fail to provlde a conclusive an-
swer as to whether the transistor Is all
rtght or defect. Moreover, such checks
mean that the transistor must be removed
from its circuit and connected in six differ-
ent ways, that is, b-e test, b-c test and c-e
test, each two times with reversed meter
polarity.

The tester presen ted here allows the
transistor under test (TUT) to remain in
circuit. provided the circuit has relatively
high resistance values.

The tester is suitable for p-n-p as well
as n-p-n transistors and also accepts dar-
hngtons. The selection between p-n-p and
n-p-n is made by reversing the supply
voltage with 52.

When the necessary connections are
made. the transistor under test forms part
of a collector-coupled astable. The transis-
tor is almost certainIy a11right if it enables
the astable to oscillate at about 2 kHz,
which Is indicated by buzzer Bzl. lt
should, however; be noted that transistors
with relatively low current gain may pass
this test and still be defect.

The small size of the printed-circuit
board. and the use of two series-connected
1.5 V batteries allow the tester to be
housed in a compact case. Connections to
the TUT are by means of flexible test leads
terminated in small crocodile clips.

In operanon. the tester draws a current
of about 20 mA •

(J. Ruffell)

!

tional components, the positive voltage.
All diedes and capacitors should also be
inverted. •

(K. Walters)

c

&)__.;'>.-__ -1

,
_______'O- -----.-:=1--=~-+---'l

This circuit enables the input volta ge of a
power supply to be adjusted in accordance
with the required output voltage to elimi-
nates undue power dissipation in series
regulators. This is achieved by monitoring

904005· 11

the output volta ge andaItering the unregu-
Iated input voltage as necessary with the
aid of two relays.

The sensing input, derived from the
positive supply terminal. is applied to po-

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
RI,R2=220n
R3--R6 = I k

Capacitors:
CI, C2 = 560n

Semlconductors:
TI = BC547B
T2 = BC557B

Miscellaneous:
$1 -= rnlniatcre push-

button
$2 = miniature DPOT

switch
Bz'l = passive piezo-

ceramic buzzer
Type PKMII-4AO

2 batteries, 1.5 V

tential divider PI-R1-R2-R3-R4. Compara-
tors IC1a, IClb and ICle deteet respee-
tively when the voltage at the relevant
junetion of the divider is 1/4, 1/2 or 3/4 of
the maximurrt sensing input set with I"l .

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JULY/AUGUST 1990
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circuit the current drawn frorn the positive
supply must always be larger than that
front the negative supply. lf the positive
supply is not loaded, the negative supply
can not provide any current! Note also
that in the diagram Rl and R2 are the re-

spective loads, not actual resistors.
lf it is required that the current from

the negative supply is greater than that
from the positive rail, rhe circuit should be
inverted. The bridge rectifier should then
provide the negative voltage and the addi-

Resistance checks on suspect transistors
normally fail to provlde a conclusive an-
swer as to whether the transistor Is all
rtght or defect. Moreover, such checks
mean that the transistor must be removed
from its circuit and connected in six differ-
ent ways, that is, b-e test, b-c test and c-e
test, each two times with reversed meter
polarity.

The tester presen ted here allows the
transistor under test (TUT) to remain in
circuit. provided the circuit has relatively
high resistance values.

The tester is suitable for p-n-p as well
as n-p-n transistors and also accepts dar-
hngtons. The selection between p-n-p and
n-p-n is made by reversing the supply
voltage with 52.

When the necessary connections are
made. the transistor under test forms part
of a collector-coupled astable. The transis-
tor is almost certainIy a11right if it enables
the astable to oscillate at about 2 kHz,
which Is indicated by buzzer Bzl. lt
should, however; be noted that transistors
with relatively low current gain may pass
this test and still be defect.

The small size of the printed-circuit
board. and the use of two series-connected
1.5 V batteries allow the tester to be
housed in a compact case. Connections to
the TUT are by means of flexible test leads
terminated in small crocodile clips.

In operanon. the tester draws a current
of about 20 mA •

(J. Ruffell)

!

tional components, the positive voltage.
All diedes and capacitors should also be
inverted. •

(K. Walters)
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This circuit enables the input volta ge of a
power supply to be adjusted in accordance
with the required output voltage to elimi-
nates undue power dissipation in series
regulators. This is achieved by monitoring

904005· 11

the output volta ge andaItering the unregu-
Iated input voltage as necessary with the
aid of two relays.

The sensing input, derived from the
positive supply terminal. is applied to po-

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
RI,R2=220n
R3--R6 = I k

Capacitors:
CI, C2 = 560n

Semlconductors:
TI = BC547B
T2 = BC557B

Miscellaneous:
$1 -= rnlniatcre push-

button
$2 = miniature DPOT

switch
Bz'l = passive piezo-

ceramic buzzer
Type PKMII-4AO

2 batteries, 1.5 V

tential divider PI-R1-R2-R3-R4. Compara-
tors IC1a, IClb and ICle deteet respee-
tively when the voltage at the relevant
junetion of the divider is 1/4, 1/2 or 3/4 of
the maximurrt sensing input set with I"l .
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Fig. 1. Cireuit diagram 01the power supply input adaptor.
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"V "V

"
"":: •"V "V "V

"V "V904017·128-

904017- 12b 904011· 12c

Fig.2a. Fig.2b. Fig.2e.

The volta ge drop across diode 01 serves
as a 0.7 V reference.

Double-pole reIay Rel is energized (a)
when the outpur of Tela is high and that
of IClb is low, and (b) when the output of
IC1c is high.

Condition (a) pertains when the output
voltage of the supply is between 1/4 and
1/2 of its maximum value, while (b) 0(-

curs when the output volta ge is greater
than 3/4 of its maximurrt value.
When ICla is the only opamp whose
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output is high, the +ve input of ICld is
held at half the supply voItage. Since in
that condition the -ve input is at 1/3 of the
supply voltage, lC]d toggles and this
causes Rel to be energized.

[f the output of lClb also goes high, the
-ve input of ICld becomes 2/3 of the sup-
ply voltage, the eomparator returns to its
original state and Rel is de-energized.

When the output of Tele also goes
high, ICld toggles agairr and the relay Is
re-energized.

To prevent unwanted voltage dips
when the circuit switches between the taps
on the secondary winding of the supply
transformer, it is better to use two relays as
shown in Fig. 2b. This arrangement has
advantages over that in Fig. 2a in which
one relay controls four contacts. An even
better arrangement is shown in Hg. 2e,
sinee that obviates the use of a DPDT
relay. Note, however, that a mains trans-
former with two separate separate see-
ondary windings is required.

Preset PI Is adjusted to give the re-
quired supply output at whieh the relay is
aetuated. Switehing levels of 10 V, 20 V
and 30 V, for instance, are obtained with
P1 set to a value of 125 kn.
The adaptor is partieularly suitable for

use with fairly large power supplies, for
example, 40 V, 5 A types. The fourfold re-
ducnon in the unregulated input voltage
results in a decrease in dissipation from
200 W t050 W.

The adaptor draws a current of 5 mA,
excluding that required by the relayts). •

(K. Wallers)

A joystick is an indispensable aid with
most computer games. Apart from the
stick that enables movement to the left, the

right, upward and downward, the unit
also contains one or two "fire" buttons. In
some games, there is a lot of firing to be

done, and this means contin-
uous pressing and releasing
of the fire button.

To prevent your getting
a "termis thumb" or "tennis
finger". it is advisable to use
the circuit presented here,
which provides automatic ac-
tuation of the "fire" button.

Two gates of a Type 4011
chip, Kta and lClb, form an

CUT

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JULY/AUGUST 1990

astable multivibrator; whose frequency is
varied with PI. The genera ted square
wave pulses are applied to the "Eire" but-
ton via gate fCle, which is connected as a
buffer.

Power for the circuit is derived frorn
the computer via 01 and Cl.
The circuit is small enough to be

housed in the base of the joystick. •
(K. Nischalke)
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circuit the current drawn from the positive
supply must always be larger than that
from the negative supply, If the positive
supply is not loaded, the negative supply
can not provide any current! Note also
that in the diagram Rl and R2 are the re-

spective loads, not actual resistors.
If it is required that the current from

the negative supply is greater than that
from the positive rail, the circuit should be
inverted. The bridge rectifier should then
provide the negative voltage and the addi-

Resistance checks on suspect transistors
normally fail to provide a conclusive an-
swer as to whether the transistor is all
right or defect. Moreover, such checks
mean that the transistor must be removed
from its circuit and connected in six differ-
ent ways, that is, b-e test, b-c test and c-e
test, each two times with reversed meter
polarity.
The tester presented here allows the

transistor under test (TUT) to remain in
circuit, provided the circuit has relatively
high resistance values.
The tester is suitable for p-n-p as weil

as n-p-n transistors and also accepts dar-
lingtons. The selection between p-n-p and
n-p-n is made by reversing the supply
voltage with 52.
When the necessary connections are

made, the transistor under test forms part
of a collector-coupled astable. The transis-
tor is almost certainly all right if it enables
the astable to osciIlate at about 2 kHz,
which is indicated by buzzer Bz1. It
should, however, be noted that transistors
with relatively low current gain may pass
this test and still be defect.
The small size of the printed-circuit

board, and the use of two series-connected
1.5 V batteries allow the tester to be
housed in a compact case. Connections to
the TUT are by means of flexible test leads
terminated in small crocodile clips.
In operation, the tester draws a current

of about 20 mA. •
(J. Ruffell)

tional components, the positive voltage.
All diodes and capacitors should also be
inverted. •

(K. Walters)

S:.!.TEST
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This circuit enables the input volta ge of a
power supply to be adjusted in accordance
with the required output volta ge to elimi-
nates undue power dissipation in series
regulators. This is achieved by monitoring

the output voltage andaltering the unregu-
lated input volta ge as necessary with the
aid of two relays.
The sensing input, derived from the

positive supply terminal, is applied to po-

PARTS LIST
Resislors:
Rl, R2=220n
R3-R6 = 1 k

Capacilors:
Cl, C2 = 560n

Semiconduclors:
Tl = BC547B
T2= BC557B

Miscellaneous:
51 = miniature push-

button
52 = miniature OPOT

switch
Bzl = passive piezo-

ceramic buzzer
Type PKM11-4AO

2 batteries, 1.5 V

tential divider PI-RI-R2-R3-R4. Compara-
tors ICI a, ICI band ICI c detect respec-
tively when the volta ge at the relevant
junction of the divider is I /4, 1/2 or 3/4 of
the maximum sensing input set with P1.
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The volta ge drop across diode 01 serves
as a 0.7 V reference.

Double-pole reIay Rel is energized (a)
when the outpur of Tela is high and that
of IClb is low, and (b) when the output of
IC1c is high.

Condition (a) pertains when the output
voltage of the supply is between 1/4 and
1/2 of its maximum value, while (b) 0(-

curs when the output volta ge is greater
than 3/4 of its maximurrt value.
When ICla is the only opamp whose
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output is high, the +ve input of ICld is
held at half the supply voItage. Since in
that condition the -ve input is at 1/3 of the
supply voltage, lC]d toggles and this
causes Rel to be energized.

[f the output of lClb also goes high, the
-ve input of ICld becomes 2/3 of the sup-
ply voltage, the eomparator returns to its
original state and Rel is de-energized.

When the output of Tele also goes
high, ICld toggles agairr and the relay Is
re-energized.

To prevent unwanted voltage dips
when the circuit switches between the taps
on the secondary winding of the supply
transformer, it is better to use two relays as
shown in Fig. 2b. This arrangement has
advantages over that in Fig. 2a in which
one relay controls four contacts. An even
better arrangement is shown in Hg. 2e,
sinee that obviates the use of a DPDT
relay. Note, however, that a mains trans-
former with two separate separate see-
ondary windings is required.

Preset PI Is adjusted to give the re-
quired supply output at whieh the relay is
aetuated. Switehing levels of 10 V, 20 V
and 30 V, for instance, are obtained with
P1 set to a value of 125 kn.
The adaptor is partieularly suitable for

use with fairly large power supplies, for
example, 40 V, 5 A types. The fourfold re-
ducnon in the unregulated input voltage
results in a decrease in dissipation from
200 W t050 W.

The adaptor draws a current of 5 mA,
excluding that required by the relayts). •

(K. Wallers)

A joystick is an indispensable aid with
most computer games. Apart from the
stick that enables movement to the left, the

right, upward and downward, the unit
also contains one or two "fire" buttons. In
some games, there is a lot of firing to be

done, and this means contin-
uous pressing and releasing
of the fire button.

To prevent your getting
a "termis thumb" or "tennis
finger". it is advisable to use
the circuit presented here,
which provides automatic ac-
tuation of the "fire" button.

Two gates of a Type 4011
chip, Kta and lClb, form an

CUT
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astable multivibrator; whose frequency is
varied with PI. The genera ted square
wave pulses are applied to the "Eire" but-
ton via gate fCle, which is connected as a
buffer.

Power for the circuit is derived frorn
the computer via 01 and Cl.
The circuit is small enough to be

housed in the base of the joystick. •
(K. Nischalke)
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The "MIDI signal redistributicn" unit we
published in May 1987 (p. 22) has even
more possibilities than we thought at t~e .:time. .: SZA~

If the redistribution unit is used to the }. MIDI·slal 53"'~ ~'full, there is a veritable mass of intercon- A .' , !: :=~.' :0 s
54,1.4

necting cables. Any changes, and a num-
s .: ~'----D5 .... 5

ber of cables have to be rerouted. There is,
51...54

5184

however, a way of avoiding a lot of this sIe.
51D4

werk, as will be described here. 0:
Requirements are: one MIDI redistribu- ''''

tion unit and four two-pole. four-posttion
SlC5

5105

switches. Connected as shown in the dia-
gram, these make it possible to intercon- .:

1 .:

$1114

neet four MIDI instruments in a variety of
B

(. MIDI-slar 4 :~:: %

ways without a vast nurnber of cables. As .' :0
., saes

$484

bonus, far fewer DIN connectors are
, .' 5485a s

needed than for the original set-up. 52,0.4

In the preset circuit, the redistribution .,~ 521:4

":: 52[}4

unit is used CIS a four-way throughput. The 0: "5~ ~
52,0.5,

original switches, 51 and 52, are not re- " ~ 521:5

quired: they are replaced by a simple wire 52[}5

link between contacts M and 1. A wire link
is also required between '2' and '3'. The re- .'s 51G4

mainder of the wiring is as shown in the 1/. MIDI.sla!
.; 511:50

C .: 521:4

present diagram. 52C5.; :0 .: 54C4

From each quarter of the unit, cable 541:5

connections ru n to the switches in the 53,0.4
53B4

other quarters. Since the outputs of the ~
53[}4

quarters carry the same signals. it does not 0; ""matter which switch is connected to a par- 53B5

ticu lar output. This is the reason that the ~
5305

connections are shown as a 'bus", in spite .:of their being called '4' or '5' (that 1S, the 5104

pin numbers of the DIN connectors). The .: 5105

D
Y. MIDI-slar .: 52[}4

result is a much clearer circuit diagram. .: 5205:0 .: 5304

A summary of the properties of the cir- 5305

cuit is therefore: $4,0.4
5484

• each MIDI output may be connected to 541:4

the inputs of the other instruments; 0' 54,0.5,
• each input may be switched off; 54B5

54C5 904011·11

• on each instrument, a MIDI output re- '----
mains externally available. •

(/. Bkmkaert)

The design of this meter is in direct re-
sponse to the intention of most electricity
generating boards in Europe of standardiz-
ing on a mains voltage of 230 V,50 Hz. The
change from the current 220 V or 240 V
(mainly UK and Eire) will be made grade-
ally during the present decade.

The instrument provides an accurate
indication of the ruains voltage on an ana-
logue meter, the scale of which ranges
from 210 V to 230 V or from 230 V to 250 V,
depending on the current mains voltage.
This means that the current mains voltage
is read at the centre of the scale. Once the

mains voltage in your locality has been
changed to 230V,it will be a simple matter
of adjusting the scale appropriately.
A 50 l-lA moving-coiJ meter is con-

nected between two voltage sources. One,
the reference, is divider Rl-Cl-R2-D1. The
other, divider RS-R6-PI-P2, is variable and
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K1

=10 •••tlmA " D>

2200

1N40Q7

C,

0'

1N4148

"' +

50 pA
O'

1N4148

'"".

WARNING
Since the circuit carries danqer-
ous voltages at many points,
great care must be ta~en in pro-
viding the necessary insulation.
Never work on the circuit while
it is connected to the mains.
Observe all precautions in re-
gard 01 electrical salety and
make sure that no Part 01 the
circuit can be touched while it is
qeing aligned or operated. The
entire circuit, including the
meter,must be housed in a suit·
ap'leASSenclosure.

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 =470n
R2 = 4M7
R3=220n
R4 = 27 k
R5=100k.1.5W
R6 = 8k2
P1 '" 10 k preset
P2 = 2k5 prese1

Capacitors:
C1 = 100 nF, 400 V
C2=100~F,10V
C3 = 22 ~F, 350 V

Semiconductors:
D1 -= zener diode, 47 V, 1 W
D2 = 1N4007
D3, D4 = 1N4148

Miscellaneous:
M1 =' 50 IJ.Ä moving-coil meter
K1 = s-wav pes terminal bleck
Enclosure, ASS, e.q., Bopla
SE432DE

is used for calibration.
Resistor Rl protects zen er diode 01 by

limiting the charging current of Cl to a
safe value when the circuit is first con-
nected to the mains,

Both voltage sources provide half-wave
rectification of the mains voltage.

The value of capacitor C2 determines
the meter response to relatively fast varia-

The divider is based on a dual hex counter
Type 74HCT393 and two 4-bit con-parators
Type 74HCT85. The division factor is set be-
tween 2 and 256 with two hex thumb-wheel
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tions of the mains voltage. Its value may
lie between 20!lF and 220 1-iF. Since the ref-
erence voltage is not a direct voltage, a
change in the value of C2 may require the
circuit to be readjusted.

The circuit mayaiso have to be read-

jusred after a time to compensate for the
drift caused by the heat genera ted by D1
and R5. Since R5 is located quite elose to
R4 on the pes, it may in sorne cases be
necessary to use a 27k4 rnetal film typ re-
sistor in the R4 postnon.

Connect a variable transformer to the
input of the circuit and set its outpur to the
minimurrt expected mains voltage, that is.
210 V or 230 V (UK and Eire). Adjust P2
until the ~eter reads 0 ~tA.Next, increase
the transformer output to the maximum
expected r:'ains voltage, that is, 230 V or
250 V (UK and Eire). Adjust PI until the
meter reads 50 MA.
The circuit may be aligned without the

use of a variable mains transformer by
connecting the primary of a mains tra ns-
Former with a~ open-circuit secondary
voltage of about 10 V to the mains, and the
secondary winding in sertes with the
mains. VVhen the voltages across the sec-
ondary and primary windings are in
phase, a total volta ge pf 230 V or 250 V
(UK and Eire) is obtained. When the con-
nections of the secondary winding are re-
versed. 210 V er 230 V is obtained. In both
ca ses, either Pl or P2 should be adjusted
as described when a variable mains trans-
former 1~used.
lt is recommcndcd to provide the

mctcr with indication marks at, say, 10 V
increments. •

(T. G iffa rd)

switches.
The signal to be divided is aapplied to

the dock input of the first counter; le2a via
IC1a. The outputs of the couuter are COI11-

pared by IC4 with the setting of the first
thumb-wheel switch. When the data at the
Q inputs and P inputs are identical, the ::::
outpur of rC4 becomes legte high, provided



PARTS LIST
ResistQrs:
R1 = 470 Q
R2 = 4M7
R3 = 2?0 Q
R4 = 27 k
R5 = 100k, 1.5W
R6 = 8k2
P1 = 10k preset
P2 = 2k5 pre~et

Capacitors:
C1 = 100 nF, 400 V
C2 = 100 ~F, 10 V
C3 ;" 22 ~F, 350 V

Semiconductors:
01 = zener diode, 47 V, 1 W
02 = .1N4007·
03,04 = 1N41~8

Miscellaneous:
M1 ;" 50 ~ moving-coil meter
K1 = ~-way RCB terminal bleck
Enclosure, ABS, e.g., Bopla
SE4320E

is used for calibration.
Resistor xi protects zener diode Dl by

limiting the charging current of Cl to a
safe va)ue when the circuit is first con-
nected to the mains.

Both voltage sources provide half-wave
rectification of the mains voltage.

The value of capacitor C2determines
the meter response to relatively fast varia-

The divider is based on a dual hex counter
Type 74HCT393 and two 4-bit cornparators
Type 74HCT85. The division factor is set be-
tween 2 and 256 with two hex thumb-wheel, .
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WAR~ING
Sim;e the circuit ~rries danger-
ous voltag'es at m~ny points,
great care must b~ taken in pro-
viding the necessary insulation.
Never work on the circuit while
it is cennected to the mains.
Observe all precautlons in re-
gard of electrical safety and
make sure that no part of the
circuit can be touehed while it is
being aligned or operated. The
entlre . c,jrcuit, i~Ciu~ing the
meter, must be housed in a suit-
a~le AB~enclosure;

tions of the mains v?ltage. Its value may
lie between 20 /JF and 220 /JE Since the ref-
erence volta ge is not a direct voltage, a
change in the value of C2 may require the
circuit to be readjusted.

The circuit may a~~o have to be read-

justed after a time to compensate for the
drift caused by the heat genera ted by Dl
and R5. Since R5 is located quite close to
R4 on the PCB, it may in some cases be
necessary to use a :f7k4 metal film typre-
sistor in the R4 position.

Connect a variable transformer to the
input of the circuit and set its output to the
minimum expected mains voltage, that is,
210 V or 230 V (UK and Eire). Adjust P2
until the meter reads 0 /JA. Next, increase
the trans former output to the maximum
expectedrnains voltage, that is, 230 V or
250 V (UK and Eire). Adjust PI until the
meter reads 50 /JA.

The circuit may be aligned without the
use of a variable mains transformer by
connecting the primary of a mains trans-
former with an. open-circuit secondary
voltage of about ~OV tothe mains, and the
secondary winding in se ries with the
mains When th~ voltages across the sec-
ondary and primary windings are in
phase. a total voltage of 230 V or 250 V
(UK and Eire) is obtained. When the con-
nections of the secondary winding are re-
versed, 210 V or 239 V is obtained, In both
cases, either pi or P2 should be adjusted
as described when a variable mains trans-
former is used.
It is recommended to provide the

meter with indication marks at, say, 10 V
increments. ' •

(T. Giffard)

switches.
The signal to be divided is aapplied to

the dock input of the firs't counter, IC2a via
ICla. The outputs of the counter are co m-

pared by IC4 with the se~ting of the first
thumb-wheel switch, When the data at the
Q inputs and P Inputs are identical, the =
output of IC4 becomes l~gic high, provided
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WARNING
Since the circuit carries danqer-
ous voltages at many points,
great care must be ta~en in pro-
viding the necessary insulation.
Never work on the circuit while
it is connected to the mains.
Observe all precautions in re-
gard 01 electrical salety and
make sure that no Part 01 the
circuit can be touched while it is
qeing aligned or operated. The
entire circuit, including the
meter,must be housed in a suit·
ap'leASSenclosure.

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 =470n
R2 = 4M7
R3=220n
R4 = 27 k
R5=100k.1.5W
R6 = 8k2
P1 '" 10 k preset
P2 = 2k5 prese1

Capacitors:
C1 = 100 nF, 400 V
C2=100~F,10V
C3 = 22 ~F, 350 V

Semiconductors:
D1 -= zener diode, 47 V, 1 W
D2 = 1N4007
D3, D4 = 1N4148

Miscellaneous:
M1 =' 50 IJ.Ä moving-coil meter
K1 = s-wav pes terminal bleck
Enclosure, ASS, e.q., Bopla
SE432DE

is used for calibration.
Resistor Rl protects zen er diode 01 by

limiting the charging current of Cl to a
safe value when the circuit is first con-
nected to the mains,

Both voltage sources provide half-wave
rectification of the mains voltage.

The value of capacitor C2 determines
the meter response to relatively fast varia-

The divider is based on a dual hex counter
Type 74HCT393 and two 4-bit con-parators
Type 74HCT85. The division factor is set be-
tween 2 and 256 with two hex thumb-wheel
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tions of the mains voltage. Its value may
lie between 20!lF and 220 1-iF. Since the ref-
erence voltage is not a direct voltage, a
change in the value of C2 may require the
circuit to be readjusted.

The circuit mayaiso have to be read-

jusred after a time to compensate for the
drift caused by the heat genera ted by D1
and R5. Since R5 is located quite elose to
R4 on the pes, it may in sorne cases be
necessary to use a 27k4 rnetal film typ re-
sistor in the R4 postnon.

Connect a variable transformer to the
input of the circuit and set its outpur to the
minimurrt expected mains voltage, that is.
210 V or 230 V (UK and Eire). Adjust P2
until the ~eter reads 0 ~tA.Next, increase
the transformer output to the maximum
expected r:'ains voltage, that is, 230 V or
250 V (UK and Eire). Adjust PI until the
meter reads 50 MA.
The circuit may be aligned without the

use of a variable mains transformer by
connecting the primary of a mains tra ns-
Former with a~ open-circuit secondary
voltage of about 10 V to the mains, and the
secondary winding in sertes with the
mains. VVhen the voltages across the sec-
ondary and primary windings are in
phase, a total volta ge pf 230 V or 250 V
(UK and Eire) is obtained. When the con-
nections of the secondary winding are re-
versed. 210 V er 230 V is obtained. In both
ca ses, either Pl or P2 should be adjusted
as described when a variable mains trans-
former 1~used.
lt is recommcndcd to provide the

mctcr with indication marks at, say, 10 V
increments. •

(T. G iffa rd)

switches.
The signal to be divided is aapplied to

the dock input of the first counter; le2a via
IC1a. The outputs of the couuter are COI11-

pared by IC4 with the setting of the first
thumb-wheel switch. When the data at the
Q inputs and P inputs are identical, the ::::
outpur of rC4 becomes legte high, provided
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that the ::: input (pin 3) is high, which here
is always the case.

The = output (pin 6) of IC4 is linked to
the e input of TC5, so that the comparator
output of this JC can be high only when
the data at the Inputs of TC4 are identical.
The input signal is ccmbined via the

OR gates in JC3 with the outputs of JC2a
in CI way that arranges for the second
counter, IC2b, to receive a clock pulse
when IC2a has couuted to 16 (and has thus
returned to zero).

Circuit leS ccmpares the content of
IC2b with the position of the second
thumb-wheel switch. Only when bath
comparators have identical Inputs, that is,
when the position of the counters corre-
sponds to the setting of the two thumb-
wheel switches, does CI '1' appear at pin 6
of lC5.
The counters are then reset via IClb

and Tele, after which the counting and
comparing can starr afresh.

When pin 6 of IC5 is high, the ou tpu t
of the divider is a positive pulse whose
width is equal to half the period of the
input signal, irrespective of the set d i-
vide factor. Therefore, the output signal
is not symmetrical. lf symmetry is re-
quired, a D-type bisfable should be
added at the output. The divider output
then serves as the clock for the bistable
('0 outpur linked to the D inp u t). Re-
member, however, that the bistable di-
vides the signal by 2.

When, after the counters have been
reset, the input signal becomes low, it
wou Id be expected that the second
countcr is immediately set to '1'. This is
prevented. however, by the still active
reset section .
The otghest counter position is 256 and
that is reached when both thumb-wheel

P--~----''looIC4 PO10
1"-+-.-- __ --",101 Pl~'''-'-H

'1"--++---<~---"Il<1 02 74 P2f,,,-3-H---;
'1'--++--::I--:::!--'11 03 H8~T P3f"-' ;:f::j=+=+,

L.._-fT-' "

, ~~'===~'. io
IC2b 00 00 ICS PO

13 _ 01 10 1101 Pll''''--+.,

CLK 02 9 1<102 74 P21''''--++1

03 e 1 03 H8~T P31"'-'---1---1-+~
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IC1 = 74HCT132
IC2 = 74HCT393
IC3 = 74HCT32
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switches are set to O. Both counters then
go their entire range.

Ir is possible to extend the divider by
adding one or more stages consisting of
a counter, comparator and thumb-wheel
switch, and connecting this (thern) to the

This simple bedside light is suitable for
telling the time at night, findings one's
way to the door; and so on.

It is based on the well-kncwn eMOS
Type 7555 firner, connected as. a monos-
table, whose time constant, 1, with values
as shown gives a delay of about 5 minutes
before the light goes out. Different delays
may be calculated from
" = 0.69 RlCl [seconds]

where R1 Is in ohms and Cl in farads.
Resistors R2 and R3 serve as pull-ups

on the trigger and reset pins respecnvely
Touch pad s are used to trigger the

monostable or to reset it before the time
delay has lapsed.

The output of the timer drives Tl via
R4. The transistor can switch up to 250 mA
without needing a heat sink.

Depending on the application, higher
or Iower wartage bulbs may be used, but
bear in mind the cost of the batteries!

Standby current of the prototype was
35 ~A at a supply voltage of 4.5 V. •

(R.G. EWJls)

preceding counter via the four OR gates.
The reset signalmust, of course, always
emanate frorn the last stage.

The th umb-wheel switches may be
replaced by standerd DIL switches. •

(H. Sm/Is)

..
•

n

,,,so
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that the ::: input (pin 3) is high, which here
is always the case.

The = output (pin 6) of IC4 is linked to
the e input of TC5, so that the comparator
output of this JC can be high only when
the data at the Inputs of TC4 are identical.
The input signal is ccmbined via the

OR gates in JC3 with the outputs of JC2a
in CI way that arranges for the second
counter, IC2b, to receive a clock pulse
when IC2a has couuted to 16 (and has thus
returned to zero).

Circuit leS ccmpares the content of
IC2b with the position of the second
thumb-wheel switch. Only when bath
comparators have identical Inputs, that is,
when the position of the counters corre-
sponds to the setting of the two thumb-
wheel switches, does CI '1' appear at pin 6
of lC5.
The counters are then reset via IClb

and Tele, after which the counting and
comparing can starr afresh.

When pin 6 of IC5 is high, the ou tpu t
of the divider is a positive pulse whose
width is equal to half the period of the
input signal, irrespective of the set d i-
vide factor. Therefore, the output signal
is not symmetrical. lf symmetry is re-
quired, a D-type bisfable should be
added at the output. The divider output
then serves as the clock for the bistable
('0 outpur linked to the D inp u t). Re-
member, however, that the bistable di-
vides the signal by 2.

When, after the counters have been
reset, the input signal becomes low, it
wou Id be expected that the second
countcr is immediately set to '1'. This is
prevented. however, by the still active
reset section .
The otghest counter position is 256 and
that is reached when both thumb-wheel
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switches are set to O. Both counters then
go their entire range.

Ir is possible to extend the divider by
adding one or more stages consisting of
a counter, comparator and thumb-wheel
switch, and connecting this (thern) to the

This simple bedside light is suitable for
telling the time at night, findings one's
way to the door; and so on.

It is based on the well-kncwn eMOS
Type 7555 firner, connected as. a monos-
table, whose time constant, 1, with values
as shown gives a delay of about 5 minutes
before the light goes out. Different delays
may be calculated from
" = 0.69 RlCl [seconds]

where R1 Is in ohms and Cl in farads.
Resistors R2 and R3 serve as pull-ups

on the trigger and reset pins respecnvely
Touch pad s are used to trigger the

monostable or to reset it before the time
delay has lapsed.

The output of the timer drives Tl via
R4. The transistor can switch up to 250 mA
without needing a heat sink.

Depending on the application, higher
or Iower wartage bulbs may be used, but
bear in mind the cost of the batteries!

Standby current of the prototype was
35 ~A at a supply voltage of 4.5 V. •

(R.G. EWJls)

preceding counter via the four OR gates.
The reset signalmust, of course, always
emanate frorn the last stage.

The th umb-wheel switches may be
replaced by standerd DIL switches. •
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The adjustable flashing rate and low off-
state current drain rnake this circuit emi-
nently suitable for use as an on-off indica-
tor where battery power Is at a premium,
or as a fake car alarm.
Transistors Tl and TI form a relaxation

oscillator whose frequency may be set be-
tween I Hz and 10Hz by P1.
The LED has an on-time of about 5 TIlS,

so that it may draw a relatively high eur-
rent to produce intense flashes.

S 21

Because of the low duty factor, 0.005 at
1 Hz and 0.05 at 10 Hz, the average cur-
rent drawn by the circuit is between
0.1mA and 1 mA at a supply voltage of 12
V. This compares favourably with special
high efficiency fIashing LEDs that typ i-
cally require an average current of 2 mA,
depending on their series resistor.
The circuit may be operated from sup-

ply voItages between 6 V and 25V.
Reststor R6 and transistor T3 should be

K1

A B + 12Vr---~--~~~~~t-~~----~.+

5
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0-0

85170
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PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 = 4M7
R2 = 10 M
R3 = 470 n
R4 = 10 k
R5=680k
P1 = 5 M, preset pot meter

Capacitors:
C1 = 22 n
C2=220n

Semiconductors
D1 = LED. 5 mm, red
T1 =BS170
T2 = BC560B
T3 = BC516

Miscellaneous:K1 '" 3-way
pes terminal block

omitted, and a wire link fitted berween 'N
and 'B', if the circuit is used as an 'on' in-
dicator.
In the fake car alarm application, T3 is

switched off when the contact key, SkI is
dosed. The oscillator then draws a current
of not more than 2 ~A and the LED does
not flash, When Sk is opened. T3 draws
base current via R6, starts to conduct and
aetuates the oscillator. •

(J. [(lIffell)

Sine wave oscillators normally generate
near-perfeet sine waves, but the stability of
their output signal is often not very good.
The circuit presented here is aimed at im-
proving the stability.
The improvement is brought about by

lirniting the fed-back output signal by two
series-eonnected zener diodes, 01 and D2.
The oscillatcr proper consists of two

seetions: Kt, Rl , RS,Cl and C2 form a sec-
ond-order low-pass filter; while IC2 is con-
nected as an integrator.
The sinusoidal output signal of IC2 be-

comes trapezoid al after the limiting action
and is then applied to the lew-pass section.
This means that the amplitude of the fed-
back signal is constant, so that the peak
value of the sine wave output of the oseil-
lator is also eonstant.
The circuit provides two sine wave out-

puts at A and B respectfvely that are mutu-
ally 900 out of phase. The waveform at out-
put B is slightly purer than that at A.
The third harmonie is about 40 dB

down on the fundamentaL
With values as shown, the circuit gener-

ates a signal at a frequeney of 3.3 kHz with
a peak-to-peak value of 11 V. The fre-
queney may be altered by changing the
values of Cl, C2 and C3 proportionaIly.
The circuit draws a current of 3mA at a

supply voltage of 15 V. •
iNaticno! Semiconductor npplicatioll)



The adjustable flashing rate and low off-
state current drain make this circuit emi-
nently suitable for use as an on-off indica-
tor where battery power is at a premium,
or as a fake car alarm.
Transistors Tl and T2 form a relaxation

oscillator whose frequency may be set be-
tween 1 Hz and 10Hz by PI.
The LEO has an on-time of about 5 ms,

so that it may draw a relatively high cur-
rent to produce intense flashes.
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Because of the low duty factor, 0.005 at
1 Hz and 0.05 at 10 Hz, the average cur-
rent drawn by the circuit is between
0.1 mA and 1 mA at a supply voltage of 12
V. This compares favourably with special
high efficiency flashing LEOs that typ i-
cally require an average current of 2 mA,
depending on their series resistor.
The circuit may be opera ted from sup-

ply voltages between 6 V and 25 V.
Resistor R6 and transistor T3 should be
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Miscellaneous:K1 = 3-way
PCS terminal block

omitted, and a wire link fitted between 'A:
and 'B', if the circuit is used as an 'on' in-
dicator.
In the fake car alarm application, T3 is

switched off when the contact key, Sk, is
closed. The oscillator then draws a current
of not more than 2 J..lAand the LEO does
not flash. When Sk is opened, T3 draws
base current via R6, starts to conduct and
actuates the oscillator. •

(J. ~uffell)

Sine wave oscillators norrnally generate
near-perfect sine waves, but the stability of
their output signal is often not very good.
The circuit presented here is aimed at im-
proving the stability.
The improvement is brought about by

limiting the fed-back output signal by two
series-connected zener diodes, 01 and 02.
The oscillator proper consists of two

sections: ICl, Rl , R5, Cl and C2 form a sec-
ond-order lew-pass filter, while IC2 is con-
nected as an integrator.
The sinusoidal output signal of IC2 be-

comes trapezoid al after the limiting action
and is then applied to the low-pass section .
This means that the amplitude of the fed-
back signal is constant, so that the peak
value of the sine wave output of the oscil-
lator is also constant.
The circuit provides two sine wave out-

puts at A and B respectively that are mutu-
ally 90° out of phase. The waveform at out-
put B is slightly purer than that at A.
The third harrrionie is about 40 dB

down on the fundamental.
With values as shown, the circuit gener-

ates a signal at a frequency of 3.3 kHz with
a peak-to-peak va lue of 11 V. The fre-
quency may be altered by changing the
values of Cl, C2 and C3 proportionally.
The circuit draws a current of 3 mA at a

supply voltage of 15V. •
(National Semiconducior applicationi
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This circuit behaves like areal
rnosquito: as 500n as it gets
dark, it beg ins to buzz irri tat-
ingly. As 50011 as it gets light, it
becomes mute once rncre, so
that, again like areal mosquito,
it is very difficult to pinpoint.
The potential at input 2 of

ICla determines whether the
mosquito hums or not. The level
of this volta ge depends on the
resistance of photovaristor Rl
and the setting of Pl. [f the level
is lugher than the trigger thresh-
old, pin 3 goes low, which
causes C3 to charge via R3.
It takes about 90 seconds for

C3 to become fuUy charged and
during this time pin 6 of leI b is
high. As 50011 as the voltage at
this pin drops below the lower
threshold of ICl b, the output
(pin 4) of the gate goes high.
This results in leIe commencing
to oscillate. A square-wave sig-

IC1 = 4093
te

BF256A e ,.

I
", 01 13 .70~
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Siemens' Type PID20 is a passive infra-red
detector that transforms heat radiation into
e1ectrical pulses. Adding two opamps and
some miscellaneous components to the de-
vice is sufficient for the construction of a
efficient infra-red (IR)detector.
The magnitude of the output signal of

the PID20 is determined by the load at its
pins 3 and 4 as illustrated in Fig. 2 that
shows the output at loads from 1 kn to 00.

From the curves, it is clear that a reason-
ably high load is needed for a good output
stgnal. In the circuit, both output pins are
loaded by 100 kn (R1 at pin 3 and R3
shunted by R4 at pin 4).
The output signal at pin 3 is cornpared

with a reference volta ge equal to half the
supply voltage. This reference voltage is
der ived from potential divider R2-R3-R4-
RS.The output increases at the approach of
an object that is warmer than the sur-
roundings or at the removal of an object
colder than the surroundings. Note the
ringing in Pig. 2 after a change in sur-

na1 is then produced at the out-
put of the oscillator, which is buf-
fered by ICld and then applied
to the buzzer. The buzzer oper-
ates as long as T2 is switched on.
The output of the oscillator is

used also as a clock for 14-bit bi-
nary counter IC2. The consequent
signals at outputs Q7, Q9 and
Q'l l of this circuit are added to-
gether and used to drive T2. The
whining tone is therefore not
continuous but totally random.
Thls randorn signal is used also
by Tl to influence the output of
IClc to a small extent.
As 50011 as it gets light, the

potential at pin 2 of TCla drops.
which results in C2 discharging
rapidly via D1 and R4, so that the
oscillator ceases at once.
The circuit draws a current of

only 2-5 mA, so that a 9-V bat-
tery will last for quite some time.

(I. Beckers)

roundings has taken place. The sudden ap-
pearance of a wann object causes the out-
put voltage first to rise aud. after a few sec-
onds, to drop, sornetimes even below the

reference voltage level. This behaviou r
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There are many ways of designing an ana-
logue-to-digital converter: the present de-

S 23
the sensor is compared by IC2a and IC2b
with voltages respective1y 0.5 V below and
0.5 V above the reference voltage. Depend-
ing on the outpur level, one of the com-
para tors toggles and switches on Tl. This
transistor may be used, for instance, to
drive a relay (up to 100 n-A). lt is also pos-
sible to connect a transistor (and diode) to
each opamp, so that it is irnmediately seen
whether a source has caused an increase
or decrease in heat.
As shown. the circuit draws a current

of about 1 mA (of which roughly 0.2 mA is
on account of the sensor). The current
drain may be reduced by replacing the
TLC272 by a TLC27L2_
The sensor should be fitted by means

of a special connector (ask your dealer) .•
(Siemens applicntioll)
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sign is aime~ particularly at a high speed.
The speed is determined primarily by the
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reaction time of comparators (here about
1 us). The design has a drawback: the
number of components is direcly propor-
tional to the number of levels that the con-
verter can cope with. In the present design.
this is limited to ten (H none of the com-
paratcrs detects the exceeding of a level,
the input is below the lowest level, and
this is recognized as zero [10th levell).
The open-collector outputs of the com-

parators are connected to a priority detec-
tor, IC4, which is a kind of decimal-to-BCD
decoder. If however, several inputs are
low at the same time, priority is given to
that BCD code that corresponds to the
Input with the lughest number. Four NOT
gates invert the BeD code genera ted by
[C4.
Because the comparators have open-

colJector outputs, they can work from a
fügher supply voltage than IC4 and [C5_
Pull-up resistors Rll-R19 must, therefore,
be connected to the +5 V rail and NOT to
the comparator supply rail.
The voltage levels with which [CI-[C3

compare the input level are provided by
potential divider R2-R10.
The input range of the converter may

be modified by changing the value 01RL It
should be noted, however; that the upper
threshold, that is, the level at pin 5 of JC1,
must always be at least 2 V lower than the
supply voltage. With values as shown, and
a supply of 12 V, the upper threshold is
5_68V and each step is 632 InV •

(P. Coster)
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Although the multimeter whose circui t is
shown here is fairly simple to make, you
may experience difficulties in obtaining
some of the components. since most retail-
ers da not stock 99 Mn or 100Mn resis-
tors. Tt then becomes matter of making up
these resistors or omit the associated (cur-
rent) ranges.

The use of these high-resistance COI11-

ponents is made possible by the use oi a
Type TL06l opamp, which has very high-
resistance inputs.
For the voltage ranges, the opamp is

connected as a non-inverting amplifier
with an ampliciation of 1+R12/R13=10. lf
the meter has a fulI-scale deflection (f.s.d.)
of 6 V, the input sensitivity is 600 mV
Input attenuator Rl-R4 provides addi-
tional ranges up to 600 V.

When the meter is used to measure
current, the unknown current will flow
through one of the resistors R7-Rl0, de-
pending on the selected range. Since the
value of these resistors is much higher
than that of R13, the output voltage is
equal to 10x the potential drop caused by
the unknown current across R7-Rl0. With
the values as shown. this gives current
ranges of 6 nA, 60 nA, 600 nA and 6 ~A.
These ranges are fairly sma ll, but that is
because the opamp can not deliver more
current and also, in order to keep the cir-
cuit simple, R7-Rl0 must be much larger
than R13. Note that these reststors have
nothing to do with the input resistance of
the instrument. The 1+ terminal is at earth
potential and the I terminal is a virtual-
earth point: that results in a very low-re-
sistance input (as should be the case).

Apart from the unknown eurrent, the

1-

v+O~~-----,

1+

v-
METER RANGES

A: -0.6-0-,0.6 V
B -6.0-0-,6.0 V
C -6Q.--.O.--+60V
D -60Q.--.O.--+600V
E -6.0-0-,6.0 nA
F -60-0-,60 nA
G -600-0-,600 nA
H -6.0-D--+6.0 ~A

input offset current of the opamp also
flows through R7-RlO. To eliminate the ef-
feet of this current (some nA) in the most
sensitive range (R7), resistor RS has been
added.

Since a centre-zero rneter and symmet-
rieal supply were used, the polarity of the
input signal does not matter. The meter is

In mueh equipment, such as computers,
amplifiers, and the like, where high toler-
ance components are used, it is important
to know at all times whether the supply
volta ge is within specification. The eireuit
presented here was designed to show just
that. It does so by eomparing two d.c, volt-
ages. As soon as there is a difference of
rnore than 10m V between these. the ind i-

cator LED goes out to signal that sorne-
thing is amiss. lt is, therefore, neeessary to
use a very accurate reference voltage, cor-
responding to the required voltage level.
Circuits ICla and leIb form a differ-

enee amplifier: the volta ge to be monirered
is applied to input 1 and the referenee volt-
age to input 2. Differences between these
two potentials as small as 10 mV are suffi-

S2

""..

e
Bt7r
9V :
---I....-

6

.,
""

904025·11

set to zero wi th Pt.
Reststor R6 and diodes 01 and D2

serve to protect the opamp against too
high input volteges.

The supply is formed by two 9-V bat-
teries that, since the current drain is less
than 1 mA, will last a long time. •

(Texas insmnnents npplicntiO/I)

cient to cause olle of the two comparators,
lele or ICld, to toggle.
The output of lCld goes high when the

voltage level at input 1 is 10 mV or more
greater than that at input 2. Comparator
ICle toggles when the voltage level at
input 1 is 10 mV or more lower than that at
input 2. The indieator LED is switched off
via diode D1 or D2, as the ca se may be,
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The tiny a.f. power amplifier pre-
sen ted here provides an output of
up to 250 IIlW and may be used in
a nurnber of applications, for in-
stance, in a stereo version as a
booster for personal radios.

The design is straighrforward: a
BC547 transistor drives a balanced
power amplifier consisting of a
BC337 end a BC327.
The quiescent current is ar-

ranged by dicdes D1 and 02.
Owing to the simplicity of the cir-
cuit, the quiescent current va ries
with temperature. This drawback is
particularly noficeable when the
output transistors get much hotter
than the diedes. In that case, either
the output power has to be reduced
or the ou tput transistor's must be

The 50/75 n driver is based on a Type
OP64, which was designed specifically for
use in pulse and video applications. Be-
cause of internal cornpensation, the IC is
stable at amplification factors of 5 or
greater. Since the output can deli ver a cur-
rent of up to 80 mA, the TC can be loaded
by 150 Q (i.e., a 75 Q system) with a supply
voltage of ±15 V without limiting taking
plaee.

S 25
and transistor Tl.

The level of the supply voltage to the
circuit is not important: it may be ±10 V er,
as here, + 15 V. The important thi.ng is that
the input voltages are always at least 1.5 V
lower than the supply voltage. Thus, if a
±10 V supply is used, the input voltages
must Iie between -8.5 V and +8.5 V. This is
to prevent the eommon-mode suppression
becoming too small for the opamps to
handle the stgnals.

The 100 kQ resistors must have a toler-
anee of not more than 1%, again to prevent
the common-mode suppression of the
opamps from being degraded ..

The current drain of the circuit is
25 mA for a supply voltage of 15 V. •

(K. Walters)

r---------------------~r----.--_G1+ 9V

C.3 22011

I10V

T1,T2,T3

C~E
B

01, DZ= tN4148

BC547

904053-1

LS8n

c

fitred on heat sinks. Another solu-
tion is inserting 0.47 Q resistors in
the emitter cireuits of the output
transistors.
The amplification is determined

by the values of Rt and R3 and , of
course, PI. With values as shown.
and dependent on the setting of PI,
the amplifieation is about 15. This
may be varied by ehanging the
value of R1. It is not recommended
to alter the values of R2 and R3,
since these resistors determine the
d.c. operating point of the amplifier.

The input sensitivity for apower
output of 250 mW into 8 n and an
amplification of 15 is about 95 mV.
The circuit then draws a current of
areund 180 mA. •

(P. Coster)

The eircuit in Fig. 1 is Intended as a
simple output amplifier in a 75 Q system
or, if the value of Rl is changed, as an
impedance adaptor. With the va lues of R2
end R3 as shown, the amplification is 5.
The band width depends to a large extent
on the board layout. According to the man-
ufacturers' data, the roll-over frequency , at
this level of amplification, may be as high
as 20-30 MHz.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JULY/AUGUST 1990

The circuit in Fig. 2 is intended to cou-
pIe a 75 n system to a 50 Q system. The
gain in this set-up is 0.5 dB. Potential di-
vider R4-R5 ensures an output impedance
of 50 .Q and attenuates the output of ICI
(=5x input signal) to make the overall am-
plification unity. At the same time, R4 en-
sures that the Ioad on the OP64 does not
become too large in aSO Q system.

The OP64 is very fast: with an amplifi-
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The circuit in Fig. 2 is intended to cou-
pIe a 75 n system to a 50 Q system. The
gain in this set-up is 0.5 dB. Potential di-
vider R4-R5 ensures an output impedance
of 50 .Q and attenuates the output of ICI
(=5x input signal) to make the overall am-
plification unity. At the same time, R4 en-
sures that the Ioad on the OP64 does not
become too large in aSO Q system.

The OP64 is very fast: with an amplifi-
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Fig. 1. Simple output ~[11plifieror impedance adaptor.
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cation of 5, the slew rate at a leading edge
is about "135 V /us and at a trailing edge,
around 120 V /115. There is then some
overshoot. but that dtsappears when the
amplification is increased to 10.

At higher frequencies, the output impe-
dance of the OP64 increases to some ex-
tent: to about 20 Q at an amplification of
xl0. The impedance may be increased to

Fig. 2. Converter for coupling a 75 Q system to a 50 Q system,

to about 2 kQ via the disable pin 6 (wh ich
is active low). This is a handy way of lim-
iting the current drawn by the rc. The nor-
mal current drain is 6-6.5 mA, but in the
disable condition this reduces to about 0.5
mA for the positive half and areund 0.12
mA for the negative half.

According to the data shcct. the le is
protected against short circuits for about

The driver described here allows up to
four monitors for fBM PCs or compatibles
to be driven by a single display adaptor
card. This card and associated monitors
must be types that operate with TIL (digi-
tal) signal levels. such as:
• CGA-colour graph.ics adaptor;
• Hereules card-monochrome adaptor:
• EGA---enhanced graphics adaptor.
Applications of the circuit may be

found in teaching computer science, PC
slide shows, presentations and demonstra-
tions.

The circuit consists of four octal three-
state buffers Type 74HC541: IC1-IC4. The
TTL levels from the compu ter are applied

to the Inputs of the (permanently enabled)
buffers via connector K5, which is a 9-way
sub-D male type.

The signals carried by this connector
depend on the display adaptor card used
in the pe as shown in the accompanying

10 seconds. 50 care rnust be taken that no
lasting short circuits or overloads occur.

In a board layout of the circuit, the cur-
rent through the Joad must not return via
the input earth, but via a common earth, to
which the decoupling capacitors should
also be connected. •

(T. Giffard)

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 == 8-way Sll resistor array, 4k7

Capacitors;
C1 :47~F,16V
C2--GS: 100 n

Semiconductors:
01: 1N4001
ICHC4: 74HC541
ICS:7805

Miscellaneous:
Kl-K4 == 9-way !emale sub-D connector !cr PCS
KS == g·way male sub-D connector für PCS
Enc!osure Hedqtc Type 222
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table. The monitors are connected to fe-
TABLE male 9-way sub-D connectors Kl-K4.

The circuit is powered by an on-board
Pin CGA Hereules EGA 5 V supply based on the familiär Type 7805

voltage regulator, IC5. The unregulated

1 ground ground ground input to the supply may lie between 9 V

2 ground ground sec. red and 15 V. The tobt! current d rain is not

3 red not used red
greater than 10 mA. •

(F. TroHchet)
4 green not used green

5 blue not used blue
6 intensity intensity sec. green

7 not used video sec. blue

8 Hsync. H sync. H sync.
9 V sync. V sync. v sync.
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W The circuit is powered by an on-board
Pin CGA Hercules EGA 5 V supply based on the familiar Type 7805

voltage regulator, IC5. The unregulated
1 ground ground ground input to the supply may lie between 9 V

2 ground ground sec. red and 15 V. The total current drain is not

3 red not used red
greater than 10 mA. •

(F. Tronchet)
~ 4 green not used green
IU

5 blue not used blue
6 intensity intensity sec. green
7 not used video sec. blue
8 H sync. Hsync. Hsync.
9 V sync. V sync. Vsync.

x...
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Many people find that when they want to
add a CD player to their aud io system,
there is no available input left on their
power amplifier. It seems obvious to use
the phono input. but that presents a cou-
pIe of problems. This input ls far too sensi-
tive for a CD player and, moreover, it
passes the signal via an RIAA frequency
correction network to the amplifier. The
present network can salve both problems
without any internal changes to the audio
systcm, since it ts merely plugged into the
phono input socket.
The circuit 15not much more than a fil-

ter and an attenuator that reduces the out-
put cf the CD player (here assumed to be

'"

K1 •
904070-11

Fig.1.

200 mV) to 2 mV and has a frequency re-
sponse that 15exactly the opposite of that
of the RIAA network. The resulting over-
all frequency character'isfic is straight
within ±1.5dß.

1t is recommended to fit the circuit
(left- and right-hand channels separately)
in a suitable metal enclosu re, since it is
susceptible to hum and noise. This is
caused by the high-impedance input of
about 1 MQ at 50 Hz. The impedance de-
ereases to 100 kfl at 1 kHz, 10 kfl at
10 kHz and about 1 kQ for frequencies be-
tween 100 Hz and 500 Hz. Because of the
variable input Impedance. it is important
tha t the interna l impedance of the signal

source is not much higher than about 2 kQ
in order to keep the -1 dB point above
30 kHz (provided the maiu amplifier is of
reasonable to good quality).
Figure 2 shows the calculated fre-

quency response of the circuit, which is
identical to that of the recording amplifier,
Figure 3 shows the overall frequency re-
sponse of an (idealized) audio system with
the present network ccnnected to the
phono input.
For good results, all capacitors should

be polystyrene types. and metal film resis-
tors should be used in the Rl and R2 posi-
tions. •

(T Giffnrd)
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With the availability of portable CD play-
ers, a need has arisen for a means of con-
necting such a machine to the radio-cas-
sette player now found in most private
cars. Unfortunately, few of these players
have a suitable Iine input. However, a CD-
to-cassette adaptor will solve the problem.
Although such adaptors are freely avaiJ-
able. it is fairly simple (and great fun) to
make one yourself.
To build the adaptor; you need an old

cassette case (screwed together, not glued).
a stereo cassette recording head, a stereo
3.5 mm phono plug, some two-core
screened cablc. two 820 Q resistors and
two 15 nF capacitors (and some dexterity).
Remove all tape guides and fastening

strips from the recording head. Cut two
20 mm lang, 7 mm wide strips of thin tin
plate and bend them at rtght angles about

Fig.2.
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5 mm from each end. Drill a 3 mm hole
near one end of the long part of the
bracket so formed. Solder the brackets to
the sides of the recording head as shown
in Pig. 1; gently fasten the head in a small
vice to prcvcnt it getting too hot.
Unscrew the cassette case and remove

everything from the Inside. With a small
saw or sharp knife, remove the rib behind
where the screening shield and pressure
pad were.
Drill 2 mm holes in the rernaining ribs

at the same distance as the holes drilled in
the tin strips. Fasten M2x7 screws in these
holes and slide appropriate insulating
sleeve over the protruding screw-thread.
Next, slide the recording head assembly
(slot at the underside) over the insulated
screw-threads, fit light springs (such as
those from an old ballpen) over the
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screw-thread and hold these in place with
a nut (see Fig. 1). The springs will then
push the reeording head forward.
The electronics are very simple as may

be seen in Hg. 2. One resistor and one ca-
paeitor form a low-pass filter for one chan-
nel that interfaces between the CD player
output and the frequency-dependent re-
eording head. These components may be
soldered direet to the head. Finally, the
short cable is connected to the compo-

Fig.2.

nents, taken out of the cassette case via a
smal1 hole in one of the short sides of the
case and then connected to the stereo
phono plug.
1t pays to experiment with the setting

of the volume contral on the CD player to
find which position gives the best repro-
duction. •

(/. Rllfte//)

@ij@
COMPONENT CHANGES

Capacitors:
es. C9 = 2n7
C7.Cl0=15n

Inductors:
L2,L3=10mH
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The "Htgh-predston DLF-based locked fre-
quency reference" we published in the
April 1989 issue (p. 48), derived its stabil-
ity from the Deutschland Funk (DLF) long-
wave transmitter operating on 153 kHz. lt
is almost certain that in many areas the
French broadcast transmitter Franeo-Inter,
operafing on 162 kHz, will give Cl much
stranger signal. That is because France-
Inter radiates 2000 kW, whereas DLF radi-
ates 500 kW by day and 250 kW by night.

The circuit published last year can eas-
ily be modified for reception of the French
station. The shaded areas in the block dia-
gram indicate what changes are needed.
The two figures showing sections of the

original PCB indicate which connections at
IC5 and IC6 must be cut and what new
connections must be made. Furthermore,
the table shows the changes in value of a
number of original components. •

(A.N.Olller)

3080 3\3Q 50(21"

~ ~
--+ ~I.

X --+ --> LlM \ --> --+ LlMZ --+ X -*'X, 'X, lock

i 'a~ ,-
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HHcn~ 7(HCTS6 ~
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--> T7 . ... 25RUF 1 Mult. I

'OMHr x 1,5 I
'~MH'- -'~O~H' I
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BUF2 f-. ~
1+0_
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50(2"

FlWlce
INTER r\,..... Lf

904080 - 11



5 mm from each end. Drill a 3 mm hole
near one end of the long part of the
bracket so formed. Solder the brackets to
the sides of the recording head as shown
in Pig. 1; gently fasten the head in a small
vice to prcvcnt it getting too hot.
Unscrew the cassette case and remove

everything from the Inside. With a small
saw or sharp knife, remove the rib behind
where the screening shield and pressure
pad were.
Drill 2 mm holes in the rernaining ribs

at the same distance as the holes drilled in
the tin strips. Fasten M2x7 screws in these
holes and slide appropriate insulating
sleeve over the protruding screw-thread.
Next, slide the recording head assembly
(slot at the underside) over the insulated
screw-threads, fit light springs (such as
those from an old ballpen) over the
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screw-thread and hold these in place with
a nut (see Fig. 1). The springs will then
push the reeording head forward.
The electronics are very simple as may

be seen in Hg. 2. One resistor and one ca-
paeitor form a low-pass filter for one chan-
nel that interfaces between the CD player
output and the frequency-dependent re-
eording head. These components may be
soldered direet to the head. Finally, the
short cable is connected to the compo-

Fig.2.

nents, taken out of the cassette case via a
smal1 hole in one of the short sides of the
case and then connected to the stereo
phono plug.
1t pays to experiment with the setting

of the volume contral on the CD player to
find which position gives the best repro-
duction. •
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The "Htgh-predston DLF-based locked fre-
quency reference" we published in the
April 1989 issue (p. 48), derived its stabil-
ity from the Deutschland Funk (DLF) long-
wave transmitter operating on 153 kHz. lt
is almost certain that in many areas the
French broadcast transmitter Franeo-Inter,
operafing on 162 kHz, will give Cl much
stranger signal. That is because France-
Inter radiates 2000 kW, whereas DLF radi-
ates 500 kW by day and 250 kW by night.

The circuit published last year can eas-
ily be modified for reception of the French
station. The shaded areas in the block dia-
gram indicate what changes are needed.
The two figures showing sections of the

original PCB indicate which connections at
IC5 and IC6 must be cut and what new
connections must be made. Furthermore,
the table shows the changes in value of a
number of original components. •

(A.N.Olller)
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An electric guitar with three single-coil ele-
ments, the well-known Fender model, can
furnish more faci lities than the manufac-
turers provided. A simple modification
makes it possible to produce a real stereo
signal or to connect one or more elements
in anti-phase-see the circuit diagram.
lf the gutrar is fitted with a 5-position

switch, this must be replaced by four in-
line miniature toggle switches. Switch 54
determines the operating mode: upper po-
sition = stereo; lower position = normal or
with elements in anti-phase.
Switches 51, 52 and S3 deterrnine how

the throat element, the central element and
the bridge element are switched, although
this is also dependent on the setting of 54.
With S4 set to 'normal/anti-phase', the

other switches function as follows. In the
upper position. the relevant element is
switched into circuit, in the centre position,
the relevant element is inactive, and in the
lower positicn. the element is in anti-
phase. The phase shift is varied with P2.
With 54 in position 'stereo', each ele-

ment is connected to the left-hand channel
if the relevant switch is in the upper posi-
tion, and to the right-hand channel if that
switch is in the lower position. If the asso-
ciated switch is in the centre position, the
relevant element is inactive. In this condi-
tion, P2 acts as the volume control for the
nght-hand channel.
Potentiometer Pl is the volume control

already fitted to the guitar (500 kQ or
1 Mn log). Potentiometer P2 should have
the same value as Pl and be fitted in the
hole previously occupied by the tone C011-

El =::;: throat element
E2 =::;: central element
E3 ~ bridge element
61,62,53: a = left-hand ehannel

b = off
c = right-hand channel or

anti-phase
54: a = stereo

b = anti-phase

trol. 1t is, of course, possible to retain the
original tone controI, but an identical one
rnust then be fitted for the second channel
(in exactly the same way as the original
tone control).
The original jack connectors must be re-

placed by stereo versions. When the guitar
is switched to stereo, it is connected via a
good-quality 2-core screened microphone
cable, terrninated at each end in a stereo
[ack. The left-hand channel is then avail-
able at the tip of the plug, and the rtght-
hand channel at the ring. The channels
may be separated by a stereo splitter and
can then be transmitted via mono jacks
and cables. When the guitar is switched to
normal/anti-phase, a standard guitar cable
may, of course, be used.
The modifications described here were

carried out on a Yamaha 5C1000 and gave
excellent results. They are particularly rec-
ommended for good quality studio opera-
tion. •

(A. Femdown)
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<\<75mA + 2S •••30V
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This simple design, consisting of a TL071C
driver and two MOSFET power ampli-
fiers, can deliver up to 45 W into 8 Q.
The design is basically a Siliconix ap-

plication. The principle of this application
is that the output transistors are driven by
the voltage changes across two resistors
inserted in the supply lines of the opamp
driver. In other words, the currents drawn
by the opam p determine the dri ve to the
power amplifiers. Use is made of current
feedback that is effected by connecting the
output of the opamp to a potential divider

across the amplifier output.
In the diagram, FETs T5 and T6 are

driven by the potential differences across
RB and R13. Since the supply voltage is
considerably higher than normal for a
standard opamp, transistors Tl and T2
have been inserted in the supply Iines to
the TC. These transistors are provided with
a fixed base potential of ±15 V by zener
diodes 01 and 02. The supply voltage to
the opamp, whatever its drive, is therefore
always 14.4 V.
Setting of the quiescent current is ef-

fected with the aid of T3 and T4. lt is es-
sential that T4 is coupled thermaLly to T5
so as to ensure stability of the quiescent
current.
Transistor T3 draws its current via R8,

and this ensures a correct operating point
for T5. When the temperature rises, the
base-emitter volta ge of T4 drops; the cur-
rent through T3 decreases; and the gate-
source voltage of T5 drops. The opamp en-
sures equilibrium of the circuit, so that the
current through T6 is also adapted as ap-
propriate. The total current drawn by the
amplifier is adjusted to about 75 mA with
Pt. The current drawn by the FETs is then
around 70 mA.
The presence of Tl and T2 makes the

amplifier slightly slower than it would be
without these transistors. However, the
fairly large capacitors associated with the
MOSFETs ean only discharge via resistors
R8 and R13. This results in an increase of
the quiescent current at frequencies above
40 kHz. Beeause of this, the bandwidth is
limited to 20 kHz by C3. A resistor is eon-
nected in series with this capacttor to fur-
ther improve the stability.
The MOSFETs must be fitted on a heat

sink of not less than 1 K/W. In contrast tö
the usual emitter or source follower, the
configuration used here may be driven
virtually up to the supply voltage, so that
an efficieney of up to 70% may be attained.
In the prototypes, eross-over distortion
was not greater than 0.2% at 20 Hz (10 W
into 8 11). With a stable supply of ±30 V,
the amplifier ean provide 45 W into 8 Q or
70 W into-l fz.
Note that the amplifier is not protected

against short eircuits. Check therefore at
a1l times what load is connected to it be-
fore the supply is switched on. •

(T. Giffard)

The triggerable sawtooth generator pre-
senred here is intended to convert an old-
fashioned oscilloscope with only a syn-
chronized time base to a modern triggered
Instrument.
The eircuit is straightforward: transistor

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JULY/AUGUST 1990

Tl is a current source tha t charges one of
capacitors C1-C4, depending on the post-
tion of switch S1. The linearly increasing
voltage across the capacitor is compared
with two reference voltages by ICla and
ICIb. The reference voltages are derived

from potential dividers R3-R4 and R5-R6
respecnvely
As soon as the voltage across the capac-

itor reaches 5 V-the toggle level of lC1a-
bistable IC2a-IC2b is reset. Transistor T2 is
then switched on, which causes the capaci-
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tor to discharge. Onee the potential across
the capacitor has dropped to the toggle
level of [Cl b, the outpur of [Cl b goes high
and the bistable is set via the trigger input.
Transistor T2 is then switched off and the
voltage across the capacitor increases.
The pulse that switches on T2 mayaiso

be used as the blanking pulse for the oscil-
loscope and it is. therefore, ava ilable at a
dedicated blanking output. FOTthe dura-
tion of this pulse, the eIectron beam in the
oscilloscope Is suppresed.
Circuit le2 is an AND gate that ensures

that the trigger pulse can set the bistable
only if the capacitcr is really discharged.
This prevents spurious triggering of the
sawtooth generator.
The generator output must be termi-

nated in a high-impedance load to prevent
distortion of the sewtooth.
The generator draws a current of only

5 mA from a single 10 V supply. •
(P. Coster)
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This circuit enables the automatie on/off
switching of mains-powered equipment
after a master unit has been switched on or
off. One particularly useful application is
in aud io racks where a number of stgnal
sourees, such as the tuner, CD player, and
tape recorder are to be switched on and off
in unison with the power amplifier.
The circuit works on the principle of

current sensing in the mains input lines to
the master apparatus, which should be
connected to K2. When the master unit is
switched on, a voltage drop appears across
diedes 09 and 010. This potential triggers
thyristor Th1. When it conducts, the thyris-
tor connects junction D6-D7 to the neutral
line. The resultant output voltage of the
brtdge rectifier-about 25 V-is smoothed
by Cl and then applied to the coil of relay
Re1.

When the relay is energized, indicated
by 02 lighting, its contact links the live
line of the mains to K3 to which the slave
units are connected.

When the master unit is switched off,
the thyristor stops conducting so that the
relay is de-energized and the mains live
Iine is removed from K3.
The reactance of capaotor C2 limits the
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tor to discharge. Onee the potential across
the capacitor has dropped to the toggle
level of [Cl b, the outpur of [Cl b goes high
and the bistable is set via the trigger input.
Transistor T2 is then switched off and the
voltage across the capacitor increases.
The pulse that switches on T2 mayaiso

be used as the blanking pulse for the oscil-
loscope and it is. therefore, ava ilable at a
dedicated blanking output. FOTthe dura-
tion of this pulse, the eIectron beam in the
oscilloscope Is suppresed.
Circuit le2 is an AND gate that ensures

that the trigger pulse can set the bistable
only if the capacitcr is really discharged.
This prevents spurious triggering of the
sawtooth generator.
The generator output must be termi-

nated in a high-impedance load to prevent
distortion of the sewtooth.
The generator draws a current of only

5 mA from a single 10 V supply. •
(P. Coster)
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This circuit enables the automatie on/off
switching of mains-powered equipment
after a master unit has been switched on or
off. One particularly useful application is
in aud io racks where a number of stgnal
sourees, such as the tuner, CD player, and
tape recorder are to be switched on and off
in unison with the power amplifier.
The circuit works on the principle of

current sensing in the mains input lines to
the master apparatus, which should be
connected to K2. When the master unit is
switched on, a voltage drop appears across
diedes 09 and 010. This potential triggers
thyristor Th1. When it conducts, the thyris-
tor connects junction D6-D7 to the neutral
line. The resultant output voltage of the
brtdge rectifier-about 25 V-is smoothed
by Cl and then applied to the coil of relay
Re1.

When the relay is energized, indicated
by 02 lighting, its contact links the live
line of the mains to K3 to which the slave
units are connected.

When the master unit is switched off,
the thyristor stops conducting so that the
relay is de-energized and the mains live
Iine is removed from K3.
The reactance of capaotor C2 limits the
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current through on-off indicatcr 01 to a safe value.
Reststor R2 enables the capacitor to discharge after
the input has been disconnected from the mains.
Similarly, R3 enables C3 to discharge after the
power has been switched off.
Network R6-C4 ac ross the relay contact pre-

vents spikes and other noise signals genera ted
when the relay is switched on or off being superirn-
posed on to the output vorrage.
Varistor R7 suppresses any voltage surges at the

input that might cause spurious triggering of the
thyristor.
For safety reasons, the circuit must be connected

to the mains via a suttable mains isolating trans-
former and preferably be built on the PCB shown
alongside. The completed assembly should be fit-
ted in an ASS enclosure. Use an appropnete partel
plug for the mains input (connected to Klon the
peB) and panel sockets for the mains outputs (con-
neeted to K2 for the mastcr and to K3 for the slave
units).

The actuation current of the circuit is about
10 mA r.m.s. The current drawn by the master and
slave units must not exeeed 2 A and 4 A respee-
tively.
WARNING. Since the cireuit carries dangeraus

voltages at many potnts. it is essential that wher-
ever possible proper electrical insulation is applied.
Never work on the cireuit when the mains is eon-
nected to it. Make sure tha t no part of the circuir
can be touched when it is being adjusted or used .•

([. Rllffell)

D3-D8 = 1N4004
Th1 = TIC106D

Resistors:
R1 = 3k3, 0.3 W
R2, R3 = 1 M
R4 = 820 n, 0.3 W
R5 = 1 k
R6=220n,1 W
R7 = SIOV-S1OK250

PARTS LIST
Miscellaneous:
F1 '" fuse, 4 A, slow
F2 '" fuse, 2 A, fast
Re1 = SPST relay, 24 V,

1200 Q, =ca mounting, e.q.
Siemens V23127-A6-A201

K1, K2, K3 = 3-way terminal
block for PCS mounting

2 PCS-mount fuseholders
1 mains panel plug
2 mains panel sockets
ASS enclosure, e.g. Retex
Type RG4 (190x73x110 mm)

Capacitors;
C1 = 47 ~F,63 V
C2, C4 = 150 nF, 630 V d.c.
C3 = 330 nF, 250 V a.c.

Semiconductors:
D1, D2 = LED, 5 mm, red
D9, D10 = 1N5404

Nickel-cadmium battenes should normally
be charged at 1/10 their eapacity in Ah.
The capacity of a 9 V NiCd battery is usu-
ally 110 mAh and this type of battery
should therefore be charged in about 10 h.
However, the efficiency of the cbarger is
onJy around 70%, so that the real eherging

period should be of the order of 14 hours.
In the present charger; the charging

time is measured by IC1, whose oscillator
is set to a frequency of 1/6 Hz, ensuring
that outpur Q13 goes high after 14 h.
When Q13 goes high, pin 1 of IC2 goes

low. which eauses bistable IC2a-IC2d to be

reset. At the same time, pin 3 of lC2 goes
high, resulti ng in the base voltage of cur-
reut source Tl becoming equal to the sup-
ply voltage. This causes the transistor to be
switched off which interrupts the flow of
chaTging currcnt.
The charging cycle is starred with 51 or
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current through on-off indicator 01 to a safe value,
Resistor R2 enables the capacitor to discharge after
the input has been disconnected from the mains.
Similarly, R3 enables C3 to discharge after the
power has been switched off.
Network R6-C4 ac ross the relay contact pre-

vents spikes and other noise signals genera ted
when the relay is switched on or off being superim-
posed on to the output voltage.
Varistor R7 suppresses any voltage surges at the

input that might cause spurious triggering of the
thyristor.
For safety reasons, the circuit must be connected

to the mains via a suitable mains isolating trans-
former and preferably be built on the PCB shown
alongside. The completed assembly should be fit-
ted in an ABS enclosure. Use an appropriate panel
plug for the mains input (connected to Klon the
PCB) and panel sockets for the mains outputs (con-
nected to K2 for the master and to K3 for the slave
units).
The actuation current of the circuit is about

10 mA r.m.s. The current drawn by the master and
slave units must not exceed 2 A and 4 A respec-
tively.
WARNING. Since the circuit carries dangerous

voltages at many points, it is essential that wher-
ever possible proper electrical insulation is applied.
Never work on the circuit when the mains is con-
nected to it. Make sure that no part of the circuit
can be touched when it is being adjusted or used .•

(f. Rltffell)

Resistors:
R1 = 3k3, 0.3 W
R2, R3 = 1 M
R4 = 820 n, 0.3 W
R5 = 1 k
R6 = 220 n, 1 W
R7 = SIOV-S10K250

PARTS LIST
Miscellaneous:
F1 = fuse, 4 A, slow
F2 = fuse, 2 A, fast
Re1 = SPST relay, 24 V,

1200 n, PCB mounting, e.g.
Siemens V23127-A6-A201

K1, K2, K3 = 3-way terminal
block for PCB mounting

2 PCB-mount fuseholders
1 mains panel plug
2 mains panel sockets
ABS enclosure, e.g. Retex
Type RG4 (190x73x110 mm)

Capacitors:
C1 = 471lF, 63 V
C2, C4 = 150 nF, 630 V d.c.
C3 = 330 nF, 250 V a.c.

Semiconductors:
01, 02 = LEO, 5 mm, red
09,010 = 1N5404

03-08 = 1N4004
Th1 = TIC1060

Nickel-cadmium batteries should normally
be charged at 1/10 their capacity in Ah.
The capacity of a 9 V NiCd battery is usu-
ally 110 mAh and this type of battery
should therefore be charged in about 10 h.
However, the efficiency of the charger is
only around 70%, so that the real charging

per iod should be of the order of 14 hours.
In the present charger, the charging

time is measured by IC1, whose oscillator
is set to a frequency of 1/6 Hz, ensuring
that output Q13 goes high after 14 h.
When Q13 goes high, pin 1 of IC2 goes

low, which causes bistable IC2a-IC2d to be

reset. At the same time, pin 3 of IC2 goes
high, resulting in the base volta ge of cur-
rent source Tl becoming equal to the sup-
ply voltage. This causes the transistor to be
switched off, which interrupts the flow of
charging current.
The charging cyde is started with SI or
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S 33
current through on-off indicatcr 01 to a safe value.
Reststor R2 enables the capacitor to discharge after
the input has been disconnected from the mains.
Similarly, R3 enables C3 to discharge after the
power has been switched off.
Network R6-C4 ac ross the relay contact pre-

vents spikes and other noise signals genera ted
when the relay is switched on or off being superirn-
posed on to the output vorrage.
Varistor R7 suppresses any voltage surges at the

input that might cause spurious triggering of the
thyristor.
For safety reasons, the circuit must be connected

to the mains via a suttable mains isolating trans-
former and preferably be built on the PCB shown
alongside. The completed assembly should be fit-
ted in an ASS enclosure. Use an appropnete partel
plug for the mains input (connected to Klon the
peB) and panel sockets for the mains outputs (con-
neeted to K2 for the mastcr and to K3 for the slave
units).

The actuation current of the circuit is about
10 mA r.m.s. The current drawn by the master and
slave units must not exeeed 2 A and 4 A respee-
tively.
WARNING. Since the cireuit carries dangeraus

voltages at many potnts. it is essential that wher-
ever possible proper electrical insulation is applied.
Never work on the cireuit when the mains is eon-
nected to it. Make sure tha t no part of the circuir
can be touched when it is being adjusted or used .•

([. Rllffell)

D3-D8 = 1N4004
Th1 = TIC106D

Resistors:
R1 = 3k3, 0.3 W
R2, R3 = 1 M
R4 = 820 n, 0.3 W
R5 = 1 k
R6=220n,1 W
R7 = SIOV-S1OK250

PARTS LIST
Miscellaneous:
F1 '" fuse, 4 A, slow
F2 '" fuse, 2 A, fast
Re1 = SPST relay, 24 V,

1200 Q, =ca mounting, e.q.
Siemens V23127-A6-A201

K1, K2, K3 = 3-way terminal
block for PCS mounting

2 PCS-mount fuseholders
1 mains panel plug
2 mains panel sockets
ASS enclosure, e.g. Retex
Type RG4 (190x73x110 mm)

Capacitors;
C1 = 47 ~F,63 V
C2, C4 = 150 nF, 630 V d.c.
C3 = 330 nF, 250 V a.c.

Semiconductors:
D1, D2 = LED, 5 mm, red
D9, D10 = 1N5404

Nickel-cadmium battenes should normally
be charged at 1/10 their eapacity in Ah.
The capacity of a 9 V NiCd battery is usu-
ally 110 mAh and this type of battery
should therefore be charged in about 10 h.
However, the efficiency of the cbarger is
onJy around 70%, so that the real eherging

period should be of the order of 14 hours.
In the present charger; the charging

time is measured by IC1, whose oscillator
is set to a frequency of 1/6 Hz, ensuring
that outpur Q13 goes high after 14 h.
When Q13 goes high, pin 1 of IC2 goes

low. which eauses bistable IC2a-IC2d to be

reset. At the same time, pin 3 of lC2 goes
high, resulti ng in the base voltage of cur-
reut source Tl becoming equal to the sup-
ply voltage. This causes the transistor to be
switched off which interrupts the flow of
chaTging currcnt.
The charging cycle is starred with 51 or
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the detection circuit based on IC3. This cir-
cuit ensures that batteries left in the
charger are topped up after the batteries
have lost some charge through self-dis-
charge. This ensures that these batteries
are always fully charged.
The voltage at which the battery is as-

sumed flat is set with P2 to, say, 8.4 V. Ta
this must be added the drcp across D'l.
This diode prevents the battery frorn d is-
charging through the charger in ca se the
supply fails.
The detection circuit also ensures that

as 50011 as a flat or partly discharged bat-
tery is connected to the charger, the charg-
ing eyele is starred immediately.

Resistor R9 ensures that even when the
current source is off pin 3 of Ie3 retains a
certarn positive voltage. In that condition,
the reststot also maintains a small charg-
ing current (5-6 )JA) thrqugh the battery.
The drop across DI then decieases to
areund 100 mV and this lowers the volt-
age at which the battery ts assumed to be
flat.
lf two batteries are alternately used

and cbarged. the value of R9 may be re-
duced to 1 Hl. The self-discharge of the
battery is then countered by a triekle
charge at about 5 to 6 mA.

The chargtng currel~t is adjusted to
11 mA with PI as ind icated by a mil-
Iiammeter in series with the baitery
When the charging cycle is completed,
buzzer Bzl sounds. Square-wave genera-
tor IC2c may be set to ta suitable buzzer
tone with P3. The buzzer mayaIso be
muted by strapping pin 8 of IC2 to earth
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15V
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16 e ,"

"
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100n 4060

8 .J.. PO
'"

,
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lC2 = 4093

via e switch. The buzzer may, of course,
also be replaced by a LED. The current
through the buzzer or LED is limited by
R14.

bi ode D2 only lights when a charging
current flows: when no battery is con-
nected or if there is a bad contact, the low
current through R7 will cause a drop of

only about 1 V across the diode and this is
not enough to switch it on.

When a connected battery is defect, 02
and 03 light and the buzzer is mute. With
a good battery, there will come a time in
the cycle when D3 goes out, while D2 re-
mains on. •

(T Giffard)

This little circuit provides both a visual
~nd an audible indicaticn that a message
has been left.

CMOS inverters Iela and IClb form a
touch-sensitive on/off bistable in which
Rl provides positive feedback so that the
circuit will Jatch in whatever state it is left
in.

The output of the bistable controls
astable leIb-IeIe, which is designed to 05-
cillate at a rate of about 11 Hz. This rate is
determined by R2 and Cl.

Although the astable could just about
drive the LED and buzzer, a p-n-p driver
transistor is used to make the circuit more
versatile. When the 'on' pad is touched.

+

the LEO flashes and the buzzer bleeps in-
termittently.

Power Is dertved from a 9-V PP3 bat-

tery. Current drain in the 'off" condition is
negligible. •

(R.G. Evans)
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cuit ensures that batteries left in the
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charging through the charger in ca se the
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has been left.
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determined by R2 and Cl.

Although the astable could just about
drive the LED and buzzer, a p-n-p driver
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versatile. When the 'on' pad is touched.
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This compoct tester,
designed ond marketed
os 0 kit by ELV,hos three
LEDsthot indicote the

condition 01
olkoli-mongonese,
corbon-zinc, ond
olkoli-zinc primory

botte ries 01the mignon,
mono, baby or

power-block type,

The growing mass of battery-powered
equipment brings with it the need of quick
battery condition testing. The battery tes-
ter described here helps you to prevent
getting stuck, at crucial moments, with a
flat battery or battery p.ack in, for instance,
a cassette recorder, a rorch, a remote con-
trol unit or a personal radio.
The tester is simple to use: the primary

battery to be tested is connected by tWQ

test clips and flexible wires. Three LEDs
with different colours immediately indi-
cate wh ether the battery is as good as new
('full'; green LED), usable (yellow LED),
or exhausted ('empty'; red LED).
The tester is automatically actuated

when a battery Is connected to the test
leads. This does not work, however, when
the battery is completely exhausted.
When this is suspected, the TEST button

BATTERY TESTER
must be pressed to prove to the user that
the battery is really exhausted, or that the
interna I 9-V battery of the tester itself is
flat. When the red LED lights in this con-
dition, the battery under test is completely
empty.

Circuit description
The circuit diagram of the battery tester is
given in Fig. 1. The circuit is powered by
a 9-V (PP3) batter y, of which the +terrni-
nal is connected to pes terminal ST3, and
the -terminal to PCß terminal 5T4. The
test circuit is powered only when transis-
tor Tl conducts. Normally, Tl is held off
by R25 so that the circuit does not receive
a supply voltage.
When the TEST button, Tal, is pressed,

Tl receives base current via R24 and con-
sequently starts to conduct. The test cir-
cuit then receives its supply voltage. The
circuit is actuated in a similar manner
when a volta ge greater than about 0.65 V
exists at the input terminals, Sr1 and ST2.
In tha t case. resistor R22 feeds a base cur-
rent into transistor T2. The resultant base
current of Tl causes the tester to be
switched on automatically.
The load resistance of the battery

under test is determined by a four-posi-
tion slide switch, Sc and one of four
potential dividers:

'Mignon' (lEe R6) batteries.Ri-Rz
'Baby' nsc R14) batteries.Rz-Ra
'Mono' nsc R20) battenesRa-Rs

Baby __ -c 5 f::'.. B

Mono..... cl::w+-f-+---+--"-! 1C18 7
9V BlOCk: .-c 5 >-"----..-;_ '+/, LM35B ~""V ~_

-;~
battery
under
test

Mlgn. a:> S1~(

......"'a:>"'''' .... -'''a:1n"""'''''~rr.-

J

I V LH35B,
'""

1·sra

t9V +
-;;~

• J.
909509·11 .~

'""

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the battery tester. The batery type is selected with a tour-postnon slide switch, 81.
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• '9-V power-pack' (lEC 6F22) batteries:
Rs-R6-Rll

The voltage at the junction of the potential
divider (RI-Rll) selected with 51 is fed to
the -inputs (pins 2 and 6) of comparators
TelA and leiB. The +inpu ts of these corn-
para tors are held at a reference level cre-
ated by zener diode 01 and potential
divider R13-RI6. Reststor Rn lirnits the
current through this stabillzer. whose
input voltage is decoupled and buffered
by electrolytic capacitor Cl. Feedback re-
sistors R17 and RI8 provide a certain hys-
teresis to ensure flicker-free operation of
the LEDs.

When the battery voltage exceeds the
minimum value of 1 V, both cornparator
outputs, pins 1 and 7 of ICIA and [CIB, are
at a high potential, so that the red LED, 04,
Hghts. When the battery voltage is be-
tween 1.0 V and 1.3 V, the output of ICIA
remains high, but that of le1B goes low.
Consequently. the red LED goes out, and
the yellow LED, D3, Iights. When the bat-
tery voltege exceeds about 1.3 V, IC1A tog-
gles. so that only the green LED, D2, lights
to indicate that the battery Is full.
The above comparator switching thre-

sholds apply to the three types of 1.5-V

COMPONENTS LIST

content of kit supplied by ELV Francs

Resistors:
2 Ins
2 3n3
2 506
2 15Q
1 IS0n
1 680n
4 lkO
1 3k3
3 lOk
1 lSk
1 lOOk
2 lMO
1 5k presel H

R3;R9
R2;R8
Rl;R7
R6;Rll
R5
At2
R15;R19;R20;R21
RI6
R22;R24;R25
AI'
A23
R17;R18
A13

Capacitors:
2 1O~f 25V radial CI;C2

Semieonductors:
1 LM358
1 ZP03V3
1 6C548
1 BC558
1 LEO 3mm red
1 LEO 3mm yellaw
1 LED 3mm green

ICI
01
T2
TI
O.
03
02

Miscellaneous:
1 peS-mountpushbutton Ta1
1 4-way i-pole sHde switch 81
2 test lead with crocodile clip
1 battery clip
6 solderpin
15mm süver-plated wire
1 printed-circult board
1 enclosure

8A TIER Y TESTER 11
A camplete kit 01 parts lor the battery
tester is available Irom the designers'
exclusive worldwide distributors (re-
grettably not in the USA and Canada):

ELV France
B.P.40
F-57480 Sierck-les-Bains
FRANCE
Telephone: +33 828372t3
Fax: +33 82838180

battery that can be lested. For 9-V PP3
batteries, they He at about 6.0 V and 7.8 V.

Preset Rl3 is adjusted to give a refer-
ence voltage 01 0.65 V at pin 3 01 ICI. This
adjustment is made with a full battery
connected to ST1-ST2, i.e., the input volt-
age must be 1.4 V or greater.

Construction
The construction of this small circuit is
relatively simple. Start by litting the
single wire link on the board, followed by
the resistors and the zener diode. This part
has a coloured ring to mark the cathode.
Next, fit the three LEDs so that their

tops are about 15 mm above the board
surface. The cathode of a LED is usually
marked by the Hat side of the plastic body.
When the device is held against the light,
the cathode is identified as the Jarger met-
alsurface. The LEDs in this circuit are not
normally damaged when fitted the wrang
wayaround.
The last components to be htted on the

board are the capacitors, the tranststors.
the integrated circuit, the slide switch and
the TEST button. Finally. connect the red
wire of the battery clip to peB terminal
ST3, and the black wire to PCB terminal
ST4.

Two flexible test leads with crocodile
clips are supplied with the kit. The red
lead (for the positive battery terminal) is
connected to PCB terminalSTl, and the
black lead (for the negative battery termi-
nal) to PCB terminal ST2. The test leads
pass through z-rrun dia. holes drilled in
the short side of the top hall 01 the enc1o-
sure. Make a knot in each wire, at about
20 mm from the free end, to provide some
strain relief.

Fit the completed pr-inted-circuit board
into the top half of the enclosure, aligning
its central hole over the moulded boss and
making sure that the LEDs go into the
respective holes. Then connect the 9-V
battery and fit the other hall 01 the enc1o-
sure with the self-tapping screw supplied .

•
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• '9-V power-pack' (lEC 6F22) batteries:
Rs-R6-Rn

The volta ge at the junction of the potential
divider (R1-Rn) selected with Si is fed to
the -inputs (pins 2 and 6) of comparators
IC1A and IC1B.The +inputs of these com-
parators are held at a reference level cre-
ated by zener diode D1 and potential
divider R13-R16. Resistor R12 limits the
current through this stabilizer, whose
input voltage is decoupled and buffered
by electrolytic capacitor 0. Feedback re-
sistors R17and R18provide a certain hys-
teresis to ensure fIicker-free operation of
the LEDs.
When the battery volta ge exceeds the

minimum value of 1 V, both comparator
outputs, pins 1 and 7 of IC1Aand lOB, are
at a high potential, so that the red LED, D4,
lights. When the battery voltage is be-
tween 1.0 V and 1.3 V, the output of IC1A
remains high, but that of IC1B goes low.
Consequently, the red LED goes out, and
the yellow LED, D3, lights. When the bat-
tery voltage exceeds about 1.3 V, IC1Atog-
gles, so that only the green LED, D2, lights
to indicate that the battery is full.
The above comparator switching thre-

sholds apply to the three types of 1.5-V

BATTERY TESTER I

battery that can be tested. For 9-V PP3
batteries, they lie at about 6.0 V and 7.8 V.
Preset R13 is adjusted to give a refer-

ence voltage of 0.65 V at pin 3 of ICl. This
adjustment is made with a full battery
connected to ST1-ST2, i.e., the input volt-
age must be 1.4 V or greater.

Construction
The construction of this small circuit is
relatively simple. Start by fitting the
single wire link on the board, followed by
the resistors and the zener diode. This part
has a coloured ring to mark the cathode.
Next, fit the three LEDs so that their

tops are about 15 mm above the board
surface. The cathode of a LED is usually
marked by the flat side of the plastic body.
When the device is held against the light,
the cathode is identified as the larger met-
al surface. The LEDs in this circuit are not
normally damaged when fitted the wrong
wayaround.
The last components to be fitted on the

board are the capacitors, the transistors,
the integrated circuit, the slide switch and
the TEST button. Finally, connect the red
wire of the battery clip to PCB terminal
ST3, and the black wire to PCB terminal
ST4.
Two flexible test leads with crocodile

clips are supplied with the kit. The red
lead (for the positive battery terminal) is
connected to PCB terminal ST1, and the
black lead (for the negative battery termi-
nal) to PCB terminal ST2. The test leads
pass through 2-mm dia. holes drilled in
the short side of the top half of the enclo-
sure. Make a knot in each wire, at about
20 mm from the free end, to provide some
strain relief.
Fit the completed printed-circuit board

into the top half of the enclosure, aligning
its central hole over the moulded boss and
making sure that the LEDs go into the
respective holes. Then connect the 9-V
battery and fit the other half of the enclo-
sure with the self-tapping screw supplied .
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GLOW PLUG SWITCH FOR
4-STROKE MODEL ENGINES

A. Peperkamp

A notorious problern with four-stroke model engines is their
tendency to stutter or even stall at low speeds with all the obvious
risks of carefully wrought model aeroplanes fluttering helplessly

about before crashing to the ground. This circuit givesease of mind
to aeroplane modellers by automatically switching on the glow-plug
when required at low engine speeds to keep the combustlon going.

Among the conditions for a reliably rUI1-

ning model engine are a correctly ad-
justed carburettor, the use of the right
fuel, and a su itably rated glow plug. The
latter Is fitted to ensure a sufficiently high
temperature in the combustion chanher of
the engine to enable this to be starred. A
glow plug is normally powered by a starr-
ing batrery, wh ich may be disconnected
onee the engine is running.
Most engines in model aeroplanes are

z-stroke types with glow ignition. Recent-
ly, however. 4-stroke types have become
available with two main advantages: first,
they produce less noise, and, second, their
sound is more li ke that of a real aeroplane.
Unfortunately, -l-stroke engines also have
disadvantages with respect to 2-stroke
types: their fuel/performance ratio is
worse, their construction is more corn-
plex, they weigh more, and, importantly,
thei r combustion is optimum at relatively
high speeds only. When a 4-stroke engine
runs at low speed for some time, its oper-
ating temperature drops to a level where
combustion strokes fad, or the engine
stalls altogether. Clearly, the additional
heat of the glow-plug may help to prevent
this happening. The present circuit con-
nects the glow plug to a battery on board
the plane. This connection is made auto-
matically when the engine speed drops
belowa certain value.

Not the mechanical way ...
A simple form of mechanical control is a
Jever switch coupled to the accelerator
servo. In practical terms, this can take the
form of a cam or notch in the servo disc
operating a switch when a certain position
(corresponding to a given enginespeed) is
reached. The sw itch, in turn, connects or
breaks the supply voltage to the glow
plug. The main problem of this approach
is finding the right switching point by ex-
perimenting with a running engine. Also,
taking into account that space is always at
a premium in a model, a mechanical con-
struction with alever and a switch, how-
ever small, can become very camp lex
indeed and take a lot of time to install and
adjust.

... but with electronics!
The first 'electronics' Idee that comes to
mind is, of course, replacing the lever
switch by a relay or a power transistor.
The choice in favour of the latter will be
obvious in view of reliability in a fairly
hostile environment (vibration and shock
caused by the model). The next step is to
eliminate the mechanical coupling to the
accelerator servo d isc. Instead, the rele-
vant pulses received from the remote con-
trol transmitter are accepted and
processed in parallel by a special circuit,

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram01the glow plug centrot.

i.e., the glow plug switch is controlled by
the accelerator servo pulses supplied by
the receiver on board the model. When the
pulse-width of the accelerator control stg-
nal reaches a certain (predefined) level
corresponding to a relatively low engine
speed, the glow-plug is automatically
powered, and switched off when the en-
gine is revved up again.

Powering the glow plug
Glow plugs fitted in model engines gen er-
ally operate from a 1.5-V supply. Depend-
ing on the type, the current consumption
is usually between 2 A and 4 A. Provided
the switch is virtually loss-free, a NiCd
(ruckel-cad mium) battery with a capacity
of 1.2 Ah or 1.8 Ah may be used as a
power source. Since the glow plug is
switched on at low engine speeds only
(e.g., while the model idles on the ground,
or while descending or lending). this sort
of battery capacity is sufficient for a num-
ber of flights.
The author has fitted one of his models

with a 9-way sub-D plug for outboard
current supply and charging of the re-
ceiver battery as weil a s the glow plug
battery. A switch is added to enable the
glow plug to be powered by an external
(outboard) battery or power supply dur-
ing starfing on the ground. At the same
time, this external power source charges
the on-board battery. When the switch is
set to the 'fly' position, the glow-plug bat-
tery is connected to the control board.

Circuit description
The circuit diagrarn of the glow plug
switch is given in Fig. 1. The power FET,
T4, used to switch the current to the plug,
has a typical on-resistance of 0.04 Q. This
extremely low value is only achieved,
however. at a sufficiently high gate volt-
age. Since the battery voltage ts usually
4.8 V in models, voltage doubling is used
to ensure that T4 can be driven into satu-
ration.
The volta ge doubler consists of T2, D"

D2, C4 and R4. The circuit supplies an out-
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Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board for the glow
plug switch.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
1 10k
1 68k
, 330n
1 820n
2 'OOk
, 50k pre set H

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5;R6
P1

Capacitors:
, 'O~F 25V
, 47nF
, 2~2 25V radial
2 47~F25V radial

C,
C2
C3
C4;C5

Semlconductors:
2 lN4148
, l-EO
, 39V O.4W zener diode
3 B8170
, BUZ',
1 4538

01;02
03
O.
T1;T2;T3
T4
ICt

put voltage of about 9 V aeross Cs. This
capaeitor is discharged by Rs after the re-
ceiver is switched off to ensure tha t T4 is
off no longer than 3 seconds afterwards.
The value of Rs is a compromise between
rapid turn ing off of Ts after the receiver is
switched off, and a smallioad for the volt-
age doubler. The PWM (pulse-wid th
modulated) signal taken from the acceler-
ator servo terrainals provides the dock for
the voltage doubler, obviating aseparate
oscillator.
The drive signal for the power FET is

genera ted by two monostable multivibra-
tors, TC1Aand IC1B.The former supplies
an output pulse at the leading edge of the
PWM input signal. The pulse width of this
outpur signal (available at pin 6) may be
set to a value between 0.5 ms and 3.0 ms
by adjusting preset Pr.
Monostable lC1Bis wired to trigger at

the trailing edge of the pulse supplied by
IC1A,i.e., when the receiver output signal
is at '0'. The control signal for T4 is taken
from the Q output of 10 Band applied to
the gate via a small-signal FET, T3.
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r.;-.... charge recetver
~ battery

o

'2"'- charge en-eeare
\!.r battery

IGLOW PLUG SWITCH FOR 4-STROKE MODEL ENGINES

servo control
01carburettor

-r-
I NiCd
-L.

8

glow pl"g
switch control

charge !ly-- -r--------r~------~

LED D3 forms the glow plug on! off
indicator. Where appropriate, it may be
replaced by an actuator such as a low-
power piezo buzzer. The engine speed at
wh ich the glow plug is switched on may
be adjusted with Pt.

S24[
Tl receiver

baltery

8'~
~

R-C
RX

900028-12

Fig. 3. Interconnections in a model aeroplane.

Construction and wiring
The printed-circuit board for this circuit is
small (Ftg. 2) in view of the restricted
space in the model. Jumpers A and Ballow
the contrc I to be geared to the polarity of
the servo control signal supplied by the

remote-control teeeiver.
The wiring between the control circuit,

the two batteries, the glow plug, the
'charge/fly' switch and the 9-way sub-D
connector is connected as shown in Ptg. 3.
Be sure to use heavy-duty wire for the
connections that carry the glow plug cur-
rent.
The current consumption of the circuit

is negligible relative to that of the glow
plug.ln the off state, about 1mA is drawn,
in the on state, about 12 mA, main ly on
account of the LE? •

1
j/./

\



Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board for the glow
plug switch.

put voltage of about 9 V across Cs. This
capacitor is discharged by Rs after the re-
ceiver is switched off to ensure that T4 is
off no longer than 3 seconds afterwards.
The value of Rs is a compramise between
rapid turning off of T4after the receiver is
switched off, and a smallioad for the volt-
age doubler. The PWM (pulse-width
modulated) signal taken from the acceler-
ator servo terminals provides the clock for
the volta ge doubler, obviating aseparate
oscilla tor.
The drive signal for the power FET is

generated by two monostable multivibra-
tors, ICIA and lOB. The former supplies
an output pulse at the leading edge of the
PWM input signal. The pulse width of this
output signal (available at pin 6) may be
set to a value between 0.5 ms and 3.0 ms
by adjusting preset PI.
Monostable lOB is wired to trigger at

the trailing edge of the pulse supplied by
ICIA, i.e., when the receiver output signal
is at '0'. The contral signal for T4 is taken
from the Q output of lOB and applied to
the gate via a small-signal FET, T3.
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GLOW PLUG SWITCH FOR 4-STROKE MODEL ENGINES I
servo contra I
of carburettor

o

glow plug
swltch contral"T

I NiCd
-L
0)

~ charge on-board
~ battery

charge f1y-- -
R-C
RX

S2~

T
: receiver
battery

e~
~

~ charge receiver
W battery

IUUl.

900028-12

Fig. 3. Interconnections in a model aeroplane.

LED D3 forms the glow plug on/off
indicator. Where apprapriate, it may be
replaced by an actuator such as a low-
power piezo buzzer. The engine speed at
which the glow plug is switched on may
be adjusted with PI.

remote-con trol receiver.
The wiring between the contral circuit,

the two batteries, the glow plug, the
'charge/fly' switch and the 9-way sub-D.
connector is connected as shown in Fig. 3.·
Be sure to use heavy-duty wire for the
connections that carry the glow plug cur-
rent.
The current consumption of the circuit

is negligible relative to that of the glow
plug. In the off state, about 1mA is drawn,
in the on state, about 12 mA, rnainly on
account of the LED. •

Construction and wiring
The printed-circuit board for this circuit is
small (Fig. 2) in view of the restricted
space in the model. Jumpers A and Ballow
the control to be geared to the polarity of
the servo contral signal supplied by the



100 MHz TTL-COMPATIBLE
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

J. Bareford

r-----~----~--~--~--------~_(+
14 SV
IC1 * see text

2
L2

A3

N1 •••N4 ~ IC1 ~ 74FOO

The use these days of clock frequencies of
up to 100 MHz is not uncommon in digital
signal processing (DSP) equipment, RF
synthesizers, video storage circuits and
legte analysers. The circuit described he re
is based on a quartz crystal, and supplies
an outpur signal of 100 MHz with suffi-
cient drive capacity for TTL circuits.
The circuit consists of three seetions: a

quartz-crystal controlIed oscillator
around Xt and Tl; an impedance conver-
ter, T2, and an output buffer, leI.
Tuned circuit LI-C2 is designed to

make the quartz crystal, Xt. operate at its
fifth overtone (i.e., its fundamental, paral-
lel-resonant, frequency is 20 MHz). Posi-
tive feedback in the oscillator is provided
by Cs between the emitter and the base of
Tl.
Since the oscillator must be loaded as

lightly as possible to prevent starting
problems and instability, the output stg-
nal is applied direct to a dual-gare MOS-
FET, T2, of which gate 1 forms a very high
impedance. The high transconductance of
the MOSFET enables the oscillator signal
to be taken frorn the drain at a relativeIy
low impedance. Network R3-Dl raises the
top level of the lOO·MHz to above the TTL
threshold for a logic 1 (approx. +2.42 V).
Four parallel-connected NANO gates

in a 74FOO or 74ASOO package are used to
digitize and boost the oscillator signal.
The 5-Vpp logic swing of the output signal
enables it to be applied direct to TTL-com-
patible clock inputs.

Construction
The oscillator is best constructed on the
srnal l, double-sided printed-circuit board
shown here. The component side of this

board has a ground plane' of unetched
copper to assist in decoupling the high-
frequency signal.
Start the construction with winding

the two inductcrs. Lt consists of 10 turns
of 0.5 mrn diameter enamelled copper
wire (e.c.w.). and has an internal diameter
of 3 mm. L2 consists of 25 turns of 0.3 rnrn
e.c.w., and also has an internal diameter
of 3 mm. Use the shaft of a 3-mm drill as
a former to make these inductors. which
are fitted just «0.5 mm) above the board
surface. Note that there is no ground hole

COMPONENTS LIST

Reslstors:
1 22k Rl
1 220Q R2
1 470Q R3

Cap.eltors:
1 390pF Cl
1 22pF C2
1 1nFceramic C3
1 33pF C4
1 15pF es

Semiconductors:
1 1N4148 01
1 74FOOor 74ASOO ICl
1 BF4950 or BF495C Tl
1 BF982 T2

Miscellaneous:
1 100MHzquartzcrystal Xt

(51hovertone, parallel-
resonance)

enameUed copper wire 0.3 mm diameter.
ename!led copper wire 0.5 mm dlameter.

for L1; after winding the inductor, bend
the grau nd terminal at nght angles and
solder it straight to the ground plane.
All parts rnust be fitted with the shor-

test possible lead length. This means tha t
the ceramic capacitors must be pushed as
far as possible into the respective holes.
Grounded component terminals are pre-
tinned be fore they are soldered at the
ccmponent side as welJ as at the track side
of the board. On the component overlay,
these terminals are indicated by the ab-
sence of a circJe (look, for instance, at C3).
The integrated circuit, lCl, must be fitted
without a socket.
Finally, a note about the quartz crystal:

this must be a fifth-overtone, parallel-res-
onance type with a fundamental fre-
ql1ency of 20 MHz. The 1055 resistance
must be smaller than or equal to 20 Q. The
supply voltage range of the circuit is
4.75 V to 5.25 V. Current consumption at
5.0 V is smaller than 10 mA. •
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I
100 MHz TTL-COMPATIBLE
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

J. Bareford

r-------~----~----._--~r---------~o_~+
sv

R1

* see text

N1 •••N4 = IC1 = 74FOO

The use these days of dock frequencies of
up to 100MHz is not uncommon in digital
signal processing (DSP) equipment, RF
synthesizers, video storage circuits and
logic analysers. The circuit described here
is based on a quartz crystal, and supplies
an output signal of 100 MHz with suffi-
cient drive capa city for TTL circuits.
The circuit consists of three sections: a

quartz-crystal controlled oscillator
around Xt and Tl; an impedance conver-
ter, T2, and an output buffer, IC1.
Tuned circuit Ll-C2 is designed to

make the quartz crystal, Xt, operate at its
fifth overtone (i.e., its fundamental, paral-
lel-resonant, frequency is 20 MHz). Posi-
tive feedback in the oscillator is provided
by Cs between the emitter and the base of
T1.
Since the oscillator must be loaded as

lightly as possible to prevent starting
problems and instability, the output sig-
nal is applied direct to a dual-gate MOS-
FET, T2, of which gate 1 forms a very high
impedance. The high transconductance of
the MOSFET enables the oscillator signal
to be taken from the drain at a relatively
low impedance. Network R3-Dl raises the
top level of the lOO-MHz to above the TTL
threshold for a logic 1 (approx. +2.42 V).
Four parallel-connected NAND gates

in a 74FOOor 74ASOOpackage are used to
digitize and boost the oscillator signal.
The 5-Vpp logic swing of the output signal
enables it to be applied direct to TTL-com-
patible dock inputs.

Construction
The oscillator is best constructed on the
smalI, double-sided printed-circuit board
shown here. The component side of this

board has a ground plane' of unetched
copper to assist in decoupling the high-
frequency signal. .
Start the construction with winding

the two inductors. Li consists of 10 turns
of 0.5 mm diameter enamelled cop per
wire (e.c.w.), and has an internal diameter
of 3 mm. L2consists of 25 turns of 0.3 mm
e.c.w., and also has an internal diameter
of 3 mm. Use the shaft of a 3-mm drill as
a former to make these inductors, which
are fitted just «0.5 mm) above the board
surface. Note that there is no ground hole

for Li: after winding the inductor, bend
the ground terminal at right angles and
solder it straight to the ground plane.
All parts must be fitted with the shor-

test possible lead length. This means that
the ceramic capacitors must be pushed as
far as possible into the respective holes.
Grounded component terminals are pre-
tinned before they are soldered at the
component side as weil as at the track side
of the board. On the component overlay,
these terminals are indicated by the ab-
sence of a cirde (look, for instance, at C3).
The integrated circuit, IC1, must be fitted
without a socket.
Finally, a note about the quartz crystal:

this must be a fifth-overtone, parallel-res-
onance type with a fundamental fre-
quency of 20 MHz. The loss resistance
must be smaller than or equal to 20n. The
supply voltage range of the circuit is
4.75 V to 5.25 V. Current consumption at
5.0 V is smaller than 10 mA. •
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I
COMPACT lO-A POWER SUPPLY

G. Boddington

It has been some time since we published a 200+ Watt power
supply like the one described here. Capable of supplying up to 10 A
(and more if so configured) at an output voltage range of 4 to 20 V,
this ultra-reliable PSU uses a minimum of components and is

simple to build.

\\\\ \\\\ \\\\ \\\\

If there is one instrument in the electronics
workshop or laboratory YOllmust be able
to rely on at a11 times, it is the power
supply. These days, a d.c. power supply
with excellent regulation, low noise out-
put and high output current can be built
with relattvely few components. The pres-
ent design is based on the well-known
Type LM317 integrated regulator. Since
the LM317 is capable of supplying an out-
put current of 'only' 1.5 A, a number of
these devices is connected in parallel,
under the control of a single voltage set-
ting circuit. The result is a surpnstngty
simple PSU, wh ich, in its basic version, is
capable of providing an outpur current of
uptol0A.
The present PSU is ideal for charging

batteries, for experiments w ith a wide
range of electronic circuits, and for use
with high-power tra nsistor ized RF ampli-
fiers.

Design background
Before discussing the circuit in detail, it is
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worth while looking at the basic operation
of the LM317.
The LM317 is a three-pin integrated

high-power voltage regulator whieh may
be used in a 'floating' cir cuit. As shown in
Fig. 1, a voltage of 1.25 V exists between
the ou tput and the ADJUST Input. Provided
the output current is 5 mA or greater, and
there exists a sufficiently high voltage dif-
ference between the input and the output,
the internal control cireuit will maintain
the 1.25 V volta ge difference between the
output and the adjust inpu t. Evidently,
this voltage disappears when the chip
switches off owing to a thermal overload
cond ition.
Since the regulator may be used in a

'floating' circuit, it Is possible to set the
output voltage by raising the potential at
the ADJUST input with the aid of a voltage
divider between the ourpu t and ground as
shown in Fig. 1. The constant voltage of
1.25 V aCTQSSRl causes a conatant current
through Rl and R2 (d isregardmg. for the
moment, the small current supplied by the
ADJUST terminal). In this configuration,

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

4-20 V

10 A
(basteversion)

Current limiting: internal

• Thermalprotection: internal

Ripplerejectton: >80dB

Operating temperature: 0-50 "C

Simple to extend for high er output
currents

Output voltage:

Output current:

Separate voltage and current lndlca-
tors

the output voltage, Uo, is determined by
the ratio of RI and R2. The outpur volta ge
rises when R2 is increased. When R.2 is
made 0 !l, the output voltage equals the
referenee volta ge of 1.25 V. In the form of
an equation:

1.25 = U" (Rl!(Rl + R2))

or

Li" = 1.25 (Rl + R2)!Rl)

It will be cJear that when a number of
regulators are connected in parallel, the
ou tpu t current must be distributed
equally. This may be achieved as shown
in Fig. 2 by fitting a small resistance, Rs,

o

Fig. 1. LM317 in basic regulator circuit
with adjustable output voltage.



GENERAL INTEREST

. "

, ,

Fig. 2. Principle of parallel-connected
LM317s with series output resistors to en-
sure equal current distribution.

in se ries with each regulator output. As-
suming that Rs«RI, the operation of the
top voltage regulator in Fig. 2 is expressed
by:

1.25 ~ U, (Rl !(R1+R2)) + 10R,

and that of the one below by

1.25 ~ Uo (Rl !(R1+R2)) + I, R,

Since the equations are identical with the
exception of the terms lo and Tl, these cur-
rents must be equal. The equations also
suggest the use of more than two regula-
tors in parallel, since the output current
distribution is, in principle, determined
by tWQ tolerance factors onIy: fi rst, the
reference voltage of the LM317sused. and
second, the va lues of resistors R;

Unfortunately, connecting LM317s in
parallel is not so simple in practtce,
mainly for two reasons. First, the voltage
drop across resistors R, is dependent on
the output current, so that the regulators
can not keep the outpur voltage constant.
This is so because they will attempt to
keep the voltage across the series combi-
nation of Rl and R, at a constant level of
1.25 V. The upshot is that the voltage at
the supply outpur (i.e.. behind resistors
Rs) will drop when the outpur current

..

eC161

Fig. 3. lM317-based series regulatorwith
active, external, voltage setting.

rises, since this means that the drop across
resistors R, rises. Second, small differen-
ces between the reference voltages of the
regulators will result in unequal current
distribution.

External voltage regulation
Figure 3 shows the basic circuit of an ex-
tended voltage control circuit connected
to the LM317. For simphctty's sake, it is
assumed that the power supply contains
only one LM317.

The -input of the opamp (a Type 74])
is held at half the supply output voltage,
Uo, with the aid of R4-Rs, while the +input
is held at a reference potential. This refer-
ence is obtained frorn a constant current
through resistor R3 and preset Pi. This
constant current is obtained from a resis-
tor connected between the output and the
ADJUST input of the regulator. Since the

From theory to practice
After the above description of the basic
operation of the power supply, little re-
mains to be said about the circuit diagram
in Fig. 5.
The rnains transformer, Tri, is a toroid

type with two secondary windings of
15 V /7.5 A each. The current specification
is not obligatory, however, and may be
geared to the anticipated Ioads. In any
case, the transformer output current must
be greater than or equel to 1.4 times the
maximum anticipated load current of the
power supply.
Although most high-power toroid

transformers have two secondary wind-
ings which may be connected in parallel
to boost the outpur current, it is better in
practice to fit each secondary winding
with its own bridge rectifier and assoct-
ated reservoir capacitor.

Fig. 4. Completed 10-A regulator board with heat-sink, and voltage control board.

regulator ma intains a constant voltage
(1.25 V) between these terrninals, R3 and
PI draw a constantcurrent via a tranststor.
Tl.

Because the opamp is a difference am-
plifier, it will attempt to regulate its out-
put voltage until its inputs are at equaJ
levels. Transistor Tl is, therefore, driven
such that the voltage across R3 and Pt
equals half the supply output voltage.
Tlus means that the changing resistance
formed by the transistor causes the volt-
age at the ADJUST input to rise, and with it
the output voltage of the supply. This
closes the control loop. In the circuit
shown in Fig. 3, preset PI fonns the out-
put volta ge control because it determines
the volta ge at the +input of the opamp.

The high currents that may have to be
supplied by the bridge rectifiers force the
use of adequately sized heat-sinks for
these devices. As a rule of thumb, the
reservoir capacitors must be 10,000 ~F
each per 10 A of output current. When the
size of your enclosure allows it, this is best
increased to 20,000 ~F per 10 A.

Provided the reservoir capacitors are
sufficiently Iarge. a secondary voltage of
15 VAC will provide an output voltage of
up to 12 VDC. Similarly, a transformer
voltage of 18 VAC allows the circuit to
supply up to 15 VDC. A maximum output
voltage slightly lower than 28 V may be
obtained by using a transformer with two
24- V secondary windings and reservoir
capacitors rated at 63 V. Note that a 33-V
trans former must not be used since it
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COMPACT IO-A POWER SUPPLY 11
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the modules on and off. The basic circu it
to realize this type of contral is shown in
Fig. 8. Alter natively, construct a srnall,
separate, power supply for the LCD mo-
dules,

Most LCD modules are 20D-mV volt-
meters. Fortunately, they are easily con-
ver ted into 100-J1A ammeters as required
here by shunting the input with a l-kQ
resistor.

Construction
Figure 6 shows the two printed-circuit
boards you need to build the power sup-
ply: one holds the seven regulators and
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Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of the power supply (basic version with one regulator board 10r an output current of 10 A).

would cause the maximum Input voltage
of the circuit to be exceeded.

Two moving-coil meters are included
in the circuit, one for voltage measure-
ment and one for current measurement.
These meters may be replaced by digital
(LCD) read-outs, which are available as
ready-marle modules. Two such modules
are used in the prototype of the power
supply. Their one disadvantage is that
they require a floating power supply. The
simplest way to avoid problems with this
supply is to power the modules from two
separate 9-V batteries. To save battery
power, an optocoupler circuit may be
used to enable the power supply to switch

their associated power resistors, the other,
a much smaller type, the voltage control
circuit.

All components, with the exception of
the mains transformer, the bridge recti-
fiers and the reservoir capa ci tors. are ac-
commodated on the two Pr.Bs. The seven
regulators are fitted on the heat-sink in a
manner that allows thern to be soldered
direct to the printed-circuit board as
shown in the photographs. Each regulator
must be electrically insulated from the
heat-sink. In the prototype, Lfi-mm thick
ceramic insulators are used instead of the
more common mica washers for reasons
of safety and mechanica l stability.



GENERALINTEREST
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Fig. 6. Track layouts (mirror images) and component mounting plans of the two boards that 90 into the making of the 10-A power supply.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors: Semiconductors: toroid matns transformer Tn
7 00223W Rl;Rs-R13 1 lN4148 01 2x15 Vf7.5 A e.g. ILP

1 100n R2 1 BC161 TI Type 63013 (240V mains)

1 150n R3 1 741 ICl er 61013 (220V mains)

2 4k7 R4;R5 7 LM317 (80-220 enclosura) IC:2--ICs 7 Insulating washer tor LM317
1 lk5 R6 1 Heat-sink 1 KtW: 8.g ..
1 82k R7 MisceJlaneous: Fischer 8K120SA 100

2 lkO prese! H Pl;P2 2 1OOMAt.s.o. movinq-coil Ml;M2
prtnted-clrcuit board 900045-1

1 47k preset H P3 meter, or two 200-mV LCO prlnted-circult board 900045-2

voltmeter modules encosure e.g., Telet

Capacllor.: 2 B80Cl0000 Bl;82 Type LC1050

2 10,OOOlÜ' 25V Cl;C2 1 Mains appliance socket Kl

1 10~F 25V C3 with bullt-in switch and
1 47~F 25V C4 fuseholder

1 100n Cs Fuse 3.15 A slow Fl
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Fig. 7. Wiring diagram 01 the power supply. Use heavy-duty insulated wlre as indicated
by the heavy lines.

The population of the two single-sided
printed circuit boards ts not expected to
cause problems. Mount the power resis-
tors on the regulator board at a height of
about 3 mm above the pes surface.
The completed boards are fitted in a

sturdy metal enclosure as shown in the
photographs of the prototype. A clearance
is cut in the rear panel to enable the heat-
sirik with the attached regulators to be
fitted.
The mains on/off switch is purposely

not fitted on the front panel to avoid wires
inside the enclosu re that carry the mains
voltage. Figure 9 illustrates the use of a
mains socket with integral fuseholder and
on/off switch Fitted in the rear panel of the
enclosure. The supply output terminals
on the front partel are heavy-duty wander
sockets.

2 ... 25V

+)

~
~ ,-,,-,,-,,-,
, ; 0000

I~r_Fo- + e, • TlL 111 -.....,-...... 9V :
----L-

-Te
900045 . 15

Fig. 8. Power supply and automatie on/off
control for the t.cü-baeee VII read-outs.

Fig. 9. Close-up of the rear panel assembly. Note the mains socket and the elearanee cut
for the heat-sink.
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COMPACT 10-A POWER SUPPLY I

The thick lines in the wiring diagram
in Fig. 7 show the connections that must
be made in heavy-duty insulated wire. All
other connections are made in medium-
duty insulated wire. 00 not forget to con-
nect the I_I outpur terminal to the '0'
terminals on the two boards. The heavy-
duty wires are best connected to the PCBs
via spade terminals and mating sockets as
used in cars. When this is done, the outpur
voltage of the supply will remain constant
even at heavy Joads. Our prototype was
tested in this respect and found to degrade
by only 60 mV when the load was in-
creased from 0 to 10 A.

Need more thon 10A?
The power supply may, in principle, be
extended with as many regulator boards
Type 900045-1 as required for a parficular
maximurrt output current. Each addi-
tional regulator board increases the cu r-
rent by 10 Ai If that is too much, simply fit
one regulator per 1.4 A of additional cur-
rent. The eonstruction of the additional
regulator boards is identicaI to that of the
basic version deseribed above. They are
simply connected in parallel by intercon-
necting corresponding terminals, exeept
terminal 'B', which is connected frorn one
board 900045-1 only to the corresponding
terminal on board 900045-2.

Adjustment
Switch the supply and on adjust PI until
the output voltage is 10 V. Next, connect
a load (e.g.. a 12-V car lamp). Use a digital
multi meter to calibrate the current meter
by adjusäng P2, and the volta ge meter by
adjusting P3.
Note that when the supply is not

loaded, the LM317 with the lowest refer-
ence voltage will supply the output volt-
age. ln this condition, it may happen that
eurrent flows into the outputs of the other
LM317s, causing the eurrent meter to in-
dicate a negative value. This is normal,
however, and no cause for cancern. •
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Fig. 6. Track layouts (mirror images) and component mounting plans of the two boards that go into the making of the 10-A power supply.
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INMARSAT'S STANDARD-C
B. Higgins

International Maritime Satellite organisation (Inmarsat) are now
marketing a package of satellite-based communications services to

the business community generally. This article provides an
introduction into the technical aspects of these services.

lnmarsat uses geostationary sarellues in
the three geographical regions of the At-
lantic (AOR), Pacific (POR) and Indian
Ocean ([OR) regions. For each region a
working pair (known as a dual) and one
spare satellite are employed. An over-
view of the currently used nine satellites
is given in Table I. lt should be noted
that lnmarsat plans to widen the Atlantic
Oeean coverage towards the West, mov-
ing the Marecs B2 satellite from 26° W
to 55.5° W.

munications system that operaies at a
speed of 600 bit per second. Data, in the
form of computer output, or the outpur
of various telemetry systems on board
craft and vehicles, can be sent to a base
station from almest any IDeation on
earth.
Standard-C is a message-based sys-

tern, i.e., the sending equipment must
'pack> its data for each individual trans-
mission. Once formatred. the da ta pack-
age ('packet') is stored in a message
buffer until a suitable time slot is ob-
tained on the satellite. The message buff-
er has a single packet .capaciry of
32 KBytes.

Siandard-C systems on board craft
and vehic1es are made with connections
via an RS-232 porr to allow for easy
interfacing with data equipment such as
personal computers, terminals, data Jog-
ging systems, etc. functioning as DCE
(daia circuit terminating equipment)
and/or DTE (data terminal equipment).
Two main categories of service are

possible in the Standard-C system:

store-and-forward message transfer
end-re-end services

What is Standard-C?
Sterc-and-forward message transfer in-
volves the formatting of cornplete rness-Standar d-C is a sate llire-based data COITI-

600 bit 5

COAST EARTH STATION
Store and Forward
Message Switch

TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

Telex
votce Bond Dctc
Leosed Lines
Teletex
Electron!c Mai!

Packet Switch ed
Dctc Networks 140-.1 [9X9J
Lettergrom Service
X.25
X.400

CLOSED
USER
GROUPS

L L

~ 8 0~
PUBLIC NETWORK

Fig. 1. Coast earth station (CES) acts as a store-and-forward message switch on to the satellite link (illustration courtesy of Inmarsat).
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Region Longitude Satellite Use

AOR 26°W Marecs 82 operational

AOR 18.5"W Intelsat-V (MCS) dual

AOR 15°W Marisat F1 spare

IOR 63"E Intelsat-V (MCS) operatlonal

IOR 60"E Intelsat-V (MCS) dual

IOR 73"E Marisat F2 spare

POR 180"E Intelsat-V (MCS) operational

POR 177.5"E Marecs A dual

Table 1. Satellite positions and earth coverage.
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ages at the coast earth station or the ship
earth station before transrnission over
the satellite channe!. The (telex) rness-
ages are then transmitted to ship or to
shore on a simple x basis when capacity
is available.
End-ta-end services require a perma-

nent or semi-permanent circuit to be es-
tablished from the coast earth station to
the appropriate terrestrial facilities far
the duration of the (telex) connection.
All other services provided by Stand-

ard-C are optional. These services in-
clude ship-ro-shore half-duplex circuits,
full-duplex circuits, polling, individ-
ually-directed, group-directed and area-
directed calls, and automatie data
reporting.
Standard-C uses radio frequencies in

the L band and C band sections of the
speerrum as shown in Table 2. lncre-
menrs of 5 kHz are used throughout the
bands.

Manufacturers
Around the world, interest is being
shown by manufacturers of electronic
equipment to produce Standard-C corn-
patible communications sets for use at
coast-earth stations and on board ships,
vehicles and, recently, aircraft.
STC International Marine based at

Mitehern in the UK produce equipment
called Mascot C that is designed for all
sizes of shipping vessels. Denmark-
based Thrane & Thrane make systerns
for use in and on land-mobile vehicles.
Table 3 shows the major equipment ma-
kers and the narries of their products.

The SES:antennas and RF
considerations

All rnanufacturers of ship earth stations
(SES) use ornnidirectional antennas in
their systems, as this eliminates the need
for the user to re-adjust for every trans-
mission or reception.

tNMARSAT'S STANDARD-C I

Fig. 2. Intelsat-V-F1 satellite undergoing tests in an anachoic chamber.

Antennas used in the Standard-C sys-
tem rnust be installed at least 5 m away
from C-band radar equipment. For X-

band radar, the rninirnurn distance is
much srn aller.
Antenna designs vary from manufac-

turer to manufacturer. Special designs
have been adopted for use on different
types of sea vcsscl and on land based
vehicles, One innovative design stili 1'0

be tested is a f'lat circular anten na that
can withstand an automatic car wash.
Power levels in the standard-C sys-

tem are low compared to. say, sate llite-
TV. This is mainly because of the much
smaller bandwidth requirement (rypi-
cally. about I MHz instead of 27 MHz
on a satellite-TV transponder). Circular
polarisation is used to reduce the effects
of Faraday rotanon in the uplink and
downlink paths to and from tbe satellirc.
Although the antenna gain patrern is not



COMMUNICA TIONS

As Inmarsat is mainly concerned with
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of Standard-C interfaces tor remote data collection and contral. maritime aspects of cornmunication,

equipment designed for the system has
to conform to the rigours of operating at
sea. Therefore, specifications always
have astrang leaning to environmental
conditions such as temperature, hu-
midity and vibration-see Tab!e 5.

DCE

LEVEL
FLOWMETER
TCMPERA lU'IE
GASES
CONDUCTNITY
PRESSlJRE

OATA TERMNAL!4- _
EQUI'MENT

(OTE)
NTERFACE

ANDCONTROL!4--------
U~

ACTUATOR

Use Up/Down link Frequency Radio band

Coast earth station up 6 GHz C
Caast earth station down 4 GHz C
Ship earth station up 1.6 GHz L
Ship earth station down 1.5 GHz L

lable 2. Band/frequency assignment tor lnmaraat Standard-C communication links.

TT·3020A

STC 01

JUE 65A

Mascot C

Country Manufacturer Equipment
name

Denmark

France

Japan

UK

Thrane & Thrane

SNEC

Japan Radio Co.

STC International
Marine

Table 3. Standard-C equipment manufac-
turers.

directly specified, provision must be
made, e.g., with a gyroscope, to ensure
that the minimum EIRP and G/T figures
are met down to _150 to cope with sh ip
motion. Table 4 shows sorne typical RF
equipment parameters.

Out at sea ...

Coast earth station

The link between the lnmarsat system
and communications companies of vari-

260 300 wo260 o '0 60 .0

o•

120 '<0 160 "0 200 220 240

o

;0,

~,

220 ,<0
~ OCEAN REGION CODE (TELEXI • OCEAN REGION CODE (TELEPHONEI
=-=SATELLITE LOCATION, AORE 18.5'W, IOR 83'E, POR 18lfE, AORW SS"WCOAST EARTH STATIONS A IN OPERATION .6.PLANNED

Fig. 4. Overview of frequencies used for standerd-e communications between vessels, satellites and coast earth stations.
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Parameter

Antenna polarisation

EIRP (at 5° elevation)
Figure 01 merit G/T
(at 5° elevation)
TX frequency band

RX frequency band

TT-3020A JUE65A

RHC

12 dBW (min.)

-23 dB!K

RHC

14 ±2 dBW

-23 dB!K

1.6265 - 1.6465 GHz

1.530 - 1.545 GHz

1.6265 - 1.6465 GHz

1.530 - 1.545 GHz

Table 4. Some antenna unit specifications.

ous coururies is all-irnportant for the im-
plementation of the complete Standard-
C system.
Figure 3 illustrates how the coast

earth station f'its into the total system. lt

acts as a store-and-forward message
swirch to the sate llite. Operating on C-
band (i.e., 4/6 GHz), the link ro rhe sat-
ellite is less susceptible to arrnospher ic
interference as a result of problernatic

INMARSAT'S STANDARD-C I
weather conditions.
Developments are continuously rak-

ing place in coast earth station rechriol-
ogy. For exarnple, Thrane and Thrane
have recently been awarded contracts by
Singapore Telecom and Telecom Den-
mark for the supply of equipment for
coast earth stations in the respective
countries. •

Further information on the Standard-
C communications system may be ob-
tained from
International Maritime Satellite Or-
ganisation (Inmarsat) • 40 Melton
Street • Euston Square· LONDON
NW12EQ,

Parameter

Temperature (eleetronics)

Temperature (antenna unit)

Humidity

lee

Precipitatlon
Wind

Vibration (electrorucs unit)

Vibration (anlenna unil)

TT-3020A

O°C to 45°C (operating)

-200G 10 700G (storage)

_35° to 55°C (operating)

-40oG 10 700G (storage)

95% non-condensing

up to 2.5 cm
up 10 10 em/hr
up 10 100 knots
2-15.8 Hz at 1 mm peak'
15.8-100 Hz at 1.0 9 peak aceeleralion

2-10 Hz ar 2.54 mm peak

10-100 Hz at 1.0 9 peak aeeeieralion

JUE-65A

O°C to 45°C

up 10 95% at 400G

2 to 15.8 Hz at 2.54 mm peak

15.8 10 100 Hz at 1.0 9 peak aeceleration

2-10 Hz at 2.54 mm peak

10-100 Hz al 1.0 9 peak aceeleration

Table 5. Environmental spectücattons of two types of Inmarsat Standard-G SES (ship earth) stations.

---

RESCUE CO·ORDINA TI ON
CENTER

NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS
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~
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- - G\I~
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Fig, 5. Inmarsat satellite coverage at 0 and 5 degrees elevation above the horizon. The illustration shows the three acean regions, AOR,
POR and IOR, ocean codes and locations of coast earth stations (illustration courtesy of Inmarsat).
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MIDI MASTER KEYBOARD
PART2: TESTINGAND PROGRAMMING

D. Doepfer

In this second and last instalment we check the operation of the two
printed-circuit boards, help you on your way in faultfinding (if

necessary) and last but not least discuss the various programming
and menu options offered by the microprocessor-controlled

operating system running on the keyboard.

Even experienced electronics constructors
should not fit the completed printed-cir-
cuit boards in the keyboard enclosure
without a thorough fu nctional check.
First, Inspeer the boards visually. looking
for short-circuits and bad solder jotnts.
Once again refer to the component over-
lay and the parts list to make eure that all
components have the rtght value and
orientation. Test a11 flatcables by checking
the continuity of every individual wire.

Connect the two boards via the 16-way
flatcable, observtng the polarity of the
IOe sockets. If applicable, remove all in-
tegrated circuits from the boards. Apply
power, and check the presence of +5 V at
all relevant points (consult the circuit di-
agrarw). Possible sources of fail ure at this
stage are the mains adapter, the 7805 or its
associated smoothing capacitors. a defec-
tive tantal um decoupling capacitor. or a
short-circuit between PCB tracks.

Switch off the power, and insert TC1,
Te2 and IC3 into their sockets, followed by

a11 ICs on the controls board. Switch on
and check that the LEDs light in a certain
pattern (depending on the softwäre ver-
sion). When the processor works, the LED
displays indicate a start-up code. Possible
sources of failure: incorrect connection be-
tween maiu board and controls board;
empty EPROM; LEDs fitted the wrang
way around, short-circuited PCB tracks;
bad IC socketts): faulty component.

Switch off. Insert the remaining lCs in
their sockets, then connect the keyboard
via the 40-way cabfe. Switch on. The start-
up code (software version number)
should appear Oll the display. Connect a
MIDI expander (set to OMNI mode) to the
MIDI output. If everything ts all right so
far, it shouId produce notes when you
play on the MIDI keyboard. If not, reverse
the 40-way keyboard connector. Possible
sources of failure: incorrect keyboard con-
nection: short-circuited rCB tracks: faulty
MIDI cable: wrong MIDI channeI on ex-
pander; faulty component.
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When the previous tests check out, the
hardware is Iikely to function correctly.
Note, hcwever, that errors like a stuck key
may not co me to light until Iater.

Testing the modulation
wheel
As already noted in the description of the
modulation wheel function, the mechan-
ica l end stops of the potentiometer do not
allow this to cover the full turning range
of 270°. Although this is taken intc ac-
count by the control software, the pertod
of the VCO signal OC4) should be made to
lie in the range between 4.2 rns and 8 ms.
The actual limits are 4096 us and 8192 p s.
Va lues outside this range produce erro-
neous control values.
The range limits are simple to adjust

with the aid of aperiod meter or a fre-
quency meter: alternately adjust Pt (spau)
and operate the modulation wheel (pert-
od ) until the above range is achieved.

In case such test equipment is not
available. the modulation wheel may also
be adjusted with the aid of routine 1 or
routine 2 provided by the keyboard con-
trol software. These routines enable the
microprocessor to send the MIDI control
data obtained frorn the modulation wheel
to the LED displays in two different ways.

Routine 2 is invoked by keeping the sec-
ond key to the left in the upper row
pressed while the keyboard 1S switched
on. The displays indicate the measured
control data in hexadecimal (OO-FF). The
correct range is achieved by alternately
adjusting P1 (parameter span) and opera-
ting the mod ulation wheel (actual par-
ameter value). Set a sufficiently large
range to allow for wear and tear, ccmpc-
nent tolerance, and drift owing to mech-
anical strain. Remember that the software
caters for the reduction of the full range
(OO-FF) to OF-FO to cover the required
MIDI range of 00-7F. This means that
MIDI parameter value 00 is sent when the
modulation wheel supplies a value smal-
ler than OF. Similarly, 7F is sent when the
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Fig. 7. A number of keys on the musical keyboard are used in conjunction with the contral software to enter menu options and settings.

value exceeds FO. Hence, a range setting
of, say. OA-F2 is perfectly adequate.

Routine 1 is invoked by keeping the ex-
treme leftmost key in the upper row
pressed while the keyboard is switched
on. It enebles the processor to indicate the
transmitted MIDI parameter value, i.e.,
the control data sent to the MIDI insrru-
ment after averaging and proportioning
via a look-up table in the control program.
Obvtously. the range of this ind ication is
00-7Ft corresponding to the permissible
range of MIDI parameter values. WIJen a
self-adjusting modulation wheel is used,
its rest position should produce a display
reading of 40 (64 declmal). ir respecfive of
the side from which it arrives at the rest
posi tion. If necessary ensure this centre
value by carefully re-adjusting Pt and
checking the range lirnits with the aid of
routine 2.

In the pitch-bend mode, the software
provides an au toma tic correction function
that subtraets or adds a certain value to
give a range where only 40 is produced at
the centre position of the modulation
wheel. In case. a steady vaJue ean not be
achieved, fit a 2.2 J.lF tantal um capacttor
(ClO) between the control voltage sup-
plied by the potentiometer and ground.
An instability of ±1 digit is allowed be-
cause it is compensated by averaging and
threshold detection routines in the control
program.

After the above adjustment, carefully
tighten the nut on the modulation poten-
tiometer, making sure its setting is not
changed. Switch on the keyboard (with-
out invoking either of the test routines)
and check the correct range and function
of the MIDI control parameters.

Programming functions
Most of the functions pravided by the
MIDI master keyboard are selected with
the aid of the programrning keys on the
front paneL These keys work in conjunc-
tion with a menu, the control of which
rests with the microprocessor and the soft-
ware.

Conneet either one of the MIDI outputs
of the keyboard to the MIDI input of an
expertder. synthesizer, sequencer or sam-
pler. Connect the foot switch to the key-
board via the [ack socket. when so
programmed and actuated in a particular
keyboard zone, this foot switch fonns a
SUSTAIN pedal. DA not conneet or dis-
connect the foot switch with the keyboard
switched on.

Apply power. The LEb disptays indi-
eate the software version number (e.g.
100), and the LEOs should light up briefly.
Next, the display indicates 'PLA' for PLAY
mode. At this stage, PRESET 1 is used.

The menu has the following etght options:
preset
program change/real time
split
channel
transpose
dynamic
controllers
pa nie

wh ich are selected by the eight associated
keys. The current option is indicated by a
LED. In the PLAY mode, no LED ligbts. In
so me menus, the keyboard keys are used
in addition to the control keys to set cer-
tain para meters. Also note that some
menus return automatieally to the PLA Y
mode after the parameter has been set.
Most men us, however, ean be left only by
pressing another menu key.

In all menus, except PRESET and PANIC,
the next keyboard zone is selected by
pressing the same menu key once more
(note: the boundaries of a zone are marked
by splits). Therefore. press the menu key
as many times as required to a rrive at a
certain zone. The selection is cyelie: i.e.,
zone 1 follows zone 4.

With some functions, the displays
briefly shows a Ietter- or n umber-se-
quence before returning to 'PLA'. During
these sequences, however, the play mode
is active. The ind ication period before the
display switches to 'PLA' allows set par-
ameter values to be read off easily.

Figure 6 shows wh ich keyboard keys

are used in conjunction with the menu
keys to set certa in parameters. As shown
in Fig. 7, the whi te keyboard keys in the
lowest octave are assigned the following
functions:

Bank 1-4 (C; 0; E; F)
Start (G)
Stop (A)
Continue (B)

The number keys start at the next lugher
octave, i.e., Ce l : C#=2, 0=3, 0#=4; ete. for
all number . entries required (prcgrem
number , channel, dynamte response table,
control code, etc.)

PRESET
The EPROM contains 16 presets, any one
of whieh may be selected by the user as the
basic keyboard setting. Eaeh preset con-
tains d ata on each of the four zones, the
MIDI channel, transposition, assignment
and actuation of control data, aud the vel-
ocity table. The currently selected preset
is indicated on the LED d isplays for a
couple of seeonds before the keyboard
goes to PLAY mode as indicated by the
letters 'PLA'.

PROGRAM CHANGE/REAL TIME
This menu allows the prcgrams running
on the conncctcd MIDI equipment to be
changed. It is used taget her with key-
board keys to send PROGRAM CHANGE com-
mands and, with certain keys only,
real-time MIDI commands START, sror
and CONTINUE.
The selected zone is shown to the left

on the read-out, while the current bank
appears to the right. The zone indieation
is important for the MIDI channel on
which the PROGRAM CHANGE cornmand is
sent.

The programs are organized in the
form of 4 banks of 32 numbers each.
Bank 1 contains program numbers 1-32,
bank 2 program numbers 33-64, bank 3
program numbers 65-96, and bank 4 pro-
gram numbers 97-128, The banks are se-
lee ted by the first four keys on the
keyboard (see Hg. 7). When a bank num-
ber is changed, the new number is shown
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Fig. 8. Software-selected dynamic response curves. A linear response (curve 'a') often
gives the impression that the dynamic characteristic can not be set with sufficient accuracy
in the low-volume ranges. This may be compensated in three steps by response charac-
leristics 'b', 'c' and 'd'. Curve 'e' provides the inverse effect, giving greater resolution in the
high-volume ranges. Curve '1' is exponential with a certain low-volume off-set. The inverse
curve, 'g', gives a smaller dynamic range at greater' key velocities. This response is
particularly suited 10 veloci1y-controlled mixing effects: one zone is assigned anormal
response (e.g., 'c'), and another zone, of equal size, the inverse response. These Iwo zones
are used 10 control two MIDI channels simultaneously, e.g., on two expanders, or on one
expander capable of gene rating two sounds on twodttterent channets. The key velocity then
allows you to switch between these channels as you play. Curve 'h', finally, produces
velocity parameter '64' irrespective of the key strike force. This response is particularly
suited 10 non-dynamic sounds, e.g., those produced by organs.

on the displays. Note, however, that the
PROGRAM CHANGE command is not sent
until one of the number keys (1-32) is
pressed on the keyboard. The transmitted
program number appears brieflyon the
display before the keyboard returns to the
PLAY mode. The program number is sent
on the MIDI channel assigned to the cur-
rently selected keyboard zone.

On pressing Olle of the three white keys
10 the right of the bank selection keys (see
Ftg. 7), the associated real-time command
START (G-key), STOr (A-key) or CONTINUE
(Bckeyl is sent. Thedisplay shows the rele-
vant code abbreviation, StP, StA or CON,
for a couple of seconds.

SPLIT
The MIDI master keyboard is capable of
transmitting on four channels a t the same
time. Each channel is asstgned a particular
keyboard zone, which may overlap to
some extent depending on the stze of the
keyboard. This menu allows up to four
zones to be defined by accepting their
boundaries in the form of splits.

The current zone appears to the left on
the LED read-out. The 'LO' ind ication to
the right prompts the user to press the key
that corresponds to the split at the LOw
side of the zone. Next, the read-out
changes to 'HI' for the HIgh split. After
accepting the splits, the keyboard returns
to PLA Y mode.

CHANNEL
Use this menu to assign the MIDI ehannels
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to the zones. The eurrent zone number
appears to the left of the displays, the
associated MIDI channel number to the
right. SeIeet the MIDI channel number
with the aid of the number keys (1-16;
starting with the C in the second octave).
After accepting the ehannel selection, the
keyboard returns to PLAY mode.

TRANSPOSE
On selecting this menu option, the current
zone number appears to the left on the
read-out. and an ind ication 'FT' to the
nght. The 'FI' indieation prompts you to
press the First reference key for the trans-
postnon. Next, the indication changes to
'SE' for the SEcond reference key. To ob-
tai n, say, a transposition by one octave,
press any keyboard key (LO), followed by
the same key (i.e., note) one octave lugher
CHI). Similarly ,a 'semi-tone down' Irans-
position is set by pressing any key, fol-
lowed by the next lower key.

After accepting the trans pose reference
key selections, the keyboard returns to
PLAY mode.

DYNAMIC
This menu option allows the dynarnic re-
sponse curve for each of the four zones to
be selected. The current zone nurnber ap-
pears to the left of the read-out, and the
associated dynarnic response table (1-16)
to the right. The basic response options
are shown and explained in Fig. 8. They
allow your personal keystroke to be
geared to the (electronically determined)

MIDI MASTER KEYBOARD PART 2 I
dynernte response of instruments.

Select the required dynamic response
(Fig. 8) by pressing the relevant keyboard
key (1-8; see Fig. 7).
After accepting the dynamic response

selection, the keyboard returns to PLAY
mode.

CONTROLLER
This menu option determines the MIDI
control function of the modulation wheel
in each of the four zones. The available
MIDI functions include PITCH BEND, MODU-
LATION, AFTER TOUCH and VOLUME. In ad-
d ition, this menu deterrnines whether or
not the SUSTAIN pedal is actuated in a cer-
tain zone.
The current zone number appears to

the left of the read-out. the CONTROLLER
code to the right. Codes are selected by
pressing the appropriate keyboard key
(1-16). The codes belong with the follow-
ing functions:

Code

Wheel tunettön sustain off sustain on

none 1 9

pitch be nd 2 10
modulation 3 11
breath control 4 12
portamento 5 13
aftertouch 6 14
volume 7 15
pan 8 16

An example: code number '1' is selected
when neither the rnodulation wheel nor
the sustain pedal is required in a par ticu-
lar zone. When, however, the rnod ula tion
wheel is to function as a pitch bend con-
trol, and the sustain pedal is to be used,
code '10' is requ ired. Similar ly, select code
'7' ro make the wheel function as a volume
control, while the susta in pedal is dis-
abled.

The use of a self-adjusting poten-
tiometer (i.e., one with aspring that re-
tracts the spindie automatically to the rest
position) is only reeommended when the
modulation wheel serves mainly as a
piteh-bend control. In a11 cases, anormal
potentiometer should be preferred.

PANIC
This is not really a menu, only a key that
can be actuated in all modes to transmit
ALL NOTES OFF commands on a11 MIDI
channels. This function is mainly used to
end hanging notes on MIDl equipment.

•
References:
1. Portable MIDI keyboard. Elektor Eleelro-
nies November 1988.
2. Universal MIDI keyboard interface.
Eleklor Etectronics June 1989 and J uly / Au-
gust 1989.
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MINI FM TRANSMITTER
J. Bareford

This low-power transmitter 10r the VHF FM band may be used as a
wireless babysitter or a short-range repeater by virtue 01 its voice
operated switch (VOX) and easy connection to a SCART outlet.

The block diagram in Fig. 1 shows that the
microphone signal is amplified before it is
applied to a vax (voice-operated switch)
circuit. The vax consists of an amplifier,
a rectifier, and a comparator with hys-
teresis. Its function is to switch the trans-
mitter on when a predefined AF signal
level is exceeded, and switch it off after a
certain pertod. the length of which is
determined by an R-C network.
The third block is a Irequency-modu-

lated (FM) oscillator operating at about
105 MHz.

Circuit description
With reference to the circuit diagram in
Pig. 2, the electret microphone, Mt , re-
ceives its bias volta ge via resistor R1. The
microphone signal is raised in an ampli-
fier based on p-n-p transistor Tl. Choke L1
prevents the microphone amplifier being
blocked by the RF signal produced by the
oscillator. The amplified microphone sig-
nal may be taken from terminal 'I'. When
the transmitter is used for line signals, the
microphone preamplifier is not used since
these signals are applied to ter minals '3'
(mono) or '4' and '5' (stereo).

vax
The voice-operated switch receives the
amplified microphone signal at its input,
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terminal '2'. Preset Pt determines the
input level and thus the switch-on thre-
shold of the vax. The signal at the wiper
of Pt is fed to CMaS inverter Nt, which
functions as an amplifier. The next gate,
N2, functions as a Ilmiter. The signal rec-
tifier shown in the block diagram consists
of diodes 04-05, resistor R7 and capacitor
C4. The gates that follow the rectifier, N3,
N4 and Ns, raise the rectified signal to a

level suitable for controlling switching
transistor T2. The switch-on period of the
vax is determined mainly by the value of
C4.
Depending on the Signal level that

exists at the input of the vax, transistor
T2 is off or on. In that way. it contrals the
power supply to the RF oscillator, T3.
Choke L2 at the collector of Tz prevents the
RF signal developed by the oscillator from
being short-circuited by the power supply
lines.

FM oscillator
LED D3 lights when the vax powers the
RF oscillator based on p-n-p transistor T3.
The AF signal received at terminal '3' or
terminals '4' and '5' is taken through a
pre-emphasis network composed of Ce-
C6-R11before it arrives on the modulation
level contral, preset P2. Frequency modu-
lation of the oscillator is achieved by C7
superimposing the modulation signal on
the bias voltage of dual varicap 02, a Type
88204. Transistor T3 oscillates at a fre-
quency determined by tuned circuit L3-
ClO-D2, with Ct r providing positive
feedback between the collector and the
emitter.
The oscillator frequency can be set be-

tween 88 MHz and about 108 MHz by ad-
justing trimmer ClO.Capacitors Ce and C9
decouple the RF and the AF component
respecnvely at the base of T3. The trans-
mitter has no aerial or aerial connection:
its RF signal is radia ted by L3.

VOX

mlcrophone
preamplifier Ir

6

3~---+-I d3

105MHz
oselltator

896118X·12

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the FM transmitter. The numbered terminals are interconnected
depending on the application of the unit.
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 01 the mini FM transmitter.

Resistcrs R16 and R17 surn stereo stg-
nals epplied to terminals '4' and '5' to
create a mono modulation signal.

Power supply
This is conventional, taking the form of a
low-drop voltage regulator Type 78L08,
IC2, with the usual decoupling capacltors.
e14 and C13, at the input and output re-
specttvely. The input of the regulator is
connected to a mains adapter with 12-
15 VDC outpur.

Construction
The presence of an RF signal at about
100 MHz governs the use of the double-
sided printed-circuit board (peB) shown
in Fig. 4. This board has a large unetched
surface at the cornponent side to assist in
the decoupling of the RF signal. lt is not
through-plated: all contacts between the
componcnt side and the track side are
made by component terminals.
The size of the circuit board alJows it to

Application Wire(s) AF sjgnal to

TV sound
stereo sound
babyphone
doorbell
extender

2-3
2-3
1-2;3-6
1-2;3-6

3
4 and 5 (stereo)
use microphone
use microphone

be fitted in to a compact ABS enclosure of
about 8xS.5x3 cm. Start the construction
by fitfing the single wire link on the boerd.
Next, mount the one TCsocket and preset
P1. Note that one terminal of Pr is soldered
at both sides of the rCB. This is indicated
by the absence of a circle on the compo-
nent overlay and the fact that the copper
is not removed around the hole at the
component side, Do not fit P2 as yet.
Mount the remainder of the compo-

nents. It will be noted that most of these
are fitred vertically. Keep a11component

COMPONENTS LIST

Reslstors:
3 4k7
1 lMO
3 lOk
210M
3 lO.ok
1 11<5
1 2k2
3 22k
1 27.00
1 l.o.ok preset H
1 5k preset H

Rt ;R1S;R17
R2
R3;R5;Rl0
R4;R7
Rs;All:R12
RB
R9
A13;RI4;R1B
R15
p',
P2

RT ptug

C8pacltors:
2 12.onF
1 47nF
1 33On.
2 82nF
1 470pF
1 4!l7 lSV radial
1 68.opF
1 20pF foil trimmer
1 3p9
j 15.opF
1 220j.lF 1.oV radial
1 22.o~F 25V radial
1 10.onF'

Cl;C2
Ca
C4
C5;C7
es
CB
C9
cm
C1\
C12
C13
CI4
e15

Semiconduc,tors:
1 lN4001
1 BB204
L (edLED
2 1N4148
,1 BC560C
, 1 Be557B
1 8F451
1 4049
1 78L.o8

. Miscellaneous;
1 a-mm long ferrite beaä
1 15.oj.lH choke 1.2
O.2-mni dia, enamelled eopper wira
1-mm dia. :§ilyer~ptatedwtre
1 prtrüed-clrcult board 896118

TV

0r,--VCA
H

eJ
mini FM
transmitter

1
FM

receiver

896118X·13
Table 1. The function of the transmitter is
determined by wire connections as listed
here. Fig. 3. Suggested application in conjunction with a SCART (Euro~AV) connection on a TV.
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MINI FM TRANSMITTER
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Fig. 4. Track layouts and component mounting plan of the double-sided printed-circuit board tor the mini FM transmitter.

leads as shorr as possible. The two ground
terminals of tri mmer Cl0 must be soldered
rapidly at both sides of the PCB to prevent
the rotor package and the interna! foil
being damaged or deformed by overheat-
ing.

Horne-made inductors
Choke Lt consists of 5 turns of 0.2 mm dia.
(SWG36) enamelled copper wire through
a 3-mm lang ferrite bead. Carefully
remove the enamel at the wire ends of this
inductor by heating it with the solder iran
while applying a little solder.
lnductor L3 appeaTs on the component

overlay (Hg. 3) as a dashed Une between
positions C11 and P2 to indicate that it is
fitted at the track side of the PCB. The
inductor consists of 4 turns of l-mm dia.
(SWG20) silver-plared wire drawn out to
a length of about 3 cm. The 'cold' end of
L3 is soldered to ground at both sides of
the PCB. Preset Pz may then be fitted, fol-
lowed by the wire links (consult Table 1).
The LED and the electret microphone

are fitted on the front panel of the enc1o-
su re, and the adaptor socket at the rear
paneL

SCARTconnection
The FM transmitter may be used for 'wire-
less' listening to TV sound as illustrated
in Fig. 3. Thanks to its sma ll size. the unit
may be fitted permanently near the TV set,
connected to it via the SCART socket. The
SCART connection is made via pin 3
(mono signal output) and pin 4 (audio
ground).

Setting up
Set P2 to the centre of its travel and apply
an audio signal to terminal '3' of the trans-
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mitter. Tune an FM receiver to a clear
frequency near the upper end of the band,
e.g., 105 MHz. Switch the transmitter on.
Carefully adjust trimmer ClOuntil the sig-
nal is received. lf necessary retune the
receiver for rninimum distortion. Next, in-
crease the distance between the transmit-
ter and the receiver. Adjust P2 unfil the
optimum volume setting is obtained with-
out running into distortion.
Change the wire link canfiguration to

enable the microphone to be used (see
Table 1), and test the vax. Set the switch-
on level to individual requirement by ad-
justing Pl. •
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Fig. 4. Track layouts and component mounting plan ot the double-sided printed-circuit board tor the mini FMtransmitter.

leads as short as possible. The two ground
terminals of trimmer Cl 0 must be soldered
rapidly at both sides of the PCB to prevent
the rotor package and the internal foil
being damaged or deformed by overheat-
ing.

Home-made inductors
Choke L1consists of 5 turns of 0.2 mm dia .
. (SWG36) enamelled copper wire through
a 3-mm long ferrite bead. Carefully
remove the enamel at the wire ends of this
inductor by heating it with the solder iron
while applying a Iittle solder.
Inductor L3 appears on the component

overlay (Fig. 3) as a dashed line between
positions Cn and P2 to indicate that it is
fitted at the track side of the PCB. The
inductor consists of 4 turns of I-mm dia.
(SWG20) silver-plated wire drawn out to
a length of about 3 cm. The 'cold' end of
L3 is soldered to ground at both sides of
the PCB. Preset P2 may then be fitted, fol-
lowed by the wire links (consult Table 1).
The LED and the electret microphone

are fitred on the front panel of the endo-
sure, and the adaptor socket at the rear
panel.

SCARTconnection
The FM transmitter may be used for 'wire-
less' Iistening to TV sound as iIIustrated
in Fig. 3. Thanks to its small size, the unit
may be fitted permanently near the TV set,
connected to it via the SCART socket. The
SCART connection is made via pin 3
(mono signal output) and pin 4 (audio
ground).

Setting up
Set P2 to the centre of its travel and apply
an audio signal to terminal '3' of the trans-
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mitter. Tune an FM receiver to a dear
frequency near the upper end of the band,
e.g., 105 MHz. Switch the transmitter on.
Carefully adjust trimmer Ctn until the sig-
nal is received. If necessary retune the
receiver for minimum distortion. Next, in-
crease the distance between the transmit-
ter and the receiver. Adjust P2 until the
optimum volume setting is obtained with-
out running into distortion.
Change the wire link configuration to

enable the microphone to be used (see
Table 1), and test the vax. Set the switch-
on level to individual requirement by ad-
justing PI. •
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THE8031/8731 MICROCONTROLLER

The single-chip micro sei dorn appears in
hobby ist and amateur elcctronics projects
in its true minimum form. The primary
reason for this is the difficulty of develop-
ing code for the projects without specialist
equipment, that is, the high cost of an leE
(In Circuit Emulator). Projects based on
the 8031 microcontroller appear fairly reg-
ularly, but normally the 8031 is configured
to run in its expanded memory mode. The
amateur may not have encountered these
terms before, and abrief description
of the 8031 will, therefore, be given
together with that of the EPROM ver-
sion of the processor-the 8731.
The 8031 is a c1assic 8-bit micro-

controller, with 64 Kbytes of external
memory. The memory may be dou-
bled to 128 K if the Harvard architec-
ture is used. A Harvard architecture is
defined as aseparate data and pro-
gram memory. The processor has an
additional 128 bytes of internal mem-
ory and a variety of useful peripheral
devices. The EPROM version of the
processor incorporates some of the
external program memory internally,
starting at address 0, which is the
power-up address.
If the on-chip EPROM memory

(2 K, 4 K, 8 K, or 16 K, depending on
part nurnber and manufacturer) is adequate
for the target applicatian code and 128
bytes is sufficienr for all the variables,
program sub-rourine stack, and the inter-
rupt stack, the processor can be used in
singtc-ehip mode. As a consequence of
this, the pins that were used ro drive the
address and data bus for controlling the
externat RAMand EPROMcan now be used
as parallel ports, that is, as general-pur-
pose input/output. In single-chip mode, all
of the parallel ports may be used, although
some pins are multi-functional, i.e., tirner
inputs, serial receiver, serial transmitter,
interrupt pins, etc. When the processor is
used with extemal RAMor EPROM,the pro-
cessor is said to be operating in expanded
mode.
The average amateur application re-

quires digital 1/0, a timer, RAM and EPROM.

>;: Dr Kyte is joint managing director
ofMICRO AMPS Ltd.

Dr David Kyte*

Armed with rhese tools, he can tackle
most controller applicarions. It therefore
makes sense to consider the microcon-
troller wirh on-board EPROM.To build a
minimum stand-alone systern, a crystal, a
peB or hand-wired board, decoupling ca-
pacitors and some tie-up resistors are the
only devices required. One Time Pro-
grammable---OTP-deviees are standard
EPRoM-based mierocontrollers wirh no
quartz window, sinee that is used to erase

the on-chip EPROM. The quartz package is
expensive, but OTPdevices offer low cost
for low-volurne production runs, proto-
types and amateur applications.
Given all of the above advantages, why

are there no single-chip micro projects?
Simple: code development!
To develop code für single-chip mi-

eros, there are several budget related
routes. The route opted by the professional
is to rent or purehase an ICE.Typically, this
may cost between E I,000 and ;[5,000, weil
beyond the means of the poor, old arna-
teur.
The low-cost option is to purchase an

EPROMdevice with quartz window. The
code is written, compiled or assembled,
down loaded to an EPROMprogrammer (ad-
ditional investrnent may be required for
the programmer) and the microcontroller
EPROM programmed. The rypical one-off

cost of a quartz window EPROMrnicrocon-
troller is BO to f80, depending on the size
of the EPROM.lf a single device is pur-

1

chased (minimum cost sclution). when the
code fails-as it surely will-the rnicro-
controller EPROMmust be erased. The
EPROMerasure time (additional cost for the
eraser!) will typically take 20 minutes, re-
sulting in a minimum turn-areund time of
about half an hour at best.
The nexr problem is testing. To debug

the minimum cost route, the processor is
programmed, inserred into the target peB
and the power is applied. If the system

works: eureka; otherwise go back to
the software listing and start guessing.
No real debugging inforrnation is
available. The on-chip serial port can
be used to provide diagnostic data, but
only when the code to drive the serial
port has been debugged. To configure
the serial port, the baud rate, stop bits,
start bits, et al, have 10 be initialized
with the use of the 8031 special func-
tion registers, which are controlIed by
the timer rate register, timer mode reg-
ister, serial mode register, and so on.
To get all these configured correctly is
for the newcomer an extremely daunt-
ing task, especially of no suitable
tools are available.

Anorher route is to buy aversion
of the processor with the on-chip
EPROMeonnected to a socket mounted

piggy-back on the processor. An EPROM
emulator can then be used to download the
code inro the pe. The cost of this route is,
of course, higher, bur the rum-areund time
is significantly shorter. The feasibility of
this route is govemed by the manufacturer
and the company's policy on producing
piggy-back devices.
The professionaJ's life, however, is

considerably simpler. To learn how to
program the microcontroller, small exarn-
pie routines may be cobbled together,
loaded into rhe ICE and executed. If the
code fails, it can be re-cxccuted one line ar
a time using a single-step instruction. By
observing the memory and register con-
rents, the action of the code may be moni-
tored. The turn-around time for the profes-
sional is minutes. As such, leaming by ex-
perimentation is positively encouraged,
and the learning curve is reduced.
Dallas Semiconductor manufacture a

range of 8031 microcontrollers with a dif-
ference. These devices have 8 K/32 K of
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Fig. 1. Block diagram 01 a simple 055000 syslem.

bartery-backed RAM configured as internal
memory replacing the internal EPROM and
ROM provided by the 87C31 and 83C31
respectively. The Dallas farnily of devices
have the part number DS5000.

The sirnplest circuit required to build a
working DS5000 development system
consists of a crystal, an RS232 voltage
converter, a few capacitors, sorne resistors
and a peB-see Fig. 1.

The critical feature of the DS5000 is a
bootstrap loader to initialize, load and
configure the intern al RAM. In parallel
with the on-chip bartery-backed RAM is a
sm all ROM-based monitor program. The
decision to boot from RAM or EPRQM is de-
termined by the PSEN line during reset. If
PSEN is held low and the reset line is high
when power is appl ied to the processor,
the rnonitor program is selected.

The monitor offers a few simple func-
tions. These include the capacity 10 down-
load or upload Intel hex files through the
serial port and configure the internat RAM

as data or program memory. For those
people that are sensitive abour copyright
protection, there is encryption hardware
provided for programs stored in internal
program memory. The encryption key is
also defined using the bootstrap monitor.
As it is unnecessary to program and erase
EPROMS, rhe entire turn-areund time for
code development has been reduced sig-
nificanny 10 a few minutes.

Unfortunately, the code development
cycle is still a code, power-up and run sce-
nario. No additional debugging informa-
tion has been provided.

By executing a small monitor program
residing in the DS5000 cornrnunicating

803t/8731 M1CROCONTROLLER

with the PC through the serial port, the PC
can interrogate the status of the rnicrocon-
troller's internal and extemal RAM, special
function registers, and so on. The data is
presented to the user on pe; consequently,
the size of the code in the mieroeontroller
is kept to aminimum. However, sophisti-
cated debugghing information (disassem-
bly, memory dumping, single stepping,
break points, ete.) ean be generated as a
sequence of transparent data transfers
using the simple DS5000 monitor corn-
mands. If the OS5000 is configured in sin-
gle-chip mode, and the port pins are at-
tached to a ribbon cable terminated in a
40-pin DIL socket and an RS232 drive is
connectcd 10 the serial port, an extremely
low-cost tCE can be built.
The hardware for the ics (described in

a forthcoming artiele) is less than fIOO.
PC-based communications and debugging
softwäre is available for f.75. Future arti-
cles will highlight features of the 8031 ar-
ehiteeture during the description of appli-
cations. These applications and articles
will probably include a dark-roorn timer
with phonetie speech timing and a green-
hause watering system. •

DAYLIGHT -RESISTANT OPTO-ISOLATOR
Many X- Y plotters, particularly the DlY
type, have. for all sorts of reason, no protec-
tion against incident light, so that the photo-
transistor in the opto-isolator can not differ-
entiate between the light from the associated
LED and daylight. The circuit shown here of-
fers a solution to this problem.

A Type 555 timer pulses the LEO in the

opto-isolator at a rate of 10 kHz. If, at the re-
ceiver end, only the signal at that frequency
is amplified, neither daylight nOT bright artif-
ical light can disturb the operation of the
light barrier,

At. pulse rate of 10 kHz, the pulse spac-
ing is 100 ps. lf Ihe duty factor is 6:4, the
pulse width is 60 us. At that rate, the LED
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can be pulsed at about 45 mA. The pulsating
current is fuUy compensated in relation to
the voltage by C3.

The on-time of the pulse signal at the Q
output of lCl is determined by Rl-R2-Cl and
the off-time by R2-C1:

pulse width 11= 0.693Cl(R1+R2) = 60 us:
pulse spacing 12= 0.693C1 R2 = 40 ps.
The receiver in the opto-isolator, that is,

the photo-transistor, is actuated by the re-
flected light frorn the light barrier and ap-
plies the consequent 10 kHz signal to a xBO
amplifier via es. The capacitor and the input
resistance of the arnplifier form a a high-pass
filter. The collector of Tl has a d.c. potential
of 3 V. Capacitor CS and diode 01 cause a
d.c. shift, 50 that at the anode of 02 positive
pulses with a width of 60 us are present.
These pulses charge C9 via 02 and R9. If suf-
ficient pulsating light is reflected as, for in-
stance, when the paper is less than 15 mm
from the light barrier, the volta ge across C9
is sufficient to switch on T2. The output sig-
nal is then taken direct from the collector or
via the relay (da not forget D3).
The circuit draws a quiescent current of

about 30 mA and an operational Olle of
around 80 mA, excluding the relay current. •
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bartery-backed RAM configured as internal
memory replacing the internal EPROM and
ROM provided by the 87C31 and 83C31
respectively. The Dallas farnily of devices
have the part number DS5000.

The sirnplest circuit required to build a
working DS5000 development system
consists of a crystal, an RS232 voltage
converter, a few capacitors, sorne resistors
and a peB-see Fig. 1.

The critical feature of the DS5000 is a
bootstrap loader to initialize, load and
configure the intern al RAM. In parallel
with the on-chip bartery-backed RAM is a
sm all ROM-based monitor program. The
decision to boot from RAM or EPRQM is de-
termined by the PSEN line during reset. If
PSEN is held low and the reset line is high
when power is appl ied to the processor,
the rnonitor program is selected.

The monitor offers a few simple func-
tions. These include the capacity 10 down-
load or upload Intel hex files through the
serial port and configure the internat RAM

as data or program memory. For those
people that are sensitive abour copyright
protection, there is encryption hardware
provided for programs stored in internal
program memory. The encryption key is
also defined using the bootstrap monitor.
As it is unnecessary to program and erase
EPROMS, rhe entire turn-areund time for
code development has been reduced sig-
nificanny 10 a few minutes.

Unfortunately, the code development
cycle is still a code, power-up and run sce-
nario. No additional debugging informa-
tion has been provided.

By executing a small monitor program
residing in the DS5000 cornrnunicating
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with the PC through the serial port, the PC
can interrogate the status of the rnicrocon-
troller's internal and extemal RAM, special
function registers, and so on. The data is
presented to the user on pe; consequently,
the size of the code in the mieroeontroller
is kept to aminimum. However, sophisti-
cated debugghing information (disassem-
bly, memory dumping, single stepping,
break points, ete.) ean be generated as a
sequence of transparent data transfers
using the simple DS5000 monitor corn-
mands. If the OS5000 is configured in sin-
gle-chip mode, and the port pins are at-
tached to a ribbon cable terminated in a
40-pin DIL socket and an RS232 drive is
connectcd 10 the serial port, an extremely
low-cost tCE can be built.
The hardware for the ics (described in

a forthcoming artiele) is less than fIOO.
PC-based communications and debugging
softwäre is available for f.75. Future arti-
cles will highlight features of the 8031 ar-
ehiteeture during the description of appli-
cations. These applications and articles
will probably include a dark-roorn timer
with phonetie speech timing and a green-
hause watering system. •

DAYLIGHT -RESISTANT OPTO-ISOLATOR
Many X- Y plotters, particularly the DlY
type, have. for all sorts of reason, no protec-
tion against incident light, so that the photo-
transistor in the opto-isolator can not differ-
entiate between the light from the associated
LED and daylight. The circuit shown here of-
fers a solution to this problem.

A Type 555 timer pulses the LEO in the

opto-isolator at a rate of 10 kHz. If, at the re-
ceiver end, only the signal at that frequency
is amplified, neither daylight nOT bright artif-
ical light can disturb the operation of the
light barrier,

At. pulse rate of 10 kHz, the pulse spac-
ing is 100 ps. lf Ihe duty factor is 6:4, the
pulse width is 60 us. At that rate, the LED
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can be pulsed at about 45 mA. The pulsating
current is fuUy compensated in relation to
the voltage by C3.

The on-time of the pulse signal at the Q
output of lCl is determined by Rl-R2-Cl and
the off-time by R2-C1:

pulse width 11= 0.693Cl(R1+R2) = 60 us:
pulse spacing 12= 0.693C1 R2 = 40 ps.
The receiver in the opto-isolator, that is,

the photo-transistor, is actuated by the re-
flected light frorn the light barrier and ap-
plies the consequent 10 kHz signal to a xBO
amplifier via es. The capacitor and the input
resistance of the arnplifier form a a high-pass
filter. The collector of Tl has a d.c. potential
of 3 V. Capacitor CS and diode 01 cause a
d.c. shift, 50 that at the anode of 02 positive
pulses with a width of 60 us are present.
These pulses charge C9 via 02 and R9. If suf-
ficient pulsating light is reflected as, for in-
stance, when the paper is less than 15 mm
from the light barrier, the volta ge across C9
is sufficient to switch on T2. The output sig-
nal is then taken direct from the collector or
via the relay (da not forget D3).
The circuit draws a quiescent current of

about 30 mA and an operational Olle of
around 80 mA, excluding the relay current. •
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DECOUPLING POWER RAILS

Adequate decoupling of power rails of
most circuits is a seriously underesti-
mated necessity. Particularly in the design
of printed-circuit boards. it often happens
that at the last moment the thought occurs
that there is no or insufficient space left for
decoupling capacitors, srnall though these
normally are. His, of course, not surpris-
ing that such negligence often results in
spontaneous oscillation in analogue cir-
cuits and unreliable operation of digital
circuits. Especially sequential digital cir-
cuits. such as dividers, counters and bi-
stables are prone to these problems, the
causes of which are normally very diffi-
cult to find.

Power rails should be decoupled by a
capacltor elose to the relevant pins of the
JC, since the rail has a certain amount of
inductance. Variations in the current
through this inductance cause a potential
drop that ruanifests itself as a short pulse
or spike. The capacitor-serves to buffer
(that is, minimize) these current tran-
sients.
Current transients arise, for example.

during the switching of logic circu its,
since all sorts of parasitic capacitance a re
charged or discharged during the change
of output level. Also, just at the instant the
change is ta king place, the transistor in the
output stage that switches to earth and the
transistor that swltches to the positive rail
are conducting sfmultaneously. This
means that for a very short time the power

TTL
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Fig. 1. Beacuse of the interna I 50 Q resis-
tor, TTL circuits have some inherent short-
circuit protection that CMOS' circuits have
not.

seil- lnductance 100high

0------------.-----0
no improvement

115====$_
894113-12

tower self - inductance

Fig. 2. The self-inductance of power rails may be reduced by using 2 or 3 rails in parallel.

supply is short-circuited. The 50-Q resis-
tors in ITL-Iogic circu its limit the conse-
quent short-circuit current, but 4000 and
HC(T) series CMOS circuits have no such
protection. It is for that reason that eMOS
circu its need to be decoupled even more
effectively than TTL circuits. Note that the
static current, which is many times greater
in TTL circuits than in CMOS circuits, has
no bearing whatsoever on the degree of
decoupling needed.
DecoupIing capacitors musr be con-

nected with their terminals cut as short as
feasible direct to rhe supply pins of the
relevant Je.
The effectiveness of a number of stand-

ard rypes of capacitor i5 discussed below.
The wet aluminium electrolytic capaci-
tor has a fairly large self-inductance
owing to its c'onstruction (rolled foil).
Nevertheless, it perfonns very well as a
decoupling device. H5 value does not
matter much: 1 ~F to 10 ~F are suitable
values. Disadvantages are a relatively
short Iife and fairly high leakage cur-
rents.
The dry aluminium electrolytic capaci-
tor is in the same league as the tantalum
capacitor. Is life is considerably longer
than thatofthewetelectrolytictype. Like
tantalum capacitors, they are excellent
for decoupling but, again like tantalum
types, they are relatively expensive.
The tantalum capacitor, although rela-
tively expensive, is widely used for de-
coupling purpose5, because of its excel-
lent all-round properttes.
The ceramic capacitor is the decaupling
cepacitor por exceitence. It is inexpensive,
has good h.f. properties. so that relative-
Iy low values (22 nF to 100 nF) may be
used, while its large tolerance and non-
linear ternperature behaviour da not
matter for decoupling.
The metallized film capacitor (MKT,
MKH, etc.) is. perhaps, too good for de-
coupling purposes. This is because the
capacitor and the self-inductance of the
power rail form an oscillatory circuit.
The low losses of metallized capacitors
caused underdamping of the occasional
oscillations. It is interesting to note that

the much higher losses of cerarnic capa-
otors are, in this respect, a definite ad-
vantage.

Some guides for effective decoupling are
given below.

Provide each and every PCS with its own
47 ~F to 100~F electrolytic buffer capaci-
tor.
Both input and outpur of voltage regula-
tors should be decoupled by a capacitor
of at least 100 nF (positive regulators) or
220 nF (negative regulators).
Simple logic gates should be decoupled
by oue capacitor of not less than 22 nF
per four ICs if these are elose together.
More eomplex circuits like bistables need
one capecttor for every two ICs, while
counters and dividers should have one
capacitor for each Je. Individual lCs
should have aseparate decoupling capa-
eitor.

In addition to the use of decoupling capa-
eitors, the self-inductance of the power
ratls can be reduced by two or three rails
in parallel as shown in Fig. 2. Research
has shown that increasing the d iameter of
the ratls merely reduces the resistance, but
not the self-ind uctance.
Another aspect is that the self-i nduct-

ance of the rails is directly proportional to
the enclosed surface. It is, therefore, better
to place them elose together than to separ-
ate them-see Fig. 3. •

right; low sett-inductance

894113-13

Fig. 3. Place the rails close together to
minimize stray lnquctance.
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I
SOUND DEMODULATOR FOR
S'ATELLITE-TV RECEIVERS

R.G. Krijgsman PEICHY

Since an Astra-compatible TVRO set is about the cheapest ticket to
the satellite- TV arena, it is not surprising that many of you have at
times aimed your 60- or 85-cm dish at TV satellites other than the
Astra-1. At the same time, owners of larger dishes will agree that
the price/performance ratio of most Astra-compatible indoor units
(such as the Amstrad SRX200) makes them good enough for use as
a second receiver. Unfortunately, problems with incompatible

sound channels arise in both cases. Here's how to solve that little
problem.

At the rnoment. there is at least OJ1e TV
sa tellite other than Astr~-l that can be
received with a 60- or 85-cm dish: the
West-German DFS Kopernikus at orbital
position 23.50 East. Astra-l and DFS
Kopernikus have roughly the same output
power (approx. 55 dBW) and transmit in
the same band. Although both TV setel-
lites are genera!1y c1assified 35 medium-
power types, Astra has 16 channels and
Koperrukus only four. More medium-
power TV satellites are expected to be
taken into use in the next few years.
Although the reception quality of DFS

Kopernikus should be reasonable over
most of the South-East of the UK, a typical
Astra set will not reproduce the sound
channels that aecompany the four trans-
miasions. Likewise, owners of 'full-size'
TVRO equiprnent (1.2-, 1.5- or 1.8-metres
dish with motor drive and a multi-band
LNC) for reception of the low-power ECS
and Intelset TV satellites, may wonder
why an Astra receiver fails to produce

sound on most TV channels in spite of a
strong input signal.

In the baseband
The signal recovered by demodulanng a

o 5 6 7 8 --+
f [MHz]900057 ·11

Fig. 1. lypical five-subcarrier frequency allocation in a satellite-lV baseband spectrum.
lhe video information occuptes the frequency range fr om 0 to 'abcut 5.5 MHz; the main
(mono) sound channel is a wideband FM subcarrler at 6.5 MHz; narrow-band FM supeemers
10r stereo transmissions and the like are a'ssigned fixed frequencies of 7.02 MHz, 7.20 MHz,
7.38 MHz end 7.56 MHz.
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satellite-TV transmission is a frequency
spectrum known as the baseband. The
baseband signal is usually supplied direct
by the FM deruodulator in the satellite-TV
receiver. lt is an unfiltered, wideband sig-
nal that contains everything transmitted
by the uplink via the transponder on
board the satellite.
Figure 1 shows an example. The lower

part of the baseband-say, up to
5.5 MHz-is reserved for the video stgnal.
The part between 6 MHz and about
ß.5 MHz contains Clnumber of frequency-
modulated subcarriers tha t provide the
sound channels.
In the ca se of Astra, the frequency allo-

cation in the baseband is fixed: the main
(mono) sound channel is at 6.50 MHz, and
the so-ca lied secondary sound channels at
7.02 MHz, 7.20 MHz, 7.38 MHz and
7.56 MHz. Depending on the transportder
user. these four narrow-band subcarriers
rpay be used simultaneously for mono-,
multi-lingual as well as stereo sound
transmissions (an exception is Filmnet on
channelll, which uses the 7.56 MHz sub-
carrier for TV-sync pulses).
Unfortunately, the sound receiver and

demodulator circuits in many Astra recei-
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the sound demodulator. The inductors, l1 and l2, are tuned 10
the relevant sound subcarrier frequency in the baseband (6.60 MHz, 6.65 MHz, or 6.62 MHz).

vers use the secondary channels only. i.e.,
they can not be tuned to the main channel
at 6.50 MHz. This seldom causes prob-
lems, however, because the main channel
is usuaJly duplicated (in mono or stereo)
on one or more secondary channels.
A problem arises when an Astra set is

used to receive, say. DFS Kopernikus,
since all Iransmissions on that satellite
have a single, mono, sound channel at
6.60 MHz in the baseband (6.65 MHz is
also used on some ECS and Intelsat chan-
nels). Even if the Astra receiver does have
a 6.50 MHz filter and demodulator, this
does not produce the desired sound chan-
nel because of the frequency difference of
about 100 kHz.

Upgrade klts: UNsound!
Alerted by a small opportunity in the al-
ready crowded satel lite-TV market, some
TVRO retailers supply upgrade kits
claimed to make Astr-a receivers such as
the popular Amstrad SRX200 compatible
with ECS, Intelsat and Kopernikus trans-
missions. The performance of these kits is,

in general, paar owing to an inherent de-
sign error.
Although these kits do provide sound

reception and FM demodulation nt
6.50MHz in the baseband. the (wideband)
main sound channel is passed through the
filters onginally fitted for the secondary
channels. Obvtously. these filters are too
narrow for this application, since they
were designed for a bandwidth of about
50 kHz, not 150 kHz and greater. To make
things even worse, the designers of these
upgrade kits, in an attempt to reduce the
cost of their product, have 'forgotten' or
overlooked that the audio signal is sub-
sequently fed through a special de-em-
phasis section and a Panda-Wegener
dynamic range expansion circuit, both of
which are definitely inappropriate for the
wideband signal. The result is a lot of
distortion and a 'thumping' sound that
lacks high-frequency components.

A better approach
There can be no question that the separate
sound demodulator shown in Fig. 2 is a

audio return L ... 500-700 mV
. . . . . ... . .. into 10kQ

video return .1 Vpp into 751.1

video contro! voltage ... 0 V or +12 V

base band output .. 25 Hz - 10.5 MHz
....... (-3 dB)

..... 1 Vpp Into 750

.500-700 mV

... into 10kQ

.. OVor+12V

video output

audio return R

audio control voltage

grau nd

spare

spare

ground

audio output L . . . .500-700 mV
.......... intc 10kQ

13 audio output R 500-700 mV
...................... lnto 10kQ

14 spare

15 spare

Fig. 3. Pinning and signal assignment of
the INTERFACE connector fitted on many
Astra-compatible indoor units.

cut above the previously discussed up-
grade kits. The circuit is simple to build,
inexpensive and based on commonly
available parts. Furthermore. it is con-
nected as an external unit, so you do not
even have to open your receiver (pro-
vided this hes a standard 15-way interface
socket).
Unlike many upgrade kits, the sound

demodulator presented here is designed
to handle wide-band FM subcarriers and
provide the correct de-emphasis. The re-
sult is a clean, undistorted sound channel.
The circuit diagram shows a standard

application of the excellent, nearly 20-
year-old , TBA120S FM demodulator. The
baseband signal is applied to the chip via
inductor LI. The quadrature detector on
board the TBA120S is tuned to 6.60 MHz
(or 6.65 MHz) by L2-C6.Resistor R4deter-
mines the output volume, and capacitor
es the de-emphasis characteristic. A di-
rect-coupled buffer, Tl, feeds the demodu-
lated signal to the receiver.
Set to the position indicated in the cir-

cuit diagram, switch 51 causes the receiver
to feed the aud io signal at the Land R
termirrals of the demodulator to the inputs
of its internal AF amplifier, and from there
to the UHF remodulator and the SCART
socket. This selection is achieved by ap-
plying +12 V to pin 7 (AUDIO SWITCH; A.5.)
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SOUND DEMODULATOR FOR SATELLITE·TV RECEIVERS I

IC2""-'

Fig. 4. Printed-circuit board for the sound demodulator.
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Fig. 5. The sound demodulator and a decoder, if used, may share the signals on the 15-way
INTERFACEsocket on the indoor unit as shown here.

01 the Ifi-way Desocker at the back 01 the
receiver. The pinning of this (stand-
ardized) connector is shown in Fig. 3. LED
02 lights to indicate that the sound chan-
nel is produced by the external sound de-
modulator via the audio return Inputs of
the receiver.

When 52 is set to the other position,
LED 01 lights, and the receiver uses its
own aud io signal.
A standard 12-V power supply based

on bridge rectifier BI and regulator IC2
cornpletes the unit. The unregulated Input
voltage 05-l8 V, a.e. or d.c) is supplied by
a rnains adapter.

Construction, alignment
and connecting-up
The circuit is best constructed on the
printed-circuit board shown in Ftg. 4. The
completed board is fl tted in a narrow ASS
enclosu re, with the mode switch and the
LEDs protruding frorn the front, i.e., the
short, side as shown in the photograph.
The connection to the receiver is made via
a 3- or 4-way screened cable (rnax. length:
approx. 50 cm), the INTERFACEsocket, and
a mating plug (they da exist: ask your
satellite·TV dea ler).

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JULYIAUGUST 1990

The baseband stgnal. taken from pin 4
of the INTERFACEconnector, is fed to the
input of the demodulator via one of the
screened conductors in the cable. Since the
load formed by the sound demodulator is
negligible, this connection may be rnade
in parallel with a decoder. Jt is also
possible to fit a 15-way INTERFACEsocket
on the rear panel of the sound demodula-
tor enclosure. Since the audio return in-
puts are not (yet) used by decoders, this
ccnstruction enables e loop-through con-
nection between the receiver, the sound
demodulator and a decoder as shown in
Fig.5.

The three (or two) outputs of the sound
demodulator, L, Rand AS (or just Land
AS) are eonnected to the INTERFACEplug
via separate conductors in the screened
cable.

COMPONENTS LIST

Reslstors:
1 100n
1 680n
1 270n
1 4k7
1 390n
2 560n
1 lOk

Rl
R2
R3
R4
RS
R6;Rl
RB

Capacitors:
1 10pF
2 100pF
3 22nF
1 47~F 2SV axial
2 100n
1 220~F 25V axial
1 1O~F25V axial

Cl
C2;Cß
C3;C4;CS
Cl
CB;C11
C.
Cl0

Semiconductors:
1 B40C1000 or B80C1000
2 LEO 3mm red
1 TBA120S
1 7812
1 BC5578

Bl
01;02
IC1
IC2
Tl

Miscellaneous:
1 KACSK3893A
1 KACS(K)586HM
1 miniature SPOT switch
1 15·pin high·densily

sub-D connector
(male; not on PCB)
prtnted-clrcurt board

Ll
L2
51
Kl

900057

Alignment is fairly simple. Apply
power and set S1 to external sound (02
Iights and the receiver probably produces
noise). First adjust L2, then Li. until the
desired aud io ehannel is heard. Use an
insulated trimming tool, never a common
screwdriver, and remember that the tun-
ing frequency of the inductors is lowered
as you turn the eores upward. This is be-
cause the windings of both the
KACSK586HM and the KACSK3839A in-
ductors are located towards the top of the
metal enclosure.

The demodulator may be tuned to
6.62 MHz to enable sound channels at
6.60 MHz as weil as 6.65 MHz to be re-
ceived without the need of re-adjustment.
The tuning range of the prototype ex-
tended Irom 6.0 MHz to 8.5 MHz at an
input sensitivity better than 1 m Vpp Cur-
rcnt consumption was about 40 mA at an
input supply voltage 01 15 V. •
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Fig_ 4_ Printed-circuit board for the sound dernodulator.
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Fig_ 5_ The sound demodulator and a decoder, if used, may share the signals on the 15-way
INTERFACE socket on the indoor unit as shown here,

of the 15-way D-socket at the back of the
receiver. The pinning of this (stand-
ardized) connector is shown in Fig. 3. LED
D2 lights to indicate that the sound chan-
nel is produced by the external sound de-
modulator via the audio return inputs of
the receiver.
When 52 is set to the other position,

LED D1 lights, and the receiver uses its
own audio signal.
A standard 12-V power supply based

on bridge rectifier B1 and regulator IC2
completes the unit. The unregulated input
voltage (15-18 V, a.c. or d.c) is supplied by
a mains adapter.

Construction, alignment
and connecting-up
The circuit is best constructed on the
printed-circuit board shown in Fig. 4. The
completed board is fitted in a narrow AB5
enclosure, with the mode switch and the
LEDs protruding from the front, i.e., the
short, side as shown in the photograph.
The connection to the receiver is made via
a 3- or 4-way screened cable (max. length:
approx. 50 cm), the INTERFACEsocket, and
a mating plug (they do exist: ask your
satellite- TV dealer).
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The baseband signal, taken from pin 4
of the INTERFACEconnector, is fed to the
input of the demodulator via one of the _
screened conductors in the cable. Since the
load formed by the sound demodulator is
negligible, this connection may be made
in parallel with a decoder. It is also
possible to fit a 15-way INTERFACEsocket
on the rear panel of the sound demodula-
tor enclosure. Since the audio return in-
puts are not (yet) used by decoders, this
construction enables a loop-through con-
nection between the receiver, the sound
demodulator and a decoder as shown in
Fig.5.
The three (or two) outputs of the sound

demodulator, L, Rand A.S.(or just Land
x.s.) are connected to the INTERFACEplug
via separate conductors in the screened
cable.

Alignment is fairly simple. Apply
power and set 51 to external sound (D2
lights and the receiver probably produces
noise). First adjust L2, then L1, until the
desired audio channel is heard. Use an
insulated trimming tool, never a common
screwdriver, and remember that the tun-
ing frequency of the inductors is lowered
as you turn the cores upward. This is be-
cause the windings of both the
KAC5K586HM and the KAC5K3839A in-
ductors are located towards the top of the
metal enclosure.
The demodulator may be tunedto

6.62 MHz to enable sound channels at
6.60 MHz as weil as 6.65 MHz to be re-
ceived without the need of re-adjustment.
The tuning range of the prototype ex-
tended from 6.0 MHz to 8.5 MHz at an
input sensitivity better than 1 mVpp Cur-
rent consumption was about 40 mA at an
input supply voltage of 15 V. •
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HAPPY MEMORIES
by Bernard Hubbard

Electronics hobby enthusiast Geoffrey Greaves got tired of
paying 'high prices' for components when building his own
computer in 1978, so he decided to find an inexpensive
source and seil the surplus to finance his hobby. And thus
Happy Memories, now a highly successful electronics mail
order business, was bom.
Geoffrey told Elektor Electronics recently: "lnitially, I

was just buying components for my own projects and then
selling the surplus via magazines."
However, very soon he had asked a friend to source

cheap components in the USA for items wbich his cus-
tomers were demanding, even though he was not interested
in those components for his own projects. A hobby had be-
come a true business.
"A tuming point was reached with the 2114s," he re-

cails, "I was buying so many that I realized what had just
been a hobby had become a business and I had better take it
seriously. "
Soon the nascent business had established a shop in a

part of Southampton favoured by other electronic retailers.
"Maplin bought a shop very close lo us," be recalls.
The business grew so much that he had to employ a

manager, while Geoffrey continued with his job in social
services.
Long-term, however, Geoffrey and his wife, Diana, had

nurtured the dream of raising a fami!y in the country and
they saw in the direct mail electronic components business
a chance to finance a green lifestyle in the country far from
the hustle and bustle of big-city life.
Ten years aga they took the chance of foresaking the city

when they bought a run-down cottage in the Mareher coun-
try bordering Wales.
Today, they are living their green dream in another cot-

tage on a hillside some five miles from the small market
town of Kington in Hereford and Worcester. It is from bere,
with hens and ducks, two dogs and a coilection of cats,
spurred on by the demands of four children, soon to be five,
that Geoffrey and Diana conduct their highly efficient, 24-
hour dispatch e1ectronics business.
Says Geoffrey: ''The postrnan deli vers the orders to the

door one day and takes the components away with him the
next, but if there is an urgent request we drive into Kington
and the order goes that same day."
Despite a decade in the business, Geoffrey retains his

hobbyist's enthusiasm and is often found talking to a cus-
tomer on the phone for up to 20 minutes. He says: "This is
the social services part of the job. The small customers
normally take the most time and result in small orders,
wbile some of the larger firms know exactly what they are
looking for and we just get repeat orders."
Their individual customers range from ail walks of life.

"Many are middle-aged men," Geoffrey says, "but there are
also a lot of calls from schoolboys. Ofien mum will ring up
on their behalf with an order which she is reading from a

piece of paper without having a clue what she is ordering.
Ofien she pays, so the hobby doen't make too big a hole in
the schoolboy's pocket money."
Orders come in by post, fax or phone, from all over the

country, but there is also a growing amount of business
from overseas, particularly from Scandinavia.
Despite a very commercial attitude to the Happy Memo-

ries business, Geoffrey and Diana have strict principles in
not doing business with certain firms on ethical grounds,
for instance, with arms manufacturers or oppressive
regimes.
Asked how themai! order business first arrived at its

name, Geoffrey said candidly: "I needed some more copy
to fiil up all the white space on one of my first magazine
advertisements and it suddenly came to me. All those who
know anything about computers immediately grasped the
double meaning of 'Happy Memories'."
"The great advantage of having your business next to

your horne," says Geoffrey, "is 'going to work' in your bed-
room 'slippers, •

86-98
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·1INTERMEDIATE PROJECTS

Aseries of projects tor the not-so-experienced constructor. Although each article
will describe in detail the operation, use, construction and, where relevant, the
underlying theory of the project, constructors will, none the less, require an

elementary knowledge of electronic engineering. Each project in the series will be
based on inexpensive and commonly available parts.

VERSATILE Ni-Cd BATTERY CHARGER

As the price of primary
botteries continues to

rise, so the populorily of
rechorgeable botteries
continues to grow. Of oll
rechargeable botte ries,
nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd)
types are juslly the most
popular; they are easily
interchangeable with
standard-size primary
botteries and can be stored
in any state of charge
without damage.

The economics of rechargeable
batteries are indisputable: a
Ni-Cd battery will provide at
least 500 cycles of charge and
discharge. An AA-size Ni-Cd
battery has a capacity of
600 mAh, so during its life will
provide a mi nirnum total ca-
pacity of 300,000 mAh, equi-
valent to 167 alkaline
manganese batteries (each
having a capacity of about
1800 m.Ah). The cost of an AA-
size Ni-Cd battery is about E2
and that of an alkaline-man-
ganese battery about 50p. Ta
the cost of the rechargeable
battery the cost of a battery
charger (about ElO) must be

M.E.Theaker, BSc, CEng, MITEE

added, but since the charger
will probably be used to
charge. sa y. 4 batteries at a
time, the cost per battery is
only f2.50. So, ovcrall, the cosr
of a Ni-Cd battery to provide
300 mAh is E4.50 whilst that of
167 alkal ine batteries is f83.50.
A clear saving of f79, exclud-
ing, of course. the electricity
bill.
That is not to say tha t Ni-Cd

batteries are better in every re-
spect than primary ba tteries.
5ince their capacity is about
one third of an equ ivalent-size
primary battery, they need
changing three times as often.

Also, Ni-Cd batteries have a
faster self-discharge than pri-
mary batteries. Typically, they
self-discharge to 60% of their
nominal capacity within
2 months, and so have to be
recharged to regularly keep
them topped up.

Notwithstanding these
slight drawbacks, the advant-
ages of rechargeable Ni-Cd
batteries over primary bat-
te ries a re obvious.
Chargers for Ni-Cd bat-

teries are available from abou t
f10. The circuit described here
will not be significantly
eheaper. but will have greater

versatility than one ready-
made aud , in add ition, will
give the constructor an Instght
into the oper ation of constant-
current battery chargers.

The charge process
Because Ni-Cd batteries show
110 significant rise in voltage
when charged, it is not
possible to use a cousta n t-volt-
age charger as used for lead-
acid batter ies. lnstead, a
constant-cur ren t charger must
be used.
The choice of the charge

rate is important. lf the rate is
too high, the battery can be
damaged by the heat gener-
ated. If however, the rate is
limited to the 10 hour rate (ie..
the battery capacity divided by
10), the battery may be
charged indefinitely without
darnage. Ta fully recharge a
completely discharged battery
will take about 12 to 14 hours
at the 10-hour rate because of
inefficiencies in the chargtng
process.

How it works
The charger descrtbed here is
designed in two parts: a

12 V -24 V

o:\-+--r<--..l
OV 900075 ·11

Basic Circuit

0' 12V
9V •

MB ct

9V 100011

0'
0

OV OV
900075 -13

12 V OC Supply

12 V ·24 V

2N1132

0:\-~-------C'-~--~5--l
OV 900075· 12

Twln· Charger Circull
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mains-ta-12 V d.c. supply. and
a 12-24 V constant-current
ba ttery eh arger with 60-mA
and 9-mA outputs for AA- and
PP3-size batteries respecttve-
ly. The latter circuit can easily
be adapted to charge larger
batteries if required. The two
circuits can be built into one
ease or into separate ca ses,
w hich enables the charger
proper to be used with any 12-
24 V d.c. supply, such as a car
battery via the cigarette lighter
connection.
The circuits for the 60 mA

and the 9 mA charger opera te
in the same mariner. Both com-
prise an emitter folIower based
on a silicon p-n-p transistor
and an ernitter resistor. In the
basic circuit, these parts are
identified as Tl a nd R2 rcspcc
tively. The batteries to be
charged form the collector
load. The base of the transistor
is held at a reference voltage
supplied by LED Dt and series
resistor Rt. The resistor limits
the LED current to 10-22 mA
depending on the input volt-
age (12-24 V). A LED is used in
preference to a low-voltage
zener diode because of its
sharper voltage/current char-
acteristic, and its temperature
coefficien t, which is roughly
the same as that of the tra nsis-
tor.
The base of Tl is held at

1.6 V below the positive sup-
ply rail. The voltage drop
across the transistor's base-
emitter junction is 0.7 V, so
that the volta ge across R2 is
1.6-0.7~0.9 V. Hence, the bat-
tery current, I, is set by R2 in
the following way:

I ~ UR21R2 ~ 0.9/R2 [Al

For an AA-size battery with a
capacity of 600-mAh, the con-
tinuous charge rate is 600/1 0 =
60 mA, so that

R2 ~ 0.9/(60xI0-') ~ 15 n

For a PP-3 battery with a ca-
pacity of 90 mAh and a maxi-
mum continuous charge rate
of 9 mA, R2 works out at

R2 ~ 0.9 1(9xl 0-') ~ 1000 n

Using this same formula it is
possible to caJculate the resis-
tor value for any required
charge current. It is important
to ensure that the dissipation
of the transistor and the resis-
tor (R2) are not exceeded.
Diode 02 prevents the bat-

teries discharging through the

Semiconductors:
2 red LED
4 lN4001
1 BCY71
1 2N1132

circuit when the supply is
switched off. Almost any me-
dium-power silicon d iode, like
the 1N4001, will be suitable
here.
The minimum supply volt-

age to the charger is about 9 V
to maintain the current
through the LED. That volta ge
would allow sufficient head-
room to charge 4 AA-size bat-
teries in series, but not for a
PP3-size battery.

The vol tage drop across R2
is 0.9 V, that across the emit-
ter-collector junction of Tl
about 0.4 V, and that across 02
about 0.7 V, a total of 2 V.
Therefore, in order to charge a
PP3-size battery the minimum
supply voltage is 9+2~11 V.
For supply voltages greater
than this the circuit maintains
the volta ge across the transis-
tor in order to achieve a con-
stant current through R2 and
the batteries on charge.
The current requirement of

the twin charger circu.it is the
sum of the LED currents and
the charge currents, i.e.,

60 + 9 + 24 + 24 ~ 117 mA.

The permissible dissipation of
the transistors used in each cir-
cuit is such that they will ac-
commodate a 24-V supply
even with the charge terminals
short-circuited. The overall re-
quirement for the charger's
d.c. supply is. therefore, 11 to

COMPONENTS LIST

Miscellaneous:
1 2x9V/3VA mams transformer Tr1
1 TO·5 beatsink
4 AA·size battery holder
1 PP3 batterv clip
1 prlnted-ciroultboard ,UP8S-1
1 enolosure as requtred

Reslstors (O.SW;5%):
2 1k
1 1000
1 150

.Capaeltor:
1 1000~F15V

900075-14

24 V a t 120 mA minimum. A
suggested circuit is shown for
those who require aseparate
d.c. supply from the rnains. It
consists simply of abi-phase
full-wave rectifier followed by
a smoothtng capacitor. This
circuit can be built into a sep-
arate housing and used as a
general-purpose nominal 12-V
d.c. supply, or incorporated
into the sarne enclosure as the
charger ci rcuit. Alternatively,
its function may be assumed
by a mains adapter with 12-V
d.c. output. In many cases, this
will be preferred as it is a
cheap as weil as a safe solu-
tion.

Construclion and praclical
use

The twin charger circuit may
be constructed on universal
prototyping board size-l
(UPBS-l) as shown by the ac-
companying component over-
lay. The 60-mA charger
transistor is fitted with a small
heat-sink to ensure it remains
cool even when connected to a
24-V supply and with the
charging output terminals
short-circuited.
Upon completion of the

construction, apply the input
voltage and connect an am-
meter across the charging ter-
minals. Check that it reads
9 mA or 60 mA as appropriate.
If necessary make small
changes to R2(9-mA output) or

Rl;R3
R2
R4

Cl

01;03
D2;D4;D5;D6
Tl
:)"2

R4 (60-mA output) to achieve
the correct charge current.
The maximum nuruber of

AA-size batteries tha t can be
charged in series with a given
supply volta ge is given in the
table below:

11

12.5
14
17
20
23

6
7

8
10
12
14

Supply
voltage
(V)

Max. number
of cells

If it is required to charge
C-size or D-size batteries, this
can be done with the 60-mA
charger but will require Ion ger
than the 12 to 14 hou rs to fully
charge a completely dis-
charged battery. The full
charging time will be 25 hours
and 58 hours for C-size end 0-
size batteries respectively.
Finally, a warning: always

ensure that you observe the
correct polarity of the batteries
when connecting them to the
charger. Failure to da so can
lead to catastrophic and poten-
ttally dangeraus failure. Never
use the charger for recharging
primary batteries. •
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I INTERMEDIATE PROJECTS

REVERSING CAR ALARM
C. Brown

These days, an increasingnumber 01lorries and
buses is lilled with loud
sirens and other actuators to
warn pedestrians that the
vehicle is reversing. Private
cars have yet to be lilled
with such devices, which
seems strange, as they can
be just as hazardous when
reversing,

Type 4022 counter, IC2, whose
eight outputs go high sequen~
tially as each new dock pulse
arrives. Each ou tput drives a
LED, and also supplies a small
cu rrent to one of three presets
P2, P3 and P4. The presets are
adjusted to give an alternately
ascending and descending se-
quence of three tones with
short pauses between the se-
quences.

The CARRY OUT (co) signal
of the counter is used to drive
a transistor, Tl, whieh in turn
operates a relay, Ret . The CO
outpur remains high for four
counts, then goes Iow for four
counts. The on and off periods
of the indicator lamps COI1-

nected to the relay contacts are
therefore equally long.

As weIl as powering a 5-
watt weatherproof loud-
speaker moun ted on the rea r of
the car, the tones also operate
a piezo sounder within the
unit. With the interna! sounder
ringing out, the driver's atten-
tion is drawn to the fact that
the hazard relay is still opera-
ting. However, having broken
down on the Ml, YOll do not
want to spend a eouple of
hours listening to the piezo
sounder whilst the relay oper-

•• ••
Few cars are fit ted with any
sort of alarm system; even a
flashing LED would deter
man y thieves from risking set-
nng off an alarm. This projeet
aims at improving this situ-
ation somewhat by providing
a KITT-Iike 'scanning eye' on
the dashboard.
Furthermore, the circuit

also provides a relay to switeh
two sets of indieator lamps on
and off at a rate of about onee
a secend. This is used to advise
fellow motorists that your ear
is static, either having broken
down, or parked ternpor arily.
The whole system operates

from only three integrated cir-
cuits, two of which, JC land
JC3, are the ubiquitous 555 ti-
mers. The first provides clock
pulses, the seeond audio tones.
In between these devices is a

The author's prototype of the reversing car alarm.

ates the hazard indicators.
Hence, a switch, 52, allows you
to mute the sound er, and in-
stead switch on a LED, 018,
only.
Thanks to a magnet

mounted on the gear Jever
operating a reed switch, the re-
versing alarm automatieally
sounds whenever reverse gear
is chosen. Most neighbours,
having just gone to bed, would
be a bit annoyed if they were
woken by you reversing your
car into the garage at mid-
night. 5etting 52 to the centre-
off position disables the
external sounder, although the
LEDs still Flash.
The other switeh in the cir-

cuit, 51, is used to select either

the hazard setting or the bur-
glar deterrent. When the pole
of 51 is conneeted to ground,
the relay and the sound er are
disabled, allowing just the
LEDs to operate. These pro-
duce a KITT-like lme of light
whieh sweeps aeross the front
panel. A short pause is simu-
lated before the seanning line
reverts by fitting only five of
the eight LEDs on the front
panel. 00 not omit the three
'dummy' LEDs, however, as
this causes a lugher eurrent to
be fed into the tone gencmtor.
resulting in unwanted extra
tones. Like 52, S1 has a centre-
off position so tha t the unit
may be turned off eompletely.
The indicator lamps must

,,,

o "------~

t11 l.-1"}-U ~5W

h,
"

'",
.1,4022

'">--'
>--'L......."......J

2NJ704
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b
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I ·INTERMEDIATE PROJECTS

electrically with the aid of a
mica washer.

Setting up
Initia lly, set 51 to the burglar
deterrent mode. Preset Pr is
used to adjust the running
speed of the LED scanner. The
best adjustment at this stage is
Olle clock pulse per three to
five seconds. Switch S2 to the
piezo sounder. When the far
left LED lights, adjust Pz until

D. Butler

on components RI, R2, PI and
C2, as expressed by

io ~ 1.44/I(Rl + 2(Pl + R2)) C21

This square-wave is a pplied to
IC" a Type 4046 phase-Iocked
loop (PLU. Thts IC contains a
voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO), of which the frequency
range is set by capacitor C4
connected between pins 6 and
7. The voltage level at the
VCOIN terminal, pin 9, effec-
.tively controls the VCO seetion
of IC2-in this case forming
the two tones of the siren.

Presets P2 and P3 set the fre-

you find the tone pleasing.
When the second LED lights,
adjust P3 for a lugher tone. 00
the sarne for the next preset,
P4, when the third LED Hgnts.
This sets up the three ascend-
ing/ descending tones. Next,
re-adjust Pt until a complete
cycle lasts about 2 seconds.
The last stage is to move 52 to
the hazard setting. The relay
should now be heard cJicking
on and off at regular intervals,

ELECTRONIC SIREN

quencies of the two tones
generared by the siren, while
P4 controls the output volume
of the (passive) piezo buzzer.
The rate at which the tone
ehanges is eontrolled by Pr.

Diode 0, affords pro tec-
ti on against reversed supply
voltages. Although a supply
vol tage of 12 V Is shown, the
mod ule ca n opera te over Cl.

range of 5 V to 15 V.
The accompanying compo-

nent overlay shows a sug-
gested construction on board
UPBS-l. •

be powered via d iodes of a p-
propriate power rattng for the
lamps. Without these, a Jeep
would be set up causing both
indicator Iamps to flash when
the normalleft/right indicator
switches were used.

Since the audio output tran-
sistor, T3, may run fairly
warm, it is advisable to fit it on
a heat-sink, or bolt it to the car
chassis. Either way, da not for-
get to insulate the transistor

ThiSmodule was originally
designed to be used in a

plastic model kit of a police
motorcycle. Other
applications that come to
mind are inclusion into a
model railway layout, or as
a burglar otorrn.

The circuit diagram indlcares
that the modu le consists of two
sections: a 555-based timet
(ICl) and a voltage-controlled
oscillator (lC2). The 555 is con-
figured in astable mode. lt pro-
duces a square-wavc a t its
outpur. pin 3. The frequency of
this square-wave, fo, depends

and the loudspeaker should
produce loud tones.

Set S1 to its central-off posi-
tion. This should turn off all
functions. Connect the reed
contact wires together to check
tha t the circuit is actuated. If
there is no sound from the
lou dspeaker, check that 52 is
not in the central off position.

•

900088 - 11

COMPONENTS LIST

10:E:!V Resistors:,. 1 4k7 Rt·

0 1 22k R2
1 lOk R3

3 9 VCO IN eiN 1 220k preset H PI
12 R2 VCOUT 1 22k preset H P2

ICl
IC2

1 lOOkpreset H P3
THA 1 5k preset H P4
LM555 ex

2 TA 4046 Capacltors:
.I.

ex 6 1 100~F 25V Cl
VOLUME 1 4~7 25V C2

1 lO~F 25V C3
Bzl 1 100n C4Cl

100~ 4~7 Semiconductors:
25V 2SV 1 lN4001 Dl

PIEZO 1 555 ICI
BUZZER 1 4046 IC2

0
Miscellaneous:
1 passive plezc buzzer Bz1
1 prlnted-circult board UPBS·1
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electrically with the aid of a
mica washer.

Setting up
Initia lly, set 51 to the burglar
deterrent mode. Preset Pr is
used to adjust the running
speed of the LED scanner. The
best adjustment at this stage is
Olle clock pulse per three to
five seconds. Switch S2 to the
piezo sounder. When the far
left LED lights, adjust Pz until

D. Butler

on components RI, R2, PI and
C2, as expressed by

io ~ 1.44/I(Rl + 2(Pl + R2)) C21

This square-wave is a pplied to
IC" a Type 4046 phase-Iocked
loop (PLU. Thts IC contains a
voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO), of which the frequency
range is set by capacitor C4
connected between pins 6 and
7. The voltage level at the
VCOIN terminal, pin 9, effec-
.tively controls the VCO seetion
of IC2-in this case forming
the two tones of the siren.

Presets P2 and P3 set the fre-

you find the tone pleasing.
When the second LED lights,
adjust P3 for a lugher tone. 00
the sarne for the next preset,
P4, when the third LED Hgnts.
This sets up the three ascend-
ing/ descending tones. Next,
re-adjust Pt until a complete
cycle lasts about 2 seconds.
The last stage is to move 52 to
the hazard setting. The relay
should now be heard cJicking
on and off at regular intervals,

ELECTRONIC SIREN

quencies of the two tones
generared by the siren, while
P4 controls the output volume
of the (passive) piezo buzzer.
The rate at which the tone
ehanges is eontrolled by Pr.

Diode 0, affords pro tec-
ti on against reversed supply
voltages. Although a supply
vol tage of 12 V Is shown, the
mod ule ca n opera te over Cl.

range of 5 V to 15 V.
The accompanying compo-

nent overlay shows a sug-
gested construction on board
UPBS-l. •

be powered via d iodes of a p-
propriate power rattng for the
lamps. Without these, a Jeep
would be set up causing both
indicator Iamps to flash when
the normalleft/right indicator
switches were used.

Since the audio output tran-
sistor, T3, may run fairly
warm, it is advisable to fit it on
a heat-sink, or bolt it to the car
chassis. Either way, da not for-
get to insulate the transistor

ThiSmodule was originally
designed to be used in a

plastic model kit of a police
motorcycle. Other
applications that come to
mind are inclusion into a
model railway layout, or as
a burglar otorrn.

The circuit diagram indlcares
that the modu le consists of two
sections: a 555-based timet
(ICl) and a voltage-controlled
oscillator (lC2). The 555 is con-
figured in astable mode. lt pro-
duces a square-wavc a t its
outpur. pin 3. The frequency of
this square-wave, fo, depends

and the loudspeaker should
produce loud tones.

Set S1 to its central-off posi-
tion. This should turn off all
functions. Connect the reed
contact wires together to check
tha t the circuit is actuated. If
there is no sound from the
lou dspeaker, check that 52 is
not in the central off position.

•
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COMPONENTS LIST

10:E:!V Resistors:,. 1 4k7 Rt·

0 1 22k R2
1 lOk R3

3 9 VCO IN eiN 1 220k preset H PI
12 R2 VCOUT 1 22k preset H P2

ICl
IC2

1 lOOkpreset H P3
THA 1 5k preset H P4
LM555 ex

2 TA 4046 Capacltors:
.I.

ex 6 1 100~F 25V Cl
VOLUME 1 4~7 25V C2

1 lO~F 25V C3
Bzl 1 100n C4Cl

100~ 4~7 Semiconductors:
25V 2SV 1 lN4001 Dl

PIEZO 1 555 ICI
BUZZER 1 4046 IC2

0
Miscellaneous:
1 passive plezc buzzer Bz1
1 prlnted-circult board UPBS·1
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SIMPLE SQUARE-WAVE GENERATOR

ThiScircuit provides theperfect solution in oll
those coses where you are
stuck for 0 clock generator,
yet hove one ordinory logic
gote lell in your design.

The circuit works because of
the high gain of the inverting
logic ga te and the 1800 phase
shift introduced by an R-C net-
work at the oscillating fre-
quency.j.; calculated from

[0 = '6/(2nRC).

At first YOll may be a little be-
wildered by the use of a logic
gate where you would expect
a linear amplifier. Most logic
gates however will work as li-
near amplifiers provided they
are biased correctIy. The resis-
tors in the network supply the
necessary bias for the legte
gate. The 74HCOO NAND gate
used here should provide a
gain weIl in excess of 1,000. In
some cases, however, its hys-
teresis may cause starting

C.M. Clarkson

ICl = 74HCOO
~-------------1+ 5V

'\..IV
220mVpp

JU1
5Vpp

reason for the term 4/ 1t is ex-
plained by the Fourier analysis
df a squarewave. This analysis
shows that the amplitude of
the fundamental frequency of
a squerewave is 41t larger than
the original squarewave aru-
plitude.

The Input to the legte gate
is a sinewave because the
squarewave at the output is
fed through three low-pass fil-
ters eonneeted in series. These
filters atterruate the harmonics
of the squarewave, leaving a
slightly distorted sinewave at
the input. If the gain of the
HCOO gate were exactly 29, the
output would be a pure sine-
wave, sinee any non-Iinearities
owing to output satu ration
would not occur.
The oseillator works fine at

frequencies between 100 Hz
and 10 MHz. l t is very usefuJ
beeause it provides both a
squarewave and a sinewave at
the frequeney of oseillation .•

L-~ ~~ ~ ~o

SIMPLE EFFECTIVE CAR THEFT DETERRENT

The purpose of this simple
circuit is to deter potential

cor burglors simply by 0
brighlly floshing LED,
implying thot the cor is filted
with 0 sophisticoted alarm
system.

The circuit is remarkable be-
eause it is eonneeted to the
car's electrical system by two
wires only. It senses the car
battery voltage and automat-
ically switehes itself off after
rhe engtue 15 started. This pre-
vents distraction while driving
and avoids the need of an
on/ off switch.

The circuit uses a Type
LM358 dual opamp. One
oparnp, ICla, is used to sense
the battery voltage, and the
other, IClb, to pulse the LED
driver trauststor, Tl.

When the battery voltage
exeeeds about 13.5 V, which
ha ppens when the engine is

"
[Cl
7

problems of the oscillator. This
may be resolved hawever by
replactng the 74HCOO by a
74HCUOO, whieh has unbuf-
fered ou tpu ts.
The R-C network attenuates

the output signal of the legte
gate by a faetor of 112.9. Pro-
vided the gain of the legte gare
is greater than the attenuation
of the R-C network, and the
legte gate inverts the signal,
the outpur of the gate will be in
phase with its input. Any

K. Hebborn

running and the battery is
being charged, the voltage
across R2-R3 exceeds that
ac ross zener diode 03. This re-
sults in the output of ICla
going low, so holding the base
of Tl off via diode 01. Thus,
when the engine is running.
the LEO can not flash.

When the engtne ls off, the
output of TCla is high beca use
the voltage across R2-R3 is
lower than that across 03. T11is
results in the base of Tl being
driven from the output of IC1b.
This opamp is configured as a
simple square-wave oscillator
whose frequency is set by R8
and Cl. The relevant compo-
nent values indieated in the
circuit diagram give a flash
rate of about 100 per minute.
The average current con-

su mption of the eiretri t is abou t
20 mA so that it causes negli-
gible drain on the ear battery.

•
ELEKTOR ELECTRON[CS JULY/AUGUST [990

small change in the input sig-
nal will cause a large change in
the output, which is added to
the input change, thereby rein-
forcing it. This is called posi-
tive Feedback, and the effect
can only oeeur at the oscillat-
ing Irequency.
The output of the logic gate

1S a square-wave beeause the
ou rput saturates owing to the
high gain of the gate. The in pu t
to the gare is a sine-wave of
amplitude (4U,,)/(29n) V. The

r----------------------.-1+
l2V

8

ICl

ICl = LM358N

900069 -11
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DOOR CHIMEjALARM SI REN

The Type U450B integrated circuit from
Telefunken is a tone sequence generator
for applica tions in toys and electronic
household u tensils.

In the circu.it shown here. the outpur
signal 01 the U4050B is boosted by a one-
chip amplifier from Philips Components,
the TDA7052. The combination of the tWQ

chips results in a relatively simple tone
generator that may be used for at least tWQ

applications (as indicated by the title).
The TDA7052 is capable 01supplying a

nominal sine-wave outpur power of up to
1.2 W when loaded with 8 n. Since in this
application the TC handles reetangular
signals only. an output power of 3 W may
be supplied-enough for quite high
sound levels.

When St is pressed, the sound gener-
ator. IC1, produces a sequence of three
tones whose frequency is determined by
the setting of trimmet Cl. The total du ra-
tion of the tones is determtned by PI. The
output signal is su pplied in the form of a
current at pin 1 of the chip. This current is
converted into a corresponding alternat-
ing volta ge by R4, Pa and C4. The AF volt-
age 50 obtained is fed to the power
amplifier via input pin 2. The maximum
outpur volta ge of ICI is limited to about
0.6 V by diode DI.

The U450B receives its supply volta ge
via resistor Rs, which forms the current
limiter for the on-board 3.75-V voltage
regulator. Here, the value of Rs causes a
current of about 1 mA to flow into pin 3.

The AF power amplifier, IC2, contains
a phase splitter and two output stages
which are used in a brtdge configuration

T. Giffard

a
u, A = 3V75 typ. ,

+
OSC2 4

IC'
U450B 2. VIN es,

GND GND '"3W
e ...

890115·11

to drive an 8-Q loudspeaker.
The 9- VAC power supply must be ca-

pable of delivering up to 0.5 A. Circuit
IC3, a 7806, provides the required voltage
regulation. In the off state, the circuit con-
sumes about 6.5 mA. When the sound
generator replaces the existing doorbell,
the bell transformer may be conveniently
used to provide the a.c. supply voltage .•

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JULYIAUGUST 1990

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
J lOOk R,
1 680k R2
1 220k R3
1 lk R4
1 Ik5 R5
1 4k7 R6
1 2M5 presel H p,
1 5000 presel H P2

Capacitors:
I 100pF trimmet C,
I 82pF C2
I 150nF C3
I 1~F C-
l 100nF cs
1 220~F lOV radial C6
1 1000~F 16V radial Cl
I I~F 10V radial Cs

Semiconductors:
I 1N4148 0'
1 B80C1500 8,
I U450B IC,
1 TDA7052 IC2
1 7806 IC3

Miscellaneous;
1 SPDr push-button S1, 81U3VVloudspeaker LS,
1 beat-sink for lC3
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The Type U450B integrated circuit from
Telefunken is a tone sequence generator
for applications in toys and electronic
household utensils.
In the circuit shown here, the output

signal of the U4050B is boosted by a one-
chip amplifierfrom Philips Components,
the TDA7052. The combination of the two
chips results in a relatively simple tone
generator that may be used for at least two
applications (as indicated by the title),
The TDA7052 is capable of supplying a

nominal sine-wave output power of up to
1.2 W when loaded with 8 Q. Since in this
application the IC handles rectangular
signals only, an output power of 3 W may
be supplied-enough for quite high
sound levels.
When Si is pressed, the sound gener-

ator, IC1, produces a sequence of three
tones whose frequency is determined by
the setting of trimmer Cl. The total dura-
tion of the.tones is determined by Pt. The
output signal is supplied in the form of a
current atpin 1of the chip. This current is
converted into a corresponding alternat-
ing volta ge by R4,P2 and C4. The AF volt-
age so obtained is fed to the power
amplifier via input pin 2. The maximum
output volta ge of ICl is limited to about
0.6 V by diode D1.
The U450B receives its supply volta ge

via resistor Rs, which forms the current
limiter for the on-board 3.75-V volta ge
regulator. Here, the value of Rs causes a
current of about 1mA to flow into pin 3.
The AF power ainplifier, IC2, contains

a phase splitter and two output stages
which are used in a bridge configuration

T. Giffard

6V

A = 3V75Iyp.

esel GND

IC1
U450B

6 8

to drive an 8-Q loudspeaker.
The 9-VAC power supply must be ca-

pable of delivering up to 0.5 A. Circuit
IC3, a 7806, provides the required volta ge
regulation. In the off state, the circuit con-
sumes about 6.5 mA. When the sound
generator replaces the existing doorbell,
the bell trans formet may be conveniently
used to provide the a.c. supply voltage .•
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COMPUTERS LEARN FROM
HUMAN MISTAKES

by R.A.J.Arthur

When a sysrem fault develops on an earth
satellite, a human controller may find ir
easy {O correct. On an unmanned space ve-
hicle, one fault exceeding the limited Iia-
bility of an automaue contra I correction
system can write off an asset valued in bil-
Iions of pounds.
Now, however, the Turing Research In-

stitute in Glasgow has produced a remark-
able remedy, and it could also have appli-
cations in general industry. Professor Don-
ald Michie, chief seiernist at the institute,
said: "At last we have opened the door 10
transferring cognitive skills from humans
to machines. "

He described the rnerhod as "like being
able to take an X-ray photograph of a cog-
nitive skilI". A satellite equipped with this
transplanred human expertise would be
able to get itself out of trouble.

The institute is named after the late
Alan M. Turing, the British mathematician
and logician whose werk had a lasting in-
fluenee on the foundations of modern
computing. It shares premises, and is
closely linked, with the Scottish Human
Computer Interaction (HCl) Centre, part of
the University of Strathclyde. The execu-
tive director of both is Professor James
Alty.

Human computer interface
The institute's unsurpassed on-Iine Artifi-
cial Intelligence (Al) library of 55,000
documents is tbe only cne of its kind avail-
able electronically from remote sites,

The objective of the HCI Centre is to
develop the greatly improved human com-
purer interfaces that alone can make AI
systems aceeptable.
Professor Michic's approach aims to

overcome a potentially dangerous impasse.
Conventional autornatic systems, as
widely used in industry, rnay still en-
Counter the unexpected but lack the adap-
tive ability to deal with it.

lf a pedal comes off a bicycle, a human
eyclist will reorganize a strategy for keep-
ing going, but arabot cyclist will almost
certainly fall off. Although human beings
are not good at any one task, they are very
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good at re-Ieaming on the job. The ability
of machines to study human trial-and-error
learning and extract a set of rules defining
a successful strategy is the basis of the
new technique. Maehine learning is used
as a tool for digging law-govemed regular-
ities out of data.

Learning process recorded

A rnachine's abiliry to learn from human
ex am pies is demonstrated in a cornputer-
sunulared exercise-s-balancing a pole on a
eart free to move along a short piece of
track without letting the pole fall over or
the cart run off either end.

HOTOL (Horizontal Take-off and Landing Air-
cratt], the unmanned orbital crafl for which Ihe
Turing lnstitute has researched a new melhod of
conlrol if a fault occurs.

Various human operators built up ski 11
at this game while the machine reeorded
the entire learning process. From the
record of ihese attempts it extracted a se-
ries of generalized 'rules' for success. This
experiment was used simply to demon-
strate the absolute reliability of the
method.
The difficulry in desighing an auto-

matie attitude controller for systems on
satellites is formidable. Machine sirnula-
tion falls far short of handling so eomplex
a task. Simulators always represent a large
simplifieation. When pilots are trained on
them for unstable craft such as hel icopters,
it is impossible lO turn the trainee loose on
the real thing without aperiod of conven-
tional human instruction.
In the case of an unmanned orbital craft

such as the HOTOL, there is no question
of human control, nor can a perfect auto-
matie controller be designed by mathemat-
ical means. However, the new method
opens a possible route,

Behaviour examples

First. a human operaror is trained as far as
he ean go on the simulator. Then, the ma-
chine's learning programs are allowed to
rurninate over the record of his behaviour.
From that perhaps messy and inconsistent
record they distil the essen ce of what his
strategy is Iikely to be.
The maehine learns from exampies of

behaviour and this overcomes a big prob-
lem. A top practitioner carries so much of
his ski 11in his subconscious memory that
his verbal accounts of method are wholly
inadequate. Extracting general rules frorn
aetual examples, the machine consrructs its
own standard strategy far betrer than rhe
human one because human inconsistencies
have been smoothed out.
The aim is to generate a streamlined

strategy far superior to what a human
being would develop on a satellite. Obser-
vation shows that the streamlined strategy
of the machine is strikingly better than the
original human example.
The elose cooperation of the Turing In-

stitute with the Scottish Hel Centre has al-
ready produced remarkable results. As the
era of Artificial Jntelligenee develops, this
kind of expertise will rnake its impact in
most fields of human activity, •

NEW PUBLIC CORDLESS
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

by John Williamson

In the 1980s. mobile communication has
become one of the most dynamic sec tors
of the telecommunieations industry and, as
is widely accepted, the United Kingdom
has established an international lead in the
technological development and comrner-
cial exploiration of a number of mobile
services.
Thanks to the introduction of private

seetor competition in the supply of service
and equipmenr, Britain's two cellular tele-
phone networks are individually among
the world's largest,

The operators Cellnet arid Racal Voda-
fone had a combined subscriber base of
about 800,000 early this year, and conser-
vative estimares put the total growth rate at
30,000 new customers a month.
Local market volumes and competitive
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supply have already driven the price of
analogue cellular telephones down. Pro-
jected demarid and the use of an open
specification for the future pan-European
digital system are expected to have a sirni-
lar effect on the digital terminal market,

However, the high cost of building and
maintaining cellular infrastructures dicates
that service costs will remain relatively
high for both analogue and digital systems.

With this in mind, a number of compa-
nies are beginning trials of what is terrned
telepoint. This is a limited distance, cord-
less public telephone service. Since it has
110 roaming capability and ean only make
outgoing calls, the telepoint infrastructure
cost is much lower and, accordingly, calls
are much cheaper.

Phonepoint, one of four consortia li-
censed to provide telepoint services in the
United Kingdom, estimates that total an-
nual average usage costs for a telepoint
payphone service could be between f200
and BOO as compared to E1000 for a cel-
lular scrvice.

Public locations

Telepoint terminals are initially expected
to retail at about E180, falling to around
the price of a convential domestic cordless
telephone during the early I990s.

Telepoint in Britain is based on the sec-
ond generation of a cordless domestic or
business telephone specification known as
CT2. As such, the same terminal can be
used in the horne, in the office, and when
in proximity of an access point, in a public
place.

CT2 telepoint uses a mixed frequency
division multiple access (FDMA) and time
division duplex (TOD) mode of operation.
This allows a single radio channel ro sup-
port two-way or duplex speech through the
use of a single block of radio spectrum
rather than the paired frequency arrange-
ments found in convcniional duplex mo-
bile radio systems.
With TDD, the handset transmits for a
short period while the base unit at the pub-
lie access point receives, and viee versa.
This involves both the handset and the
base station being synchronized, and at ei-
ther end of the link the input speech is dig-
itized, stored for one burst period and
transmitred in the next.

Accordingly, transmission is time-com-
pressed by a facror of {wo. At the receive
end of a link, packages of burst speech are
recombined and converted from digital to
analogue form.
In the United Kingdorn. 40 channels of

10 kHz have been allocated to CT2 in the
range 864.1~868.1 MHz. Base units scan

the 40 channels using a ehannel selecricn
algorithrn.
lf the handset and base srarion are

within working range of each other (l~200
metres), the algorithm dictates that both
seleet the same vacant radio channel for
communication.
This self-tuning characteristic and the

relatively short transmission range produce
very efficient spectrum utilization. lt is es-
timated, for example, that the 40xl00 kHz
space allocated to CT2 telepoint in Britain
can support over 5000 handsets per square
kilometre.

A second advantage of CT2 over some
other forms of mobile communication is
that the required infrastructure is neitl1er

Using Phonepoint, one of Ihe world's first cord-
less public lelephone systems, at Euston rau-
way station in London.

costly nor complex. In fact, most of it al-
ready cxists. Transmitters and receivers
are hooked direct into the public switched
telephone network.

A third consideration is that telepoints
are mounted on poles, walls er other struc-
tures physically inacccssible to the general
public. This means that the possibility of
vandalism and misuse associated with COI1-

ventional telephone call boxes is much re-
duced.

International calls
There are two approaches to handling the
necessary subscriber verification and
billing processes-local and centralized.

In the former, the public access point
stores the necessary informarion far verifi-
cation and also has a metering eapability.
During quiet periods, data ccllecied is
downloaded to a central computer follow-
ing interrogation.
In the alternative, the telepoint needs to

seek verification from the central control
processor on the receipt of each call re-
quest, and passes billing information back
on call completion.

In operation, users approach to wirhin
200 met res or so of the nearest ielepoint
access station, switch on their cordless
telephones, and enter a personal identifica-

tion number.
This is checked by the system and in

moments the user is presented with a dial
tone and can call into the national or inter-
national rietwerk in the normal way. Each
telepoint service provider will eventually
have access siations in all major public
places-including railway stations, main
streets, shopping centres and motor service
stations.
Telepoint phones can also be used for

two-way communication as domestic or
public branch autornatic exchange (PABX)
extension tenninals.

Of the four Brirish telepoint consortia,
Phonepoint, in which British Telecom has
a major stake, was the first off the rnark
wirb a pilot commercial trial in London in
August 1989.

Joint ventures
Ferranti Creditphone launched a larger
scale commercial telepoint service in Oe-
tober last year under rhe Zonephone ban-
ner. After spending some f20 million on
development, Zonephone was put over on
a network of 300 base stations. The com-
pany aims to have 5000 base stations all
over Britain by the end of this year.

Zonephone is a proprietary system, but
Ferranti's base stations have compatibility
with the common air interface (CAI) that
all four British operators will be required
to implement by 1991.
Ferranti, which has already sold equip-

ment for a trial system in France, has been
tal king to six other countries with a view
ro setring up loeal joint venture telepoint
operaring companies. Two of these are
thought to be Japan and South Korea.
Another British operator, the BYPS

Communications eonsortium, made up of
Barclays Bank, Philips and the Shell Oil
Company, has said its service will use CAI
from day one. BYPS has just started oper-
ations and has spent f.30 million on
100,000 handsets, 7,000 base stations and
a quantity of network equipment.
BYPS subscribers will have the option

of buying their pocket phones from Orbi-
tel, the Plessey/Racal joint venture, which
last October unveiled its own range of CAI
products.
Outside Britain, Finland's Helsinki

Telephone Company began CT2 trials last
November, using terminal equipment pro-
vided by Shaye Communications, and in-
frastructure jointly developed with Shaye
shareholder, Nokia. •

Phonepoint Ltd, BTMC, Mobile House,
1 Evershott Street, LONDON NWI 2DW.
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Ferranti Creditphone Ltd, St Mary's Road,
MANCHESTER MIO ODE.

BYPS, Westbrook Centre, Milton Road,
CAMBRlDGE CD4 IYH.B

Orbitel Mobile Communications Ltd,
Keytech Centre, Ashwood Way,
DASINGSTOKE RG23 8DG

Shaye Communications Ltd, Capital House,
48-52 Andover Road,
WlNCHESTER S023 7DM.

THE WORLD'S FIRST DESIGN
MUSEUM

by Tony Aldous

Contrasting telephones from 1895 and
1989; a one-key typewriter of 1924 beside
a computer keyboard and video display
unit from the late 1980s; and a Kodak
camera of 1889 together witb a Ricoh
Mirai of 1988~these are just some of the
exhibits charting changes in design and
technology at London's new Design Mu-
seum, the first of its kind in the world.
The brainchild of Sir Terence Conran,

leading designer and head of the Store-
house retail chain, the museum stands on
the south bank of the Thames just below
Tower Bridge.
Connected by a ferry shuttle to the

Tower of London on the opposite bank, it
is weil placed for tourists. In its first four
rnonths, it drew more than 48,000 visitors
from a11over the world.
According to Helen Rees, the rnuse-

urn's faunding curator and now its acting
director, its prime aim is "to increase pub-
lic awareness of the benefits of design to
society, to culture and to the econorny".
She and her colleagues are not trying to el-
evate the idea of design nor to promote the
design profession, but to show how the
mass produced artefacts of our day work
and why they look as they do. "Design de-
cisions," she says, "have a profound effect
on everybody".

The Boilerhouse

Set up by Sir Terence's charitable Conran
Foundarion, the museurn is housed in a
sturdy 1950s warehouse, refurbished and
enlarged at a cost of f7 million. The resuIt,
painted white inside and out and with large
windows looking out on the river, has a
1920s look but provides a spacious and ap-
propriately neutral showcase for all man-
ner of exhibits.
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The conversion was managed by Sir
Terence's own architecture/development
firm, Conrain Roche, but the rwo rnost im-
portant interiors are the work of the lead-
ing exhibition and museum designers,
Alan Stanton and Paul Williarns.
From a ground floor entrance hall con-

taining a cafe/bar, the visitor moves to the
first floor gallery, The Boilerhouse. This is
named after the project from which the
Design Museum has grown, and which be-
tween 1982 and 1988 mounted aseries of
exhibitions at the Vicroria and Albert Mu-
seum in the court yard of its boilerhouse.

The new Boilerhouse fulfils a similar
function as a showcase for a frequently
changing programme of exhibitions. Its
first, 'Commerce & CuIture' looked at the
relationship between mass produced goods
and the ethos of the museum world. It re-
vealed sorne remarkable similarities be-
tween today's commercially orientated
museums and art and design orientated de-
partment stores. This was followed by an
exhibition on French design between 1960
and 1990, imported from the Pompidou
Centre in Paris.

State-of-the-art

The Boilerhouse is a white-walled, win-
dowless but very flexible space. It can be
divided in a variety of ways and its false
ceiling can be removed to create a lofty
space two storeys high.
On the same level is the Review, a

smaller gallery devoted to a constantly
changing international survey of new and
speculative products and processes. These
have inc1uded credit cards in colours cho-
sen to match their holders' dresses, an ele-
gant French bus shelter, and a push chair
designed for the Mothercare chain.

THE WORLD'S FtRST DESIGN MUSEUM

On the newly added top floor is another
gallery space, known as the Study Collec-
tion, which is flooded by light.
Windows on three sides give views of

the Thames and the adjacent Butlers
Wharf development that lies between the
museum and Tower Bridge. If the sunlight
becomes roo bright, photosensitive blinds
automatically protect the cxhibits.

Visitor participation

The Study Collection conrains some 400
objects chosen to illustrate three themes:
stylistic or technological innovation; suc-
cess or failure in the rnarket; and 'tbe con-
text of consumption', that is, how products
are used and understood.
There are sections on items used in the

horne, at work and in transport, and the
display follows the development of partic-
ular products, such as typewriters, tele-
phones, radios and cameras. Video films
projected alongside exhibits show how
they were initially marketed and what the
public perception of them was. A tape-
recorded audio-guide and study notes are
also available.
Visitors to this section of the museum

can try their hand at cornputer-aided de-
sign (CAD) and, using a computer termi-
nal, can also view short biographies of the
world's rnost famous designers, accounts
of companies farnous for their design qual-
ity, and products that have had a signifi-
cant effect on people's lives.
There is, for example, a I20-year old

Singer New Family sewing rnachine, other
domestic appliances of the time, and later
sewing machines whose use and Impact on
wornen's lives the study notes explore with
the help of contemporary advertisements
and user manuals.

Educational charity
All this refleets the long-standing wish of
Sir Terence Conran 10 create a research
and resource centre for professional de-
signers, design students and members of
the public. He wanted to provide the kind
of facility he had vainly sought as a young
design student hirnself.
The building also includes a lecture

theatre!cinema, a Iibrary with 5,000 books,
journals. and other reference iterns, a
restaurant and aposter gallery presenting
shows that change regularly.
Run as an educational charity, the mu-

seum received government grants to help it
get under way but, with the aid of private
sponsorship, is expected to be largely in-
dependent of public subsidy wirhin two 10
three years. •
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DESIGN NOTES
The contents of this article are based on information obtained trom
manufacturers in the electrical/electronic$ industry and do not

imply practical experience by ElektorElectronics or its consultants.

QUAD POWER FAULTMONITOR
Silicon General's Type SGI548 is an inte-
grated circuit capable of monitoring up to
[OUf positive DC supply vohages simulta-
neously for overvoltage and undervoltage
fault condinons. An on-chip inverting
opamp also allows rnonitoring one negative
De voltage. The fault tolerunce window is
accuratel y programmable from ±2% 1040%
using a simple divider network on the +2.5-V
reference.

A single external capacitor sets the fault
indication delay, eliminating false outputs
caused by switching noise, logic transition
current spikes. and short-term AC line inter-
ruplions. An additional cornparator refer-

enced 10 +2.5 V allows the AC line 10 be
monirered for undervoltage conditions or for
generation of a line cJock. The ccrnpararor
can also be used for programable undervolt-
age lockout in a switching power supply.

Uncommitred collector and emitter out-
puts permit both invening and non-inverring
operanon. External availability of thc preci-
sion +2.5-V reference and open-cottector
logic outputs permit expansion 10 monitor
additional voltages using avai lable open-col-
lcctor quad comparators.

VREF,
·2.50 VOLTS

SENSE 3@-----

SENSE \ ,,}. -----+++1
SENSE 2 ,,~----+tI

SENSE 4 ,..;>------+
INVERTER OUTPUT ~

INVERTER INPUT ~

"LOWER THRESHOLO 0--

UNE SENSE,
1 COLlECTOR OUTPUT

8 EMITTER OUTPUT

~ OVERVOLTAGE FAULT

10 UNOERVOLTAGE FAULT

BLOCK DIAGRAM

FEATURES
Monitors four oe voltages and the AC line
Precision +2.5 voll ±1 % low-drlft teference
Fault tolerance adjustable from ±2% to
±40%
±3% trip threshold tclerance cver
lemperalure

• Separate 10 mA, 40 von overvoltage, under-
vollage and AC Une fault oulputs

• Fault delay programmable wlth e single
capacltor

• Comparator hysteresis 10 prevent
oscillations
On-chip invertlng op amp for negative
vollage
Open-colleclor oulpulloglc for
expandabllily
Operation Irom +4.5 von to +40 volt supply
Standard 16-pln dual-ln-l1ne package

CONNECTION OIAGRAM
(TOPVIEW)

COw[R 'HHSHOCO [I ~,~,OU'P~'
,,"OUHO E ~'"" '''PU'

"RH [! ~ SEMSE'

"" [' ß SeNSE 1

!.INE SENSE [> ß S!:NSE 2

H'''HR OUTPUT [! ~ SENSE'

COI.I.EC'OR OuT~U' [> ~ v.v. "~lT

OEl~. [! G~
J or N PACKAGE
TO-116 STYLE

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Note')

Supply Voltage (+VIN)
Fault Output CoUector Voltage
Sense Input Voltage Range
Fault Output Sink Current
Une Sense Input Current
Inverting Op Amp Input Current
Inverting Op Amp Output Current

Note I. VaJuesbevonc which damage may occur.
Note 2. Oerate at 10 mWI"C for ambient temcerew-es abcve +50fiC
Note 3. Oerate at 16 mwrc for case temperetu-es above +25"C.

Oto 10mA
Oto 10mA

+40V
+40V

-Q.3V 10+6.0V
20mA
±lmA
-5mA
25mA

Power Dissipation at TA = +25"C (Note 2) lOOOmW
Thermal Resistance: junction to ambienl 100"CIW
Power Dissipation at TC = +25"C (Note 3) 2000mW
Thermal Resistance: juncllon 10 case 6O"CNJ
Operating Junction Ternoereture +150"C
Storage Temperature Range -65°C to +150"C
lead Temperature (soldering, 10seconds) +300"C

RECOMMENOED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Note 4)

Supply Voltage Range
±25% Maximum Fault Window (Note 5)
±4()O1OMaximum Fault Window

lower Threshold Input Range
Fault rciereoce Window Range
Fault Output Sink Curren! Range

+4.5V 10+35V
+5.0V 10+35V

+1.50V to +2.45V
±2% 10 ±40%

Ol01OmA

Une Sense Qutput Current Range
Vollage Relerence Output Current
Operating Ambienl Temperature Range
SG154B
SG2548
SG354B

-55°C 10+125"C
-25°C 10+85"C
Q"C 10+70"C

Note 4. Range over which Ihe oevce is functional and parameter hrmts are guaranteed.
Note 5. Umiled by Inverter amplifier positive swing at -55"C.
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QUAD POWER FAULT MONITOR I
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

(+VIN = 15 volts, and over operating temperature, unless otherwise specified)

UNITS
PARAMETER CONOITIONS

SUPPLY
4.8 I 10

REFERENCE SECTION (Nole 6)
I 4.8 I 10 ISupply Current mA

TI +25°C 2.475 2.500 2.525 2.475 2.500 2.525 V.Output Vottaqe
over Temperature 2.450 2.550 2.450 2.550 V

Une Regulation +V,I<I 4.51035V 1 5 1 5 mV
Load Regulation " -Oto 10mA 3 10 3 10 mV
Short Circuit Current VR"" OV 10 25 40 10 25 40 mA
FAULT WINOOW GENERATOR
Input Bias Current 0.4 I 1.0 I J1A
OC SENSE INPUTS

0.4 I 1.0VPin 1 +1.5010 +2.45V

VPin 1 0.98 x VR"F 1.010 1.020 1.030 1.010 1.020 1.030 VTHNR"FOvervoltaqe Threshold
VPin 1 - 0.60 x VREF 1.386 1.400 1.414 1.386 1.400 1.414 VTI-lN6""
VPin 1 0.98 x V""F 0.970 0.980 0.990 0.970 0.980 0.990 VTHNR"FUndervoltage Threshold
VPin 1 - 0.60 x VRFF 0.594 0.600 0.606 0.594 0.600 0.606 VTI-lNRFF

Input Bias Current V~"",~" +1.510 +3.5V +0.6 ±2.0 +0.6 ±2·.0 J1A
Threshold Supply Rejeelion +V,N - 4.5 to 35V 72 100 72 100 dB

Comparator Threshold 1.200 1.250 1.300 1.200 1.250 1.300 V
Comparator Hysteresis 25 25 mV
Oelay Charging Current VPin A - OV 40 50 60 40 50 60 J1A
ON Saturation Voltaqe 'Pin A OmA 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 V
OFF Clamp Vollage 'Pin A - OmA +3.2 +3.6 +3.2 +3.6 V

FAULT OELAY SECTION

Note 6. 'L = 0 mA.

INVERTING OP AMP
UNITS

SG3548PARAMETER CONOITIONS
MIN TYP MAX

Input Offsei Voltage 2 10 2 10 mV
Input Bias Current 0.3 1.0 0.3 1.0 J1A
Output High Voltage ISOI JRr.F - 5mA 13 14 13 14 V
Output Low Voltaqe I~INI< - 5mA 1.0 1.9 1.0 1.9 V
Large Signal Vollage Gain R, - 10K 72 100 72 100 dB
Output Souree Current 5 15 25 5 15 25 mA
Output Sink Gurrent 5 15 5 15 mA
Power Supply Rejection Ratio +V,N - 4.5 to 35V 72 100 72 100 dB

Comparator Threshold VPin 5 - Low to High 2.440 2.500 2.560 2.440 2.500 2.560 V
Comparator Hysteresis 25 25 mV
Input Bias Current VPin 5 - +2.5V 1 2 1 2 J1A
Collector Leakage Current Vr." - +40V 1 10 1 10 J1A
Collector Saturation Voltage Ir. - 10mA 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.5 V
Emitter Output Voltage 1,,-lOmA 12 13 12 13 V

'Pin 5 - +1mA 6.0 7.5 6.0 7.5 VDiode Clamp Voltaqe
'Pin' - -1mA -0.3 -1.0 -0.3 -1.0 V

AC LlNE SENSE SECTION

FAULT LOGIC OUTPUTS (Each output)

V
Collector Leakage Current V - +40V 10
Colleetor Saturation Voltaqe I - 10mA 0.2 0.5

Part Number

SGl548J
SG2548J
SG3548J
SG3548N

ORDERING INFORMATION

TA Operating Range

-55°C 10+125°C
-25°C 10+85°e
o-c 10-ro-c
c-c 10+70°C

Package

16 Pin Ceramic DIP
16 Pm Ceramte DIP
16 Pin Ceramic DIP
16 Pin Ptastlc DIP
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I DESIGN NOTES

ur SG1548
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In this application example, the SG1SA8 stmuttaneousty monitors four oe voltages:- +5 V,
+24 V, and ±15 V. Three different fault tolerances are programmed: ±5% on the two 15-V
supplies, ±1d% cn the +5-V suply, and ±20% on the +24-V supply. The 5-).lF capatitor provldes
125 milliseconds of fault delay. .'.'

APPLICATION INFORMATION

Setting the fault tclerance windaW
The lault toterance ;yjndow ls set by applying a voltape lass than the +<2.50·V
lelerence \0. the Lower Threshold input (pin i). The voltage is obtained by a
· reslstor-divlder Irom .the rel~renc~ (pin 3) to ground. ·11a 2% tolerance is de'Sirea, 1
then'~8% of the reference (+2.45 V) ls appliad to pi~ 1. If 40% is wanted, then 1
1;0% orthe reference 1+1,50 V) IS applied, In the appllcatlon C1rCUlt. thetolerance I
.' [s 5% since the divider produces 95% 01 ihe relerence (2,375 V).at the Lower
Threshold pln. Th.e nörnina! overvoltage and undervoltage thresholds are centred
about therelerence at 2.625 V and 2.375 V (+2.500 V 0.125 V).

Scaling Ihe monilored supply voltages
Eaeh positive voltage to be monitored is divided down to +2.50 V with a resistor
network, and connected 10 one 01 the Sense inputs. Unused Sense Inputs should
be ccnnectec to the relerence. This will not inerease the blas current. A variation
01 the monifored voltages out 01 the programmed tolerance range will cause the
· appropriate overvoltage or undervoltage fault outout 10switch low.
The ellective toleranee on any Input may be broadened with an additional resistor
· to the voltage reference. The appJication circuit shows a 10% tolerance on the
+5-V supply although the SG1548 is programmed for a 5% tolerancs.

Monitoring a negative voltage .
A negative voltaqe can be converted to a positive one and simultaneously scaled
10 +2,50 V by using the internal operational amplifier as an inverter. Only an input
resistor and feedback resistor are required.

Setting the fault delay
·A single capacitor at the Delay pin sets the time an out-ot-tolerance fault must
persist belore a fault is actually declared. This feature allows switching nolse on
the supplies to be rejected. The delay time is given by:

delay = 25 milliseconds/microlarad

AC line monita ring
The AC line voltage ean be monitored tor sinqle-cycle dropouts with the lew
components shown in the applieation circuit. A halt-wave rectifier charges the
capacitor on positive line eycles. After the positive psak and during the negative
line eycle the capacitor discharqes from a fixed voltage controlled by the tnternal
zener diode. If a positive cycle ls missing, the capacitor discharges to below the
+2's·V trip point ot the comparator, causingthe output transistor to turn on.

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS

/......L O"-lS"

J PACKAGE
16 PIN CEROIP

ALlOY 42 LEAD FRAME

-~

j~L' o~ 'L-., 0.001

-« 0"-15'

N PACKAGE
16 PIN PLASTIC DIP

COPPER ALLOY LEAD FRAME

CHIP DIMENSIONS

I--0.,00,,--1

SiLiCon 80nOPOL IOC.

Silicon General Inc.· 11651 Monarch Street
• Garden Grove, CA 92641 • U.s.A. Tele-
phone: (714) 892·5531. TWX: 910-596-
1804. Telex: 69-2411.

U.K.Distributor:
Power Technology LId .• Bulton Road •
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IN QUESTOF A PANGRAM
-(
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The pangram problem

Some years ago, a Dutch news paper, the
Nieuwe Rotterdamse Courant, carried an
astunishing translation of a rather tongue-
in-cheek sentence of mine that had previ-
ously appeared in one of Douglas Hofs-
tadter's Scientific American columns
("Melamagical Themas", January 1982).
Both the translation and an article describ-
ing its genesis were by Rudy Kousbroek, a
well-known writer and journalist in Hol-
land. Hefe is the original sentence:

Only the fool would take trouble 10 verify that
his sentence was composed of ten e's, three b's,
foul' c's, rour d's, forty-six e's, sixleenj's. four
g's, thirteen tvs, fifteen i's, rwo k's, nine /'5, four
m's, twenty-five /t's, twenty-four o's, five p'S,
stxtcen -'s, forty-one 5'S, thirty-seven t's, ten
II'S, eight v's, eight w's, four .r's, eleven y's,
twenty-seven commas, twenty-three apostro-
phes, seven hyphens and, last bur not least, a
single!

Complete verification is a tedious task:
unsceptical readers may like to take my
ward for it that the number of letters and
signs used in the sentence do indeed corre-
spond with the Iisted totals. A text that in-
ventories its own typography in this fash-
ion is what Icall an autogram (auto = self',
gramma = letter). Strict definition is un-
necessary, different convenrions giving
rise to variant fonns; it is the use of cardi-
nal nurnber-words written out in full that
is the essential feature. 8elow we shall be
looking at some in which the self-enurner-
ation restriets itself to the letters employed
and ignores the punctuation.
Composing autograrns can be an exact-

ing task, to say the least. The process has
points in common with playing a diaboli-
cally conceived game of patience. How
does one begin? My approach is to decide
first what the sentence is going ro say and
then make a ffying guess at the number of
occurrences of each sign. Writing out this
provisional version, the real totals can be
counted up and the initial guess updated
into an improved estimate. The process is

by Lee C.F. Sallows

repeated, trials and error leading to succes-
sively closer approximations. This open-
ing soon shades into the middle game. By
now all of the putative totals ought to have
been corrected to within two or three of
the true sums. There are, say, nine f 's in
fact but only seven being c1aimed, and 27
real f'S where twenty-nine are declared.

An English explorer's
seit-referent account of
his hybrid machine for
solving achallenging

word puzzle:

Switching seven with the nine in twenty-
nine 10 produce nine f 's and twenty-seven
['S correets boih totals at a single strake.
Introducing further cautious changes
among the number-words with a view to
bringing off this sort of mutual cancella-
tion of errors should eventually carry one
through to the final phase.
The end game is reached when the

number of discrepancies has been brought
down to about four or less. The goal is in
sight but, as in a maze, proxirnity is an un-
reliable guide. Suppose, for instance, a
few days' painstaking labour have at last
yielded a near-perfect specimen: only the
.r's are wrong. Instead of the Jive claimed,
in reality there are six. Writing six in place
of Jive will not merely invalidate the rotals
for e, f, s, and v, the x in six means that
their number has now become seven. Yet,
replacing six by seven will only rerurn the
total to six. What now?
Paradoxical situations of this kind are a

commonplace of autogram construction.
Interlocking feedback loops magnify tiny
displacement into far-reaching upheavals;
harmless truths cannot be stated without
disconfirming themselves. Clearly, the
only hope of dehydrating rhis Hydra and
getting every snakc-head to eat its own tail
lies in doctoring the text accompanying

the listed iterns. In looking at the above
case, for ex am pie, only a fool will fail to
spot instances where style has been com-
promised in deference to arithrnetic. Shart
of a miracle, it is only the flexibility
gran ted through choice of alternative
forrns of expression that would seem to
offer any chance of escape from such a
labyrinth of mirrors.
This is what made Kousbroek's transla-

rion of my sentence so stunning. Number-
words excepted, his rendering not only ad-
hered closely ro the original in meaning, it
was simultaneously an autogram in Dutch!
Or at least, so il appeared at first sight.

Couruing up, 1 was amused to find that
three of the sums quoted in his sentence
did not in fact tally with the real rotals. So
I wrote to the author pointing out these
discrepancies. This resulted a month later
in a second article in the same news paper,
Kousbroek wrote of his surprise and dis-
may in being caught out by the author of
the original sentence, "specially come
over from America, it seems, to put me
right." The disparities 1 had pointed to,
however, were nothing new to hirn. A sin-
gle flaw had been spotred in the suppos-
edly finished translation on the very mom-
ing of submitring his manuscript. But a
happy flash revealed a wayto rectify the
error in the nick of time. Later, a more
careful check revealed that this 'brain-
wave ' had in fact introduced even more
errors elsewhere, He'd been awaiting 'the
dreaded letter with its merciless arith-
metic' ever since. The account went on to
tell of his titanic struggle in getring the
translation straight. The new version was
included; it is a spectacular achievement.
The tail concealed a subtle sting, how-

ever. Al the end of his story, Kousbroek
ihrew out a new (letter-only) autogram of
his own:

Dit pangram bevat vijf a's, rwee b's, twee c's.
drie d's, zesenveertig e's, vijf['s, vier g's, twee
h's, vijftien i's, vier j's, een k, twee ! 's, twee
m's, zeventien n's, een 0, twee p's, een q, zeven
r's, vierentwintig s's, zesuen r's, een Il, elf v's,
acht w's, een x, een y en zes z's.

Lee Sallows is an English electronics engineer employed at the Psychology Laboratory of the University of Nijrnegen. Besides the design and con-
struction of electronic instruments associated with psychological experiments, he does a good deal of translation work, mostly of scientific and tech-
nicat papers. A self-confessed dilettante, his interests have included ham radio, psychoanalysis, classical guitar, recreational mathemaues and linguis-
ties, impossible figures, logical paradoxes, Sherlockian studies, runology, moumain walking, and writing.
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The automatie number-wordselector board that transformed the original pangrammachine into the Mark11verslon. On the left, 18window-deleclorchips
determine the number of g '5, I '5, X '5, and y's. At right I four more integrated circuits and 24 transistors switch in the appropriate PROFILES on the resistor-
bearing cards above,

A finer specimen of logological ele-
gance is scarcely conceivable. The sen-
tence is written in f1awless Durch and
couldn't possibly be expressed in a crisper
or more natural form. In ordinary transla-
tion, it says, "This pangram contains five
a's, two b's, two c's ... one y, and six z's."
[A pangram, it is necessary to explain, is
simply a phrase or sentence containing
every letter of the alphabet ar least once
(pan = all, gramma = letter). This article is
about self-enumerating pangrams, that is,
pangrams that are simultaneously auto-
grams. Lnsuch pangrams, some letters will
oceur only at the point where they them-
selves are listed (look at k, 0, q, 11, x, y).]
Following this pangram eame a devilish
quip in my direetion: "Lee Sallows will
doubtless find little difficulry in produeing
a magie English translation of this sen-
tence," wrote Kousbroek.
Needless to say, I didn't manage to find

any errors in this sentence of his!

Autograms by computer
Rudy's playful taunt came along at a time
when 1 had already been looking into the
possibility of cornputer-aided autogram
construction. Anyone who has Iried his
hand at eomposition will know the
drudgery of keeping careful track of letter
totals. One smaJl undetected slip in count-
ing can later result in days of wasted work.
At first T had envisaged no more than an
aid to hand-cornposition: a program thar
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JULY/AUGUST t990

would count lctters and provide conti nu-
ous feedback on the results of keyboard-
mediared surgery perforrned on a sentence
displayed on screen. Later I began to won-
der what would happen wirh a program
that cycled through the list of nurnber-
words, eheeking each against its corre-
sponding real total and making automarle
replaeements where necessary. Could au-
rograms be evolved through a repetitive
process of selection and mutation? Several
such L1SP programs were in fact w-irren
and tested; the results were not unpre-
dictable. In every case, processing would
soon become rrapped in an endless loop of
repeared exchanges. Increasing refine-
ments in the crireria to be satisfied before
a number-word was replaced would win
only temporary respire from these vicious
circles.
What seemed to be needed was a pro-

gram that eould look ahead to examine the
ramifications of replacing nineteen by
twenty, say, before actually doing so. But
how is such a prograrn to evaluate or rank
prospective substitutions? Goal-directed
problem solving converges on a solution
by using differenees between intermediate
results and the final objective so as to steer
processing in the direction of minimizing
them. The reflexive character of auto-
grams frustrates this approach. As we have
seen, proximity is a false index. 'Near-per-
fecr' solutions may be anything but near in
terms of the number of changes needed to
correct thern, while a sentence with as

many as eight discrepant totals might be
perfected through replacing a single nurn-
ber-word. If hand-composition is obliged
10 rely on a mixture of guesswork, word-
chopping, prayer, and luck, how can a
more intelligent strategy be ineorporated
into a prograrn?
I was pondering this impasse when

Rudy Kousbroek's challenge presented it-
self, distracted my attention, and sent rne
off on a different tack. The sheer hopeless-
ness of the undertaking caught my imagi-
nation. Bur was it actually impossible?
What a comeback if it could really be
pu lied off! The task was to cornplete a let-
ter-only autogram beginning, "This pan-
gram eontains ...". A solution, were it dis-
coverable, rnust in a sense already exist
'out there' in the abstract realm of logo-
logical spaee. Jt was like seeking a number
that has to satisfy certain predetermined
mathematical conditions. And nobody-
least of all Kousbroek-knew whether it
existed or not. The thought of finding it
was a tantalizing possibility. Reckless of
long odds, 1 put aside programs and
launched into a resolute attempt to dis-
cover it by hand-trial.
It was a foolhardy quest, a seareh for a

needle in a haystack without even the reas-
surance of knowing that a needle had been
concealed there in the first place. Two
weeks' intermittent effart won only the
cansolation prize of a near-perfect solu-
tion: all totals correct save one; there were
21 t's instead of the 29 claimed. With a
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The SUMPROFILE

LABEL PROFILE NUMBER-WORD LETTER

e 9 h n 0 s u v w x Y

27 ( 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 ) twenty-seven E

6 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0) six F

3 ( 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) Ihree G

5 ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o ) five H

11 ( 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) eleven I

2 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0) 1wo L

20 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 ) 1wenty N

14 ( 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) fourteen 0

6 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 o ) six R

28 ( 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 ) twenty-elght S

29 ( 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 ) twenty-nine T

3 ( 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o ) three U

6 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0) slx V

10 ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o ) ten W

4 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 o 0 0) four X

5 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 o () 0) five y

7 2 2 2 4 10 11 2 24 7 2 5 1 } INITIAL TEXT CONSTANTS
+

( 27 6 3 5 11 2 20 14 6 28 21 3 6 10 4 5 ) SUMPROFILE

Fig. 1. A stack 01 'ROFILES and lnitlal text constants are added to produce a SUM'ROFILE. The example shown ls the hand-produced near-perlect pangram. All
SUM'ROFILES and label numbers colnclde except that lor T.

small fudge, it eould even be brought to a
shaky sort of resolution:

tl t t I
!
!
!

this pangram contains five a's, one b, two r's,
two ds. twenty-seven e's, sixj's, three g's, five
Fe. eleven i's, one j, one k, two /'5, two »t's,
Iwenty n's, fourteen e's. two p's, Olle q, six r's,

twenty-eight s's, twenty-nine r's, three e's, six
v's, tell w's, four .e's, five y's, and one z.

Ta the purist in rne, that single imper-
feetion was a hideous fracture in an other-
wise flawless crystal. Luckily, however, a
promising new idea now suggested itself.
The totals in the near-solution must repre-
sent a pretty realisric approach to wh at
they would be in the perfeet solution, as-
suming it existed. Why not use it as the
basis for a systematic computer search

through neighbouring cornbinations of
number-words? Each of the near-solution
totals could be seen as centred in a short
range of consecutive possibilities wirhin
whieh the perfect total was likely 10 fall.
The number of j's, say, would probably
turn out to lie somewhere between two
and ten, a band of nine candidates clus-
tered about 'six '. With these ranges de-
fined, a program could be written to gen-
erate and test every combination of
twenty-six number-words constructible by
iaking one from each. The test would con-
sist in comparing these sets of potential to-
tals with the computed letter frequencies
they gave rise to, until an exact match was
found, or until a1l cases had been exam-
ined. Blind searching might succeed
where cunning was defeated.

Profiles

Ir isn't aetually neeessary to deal with all
rwenty-six torals. In English there are just
ten letters of the alphabet that never oeeur
in any number-word between zero and
hundred. the one too low and the other too
high to appear in the pangram. These are
G, b, c, d,j, k, m, p, q, and z. The rotals far
these letters can thus be determined from
the initial text and filled in direetly:

This pangram contains five c's, one b, two ("'5,
two ds, ? e's, ? Is,? g's, ? h's, ? i's, one), one k, ?
I's, two »t's, ? n's, ? o's, two p's, one q, ? r's, ? s's,
? r's, ? /I'S, ? vs. ? w's, ? .r's, ? y's, and one z,

This leaves exactly sixteen critical to-
tals, Counting up shows that there are al-
ready 7 e's, 2 j's, 2 g's, 2 h's, 4 i's, I I, 10
n's, 11 o's, 2 r's, 24 s's, 7 {'S, I u,2 v's, 5
w's, 1 x, and I y: sixteen consrants thar
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JULY/AUGUST 1990
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10 10

6 11 20 14 6 21 6

27 5 28 10 5

4

3 3

2

23 1 1 1 6 1 15 9 1 24 16 1 1 6 1 1
E F G H I L N 0 R S T U V W X Y

32 10 10 15 2510 24 18 10 33

Fig.2.The range of frequencyvalues to be considered for eac~ letter that appears in number-words.

must be added LO those letters occurring in
the trial list of sixteen number-words.
Though straightforward in principle,

the program I then set out to write carried
its practical complications. Number-words
lack the regularity of numerals (in what-
ever base notation), still less the harmony
of the numbers both stand for. An obvious
step was to replace number-words by PRO-

FILEs: alphabetically ordered sixteen-ele-
ment lists representing their letter content.
The PROFILE for llventy-seven, for instance,
would be:

e fghi I nor stuvwxy
(3000002001201101)

The letters above the list are for guid-
ance only, and form no part of the PROFtLE
itself. A special ca se was the PROFILE for
one. which provided fOT the disappearance
of plural S ('one x, two .r's ') by including
-1 in the s pcsiticn. PROFILES for all num-
ber-words up 10 ftfty (anything higher than
forty was unlikely ever to be needed) were
stored in memory, and a label associated
with each. These labels were chosen to co-
incide with the number represented. The
label for the PROFILE of twenty-seven, for
example, would be the decimal number
27.
Starting with the lowest, a simple algo-

rithm could now generate successive COITI-

binations of labels, that is, numbers, drawn
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JULY/AUGUST 1990

from the 16 pre-defined ranges. We shall
return to these shonly. Each set of lables
would be used to call up the associated sei
of PROFILES.These 16 PROFtLESwould be
added iogether element for element, and
the resulting sums in turn added to the
abovc-mcntioned constanrs so as 10 form a
SUMPROFtLE-see Fig. I. The SUMPROFILE
would thus contain the true letter frequen-
eies for the presently activated sentence
(the 16 number-words represented by the
current combination of labels plus residual
text). All that remained was for the pro-
gram to check wh ether the numbers in the
SUMPROFILE coincided with the present set
of PROFILElabels. If so, the candidate corn-
bination of number-words agreed with the
real totals and the pangram had been
found. If not, generate the next combina-
tions and try again ....
The sirnplicity of this design conveys

no hint of the uncounted alternatives re-
connoitered before reaehing it. The 'obvi-
ous' PROFILEswere not quite so eonspicu-
ous as suggested, being in fact a Iater im-
provement over a previous look-up table.
Weeks were spent in exploring a quite dif-
ferent approach that sought to exploit the
mutual-eancelling technique formerly used
in hand-composition. By the time the final
version of the program had come into
focus, half a dozen prototypes lay behind
and several months had slipped by. In the
mean time, eheerful enthusiasm had given

10 10 15 10

way 10 single-minded intensity as the
problem wormed its way under my skin.
Neither was I working entirely alone.
Word of the pangram puzzle had spread
arnong colleagues, discussion sprang up
and contending design philosophies were
urged. At one stage, complaint of "exces-
sive csu-time devoted to word games"
earne in from the University of Nijmegen
Computing Centre, whose facilities had
been shamelessly pressed into service.
This was when rival pro grams were run-
ning simultaneously. It was bad enough to
be in seareh of a Holy Grail that might not
even exist; the thought of someone else
finding it first added a sticky sense of ur-
geney 1Othe hunt.

The question of determining the exaet
ranges of number-words to be examined
seerned to me an essentially trivial one,
and I put it off until last. The important
thing was to get the program running. For
the time being it was enough to decide
wh at the lowest eombination was going 10
be, and to let the algorithm generate all
possibi1ities up to, say, ten higher for eaeh
nurnber-word. in terms of software it was
convenient for ranges to be of equal
length; ten might be unnecessarily high,
but better the net be too large than that the
fish should escape. Since the totals in the
near-solution were to define the midpoint
of these ranges, their lower limits would
commence at about five less. 'Fourteen
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o's,' fOT instance, implied a range running
frorn nine up to eighteen (or perhaps ten
up to nineteen). The values actually ser-
tled upon-on the basis of pencil-and-
paper trials with near-autograms-may be
seen in Fig. 2. Ranges far each of the six-
teen critical letters are represented as ver-
tical scales with numbers (standing for

nurnber-words) indicating their starring
and finishing totals. Within these ranges
fall the hand-produced near-solution sums
tracing out a histogram silhouette. In most
cases these are, by definition, situated
roughly in the middle of the range. Für the
low totals I, g, and u. however, this is im-
possible: in a pangram all letters must

occur ar least once; the range cannot ex-
tend below one (see Fig. 2.).

The second part of this article, repro-
duced by kind permission of Springer.
Verlag, Heidelberg and New York, will
apear in the September issue of Elektor
Electronics.

INFRA-RED SENSOR SEES
THROUGH DIRT

Quiller LId. have introduced an infra-red
prcximity sensor with significanl advantages
over currenuy used opticaJ sensing dcviccs.
The Quad-Lux sensor is smalI, rugged and
reliable. Because it has no lenses, the device
is claimed 10 be able 10 see through conden-
sation, dirt, cloudy atmosphere and even fin-
gers. In such unfriendly environments, the
units have the ability 10 sense target objects
Up 10 15 metres d istant.
The operational integrity of each pair of
sensors is enhanced by incorporating phase-
locked loop electronics in the switching cir-
cuitry, eliminating problems associated with
signal confusion from othcr sensors or am-
bient lighting irregularities.
The sensors are easy 10 fit and adjust. Sig-
nal cabling is at right angles with the detec-
tion surface, for loop-free installation.
The new sensor is said 10 have an oper-
ational lifetime in excess of three tirnes that
ofpresent-day sensors. The device is seen as
ideal for applications where dust and dirt
build up have traditionally caused problems.
These conditions typically arise in outdoor
applications , woodworking areas, foundries,
mining, farms and similariy 'dirty' environ-
ments.

A wide range of rnouruing arrangemerns is
offered. Dimensions are 15x30x30 rrtm .
Operating ternperuture range is from -25°C
to +65°C. Typical operation al lifeti rne is
100,000 hours. Control amplifiers are also
available.

Quiller LId .• 2 Paisley Road • BOURNE·
MOUTH BH6 5EU. Telephone: (0202)
417744. Fax: (0202) 421255.

NEW FRONT END PIR MODULE

The SGM5910 passive infra-red (PIR) mo-
dule is intended for the detection of human
body rnovemerus. The unit measures
35x30x30 mm, and has an in-built lens pro-
viding coverage of 100 degrees in the hori-
zontal plane and 60 degrees in the vertieal
plane.
Output is of the open-collector (acti ve-
low) type, and the SGM5910 will operate on
connection of 510 12 VDC ar , mA.
The use of a moulded semi-hemispheric
lens (black or white) provides a high degree
of protection and should enable the unit to be
added to equipment by the simple expedient
of drilling a 25-mm hole through the face and
inserting from behind. Versions for wall
mounting and ceiling mounting are available
with different pyrosensors.

Chartland Electrnnics • Charlland House
• Twinoaks· COBHAM KTII 2QW. Tele-
phone: (0372) 842553/843976. Fax: (0372)
844264.

WIDE RANGE OF MINIATURE CRYS·
TALS

Euroquartz have inrroduccd new miniature
quartz crystals to its wide range held in
stock.
A new 32.768 kHz device is available in

two package styles: 3x8 mm and 2x6 mm.
Frequency tolerances available include
± 15 ppm and ±20 ppm and typi~al tempera-
ture stability is -0.035 ppmrC-. Operating
temperature is -1010 +60°C whilst ageing is

specified as 3 ppm maximum at 25°C over
the first year.
HC-45/UM-l type crystals are available in

frequencies frorn 1.0 MHz 10 100.0 MHz
with calibration tolerances of ±50 ppm at
25°C for devices from 1.010 1.048576 MHz,
and ±30 ppm for devices from 3.579545
MHz to 100.0 MHz. These crystals are
housed in a package measuring
7.1x8.0x2.4 Olm.
Euroquartz ls also stocking a wide range of

miniature cylindrical crystals covering vari-
ous sizes and frequency ranges including
2x6 mm, 25.6 kHz to 200 kHz, 3x8111m,
16 kHz to 200.0 kHz, 3x9 rnm, 3.579545
MHz 1026 MHz, and 3xl0 mm, 3.20 MHz 10
3.50 MHz.
As weil as the wide range of stock crystals,

Euroquarta can also manufacture or supply
devices 10 order.

Euroquarlz Ltd .• Blacknell Lane Indus-
trial Estate • Crew kerne • Somersel TA 18
7HE. Telephone: (0460) 76477. Fax:
(0460) 77229.

PLOTTERS FEATURE STANDARD IN·
TERFACE OPTIONS

Types 84 and 83 from STC Electronic Ser-
vices are a 7-pen A4-size, and a l ü-pen A3-
size Bryans Flatbed graphics pen plotter
respectively. HPGL graphics emulation
makes rhe units compatible with most estab-
lished software packages. Both plotters are
suitable for ordinary paper and transparency
film, and are backed with a wide variety of
consumable options.
Further details from

STC instrument Services· Dewar House •
Central Road • HARLOW CM20 2TA.
Telephone: (0279) 64164I.
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